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JEANNE FOX, ESQ:

(Acting Chairperson) Hi, I'm Jeanne
Fox, one of the new Commissioners.
I'm glad that you made it
here today and that you're all on time, which we aren't.
Several of the other Commissioners will probably be coming in
later.
This hearing is being transcribed and they'll read the
transcripts before we make our recommendations and have our
discussions.
Health issues have been in the forefront of the
national attention over the past few years.
Health has also
become a particularly important concern in our State, New
Jersey, and the Governor's Commission on Health Care Costs has
been a means to address problems arising from the increasing
costs of obtaining health care.
Sex discrimination in the
health field and in the delivery of health care also presents
an important area of study.
Women often face additional barriers in the health
care system because of discriminatory practices and because of
women's
economic
status.
The
increasing
difficulty
of
obtaining adequate health insurance has taken an especially
hard toll on women, and access to low-cost prenatal and
pregnancy care remains a problem.
Women may also not receive the same health care
options and quality of care as do men.
Women are often not
studied in certain areas of medical research, and existing
medical models often do not include the experience and needs of
women.
Many witnesses have come today to testify on these
important issues. The Commission on Sex Discrimination in the
Statutes hopes that the information from these hearings will be
considered by the Governor in his study of health care in New
Jersey.
Our first witness today is Hazel Staats-Westover.
Please come forward.
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S T A A T S - W E S T 0 V E R: It is appropriate
H A Z E L
for the testimony on domestic violence to be the first report
today, as our former Surgeon General of the United States
Public Health Service in the United States Department of Health
and Human Services,
C. Everett Koop, considers domestic
violence to be women's number one health problem in the United
States.
It affects more women's health than all automobile
accidents, rapes, and muggings combined.
Domestic violence is
a serious social, legal, and health problem. Those who inflict
violence on their partners come from every imaginable race,
class,
protession
and
occupation,
age,
geographic,
and
religious group.
Abusers continue to abuse because society
ignores, accepts, or fails to prosecute their behavior.
A specific focus on the physical care of the abused
and the medical caregivers will be testified on later in the
afternoon. . As a United Church of Christ clergywoman, I have
been working part-time the last 15 months as the Lead
Consultant for the Clergy Project under the Division on Women
and would like to speak on some of the issues that I have
observed in regard to family life when domestic violence is
present.
Twenty years ago, Americans assumed that rape., incest,
and wife beating rately occurred.
Because of the women's
movement, we know now that they're not at all uncommon.
The statistics are chilling.
From a book soon to be
published by New Jer-sey author Flora Davis, she writes, "An
American woman stands one chance in three of being sexually
abused before the age of 18, usually by a relative or friend of
the family.
When she reaches college age, the chances are one
in five that she'll be raped on a date."
I'm also the United
Church of Christ Chaplain at Princeton, and have been called by
women students to help them through the terror and trauma in
the aftermath of acquaintance rape or date rape.
They
experience violent acts.
Sometimes their heads get knocked
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against the wall. Ms. Davis continues her statistics on women
and violence, "Nine out of ten women have been sexually
harassed on the job. Roughly seven out of every 100 women have
been kicked, punched, or choked by the man they live with; some
are beaten repeatedly."
As 85% of the abused are women, there is an apparent
sex discrimination going on in family life behavior. What can
we say to help people understand the way our sexist society
works against women for equality? One has to be an historian
with a sensitivity toward the patterns of behavior throughout
history to really see how, since at least biblical times, women
have been considered property of men along with their cattle,
land, and so forth.
Ms. Davis writes, "Though legally women are no longer
property, some men still feel that they are.. The proof lies
both in the fact that sex crimes and violence are so common,
and in the way the criminal justice system has resisted changes
designed to protect the abused and punish rapists and
batterers."
As a clergyperson I am very conscious of the wrong
religious nurture that reaped a society of sexual inequality,
one in which there is confusion between the sexes in regard to
dominance, control, and submission while couples work out hoped
for loving, balanced relationships.
The epidemic proportions of violence against women
calls all of us to be advocates for prevention of domestic
violence in al,l aspects of the larger society, as well as
immediate care for the abused.
Knowing how total health;
mental, psychological, physical, and spiritual-- is all of the
same piece, we have a new understanding of how in a society
where so much. violence occurs, women are the recipients of 85%
of the domestic violence. Specifically in New Jersey, we must
not have 49 deaths and just under 52, ooo calls for help or
violence offenses as we had in 1989.
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The time is past when the crimes of sexual and
domestic violence are made only an issue of private, rather
than public, concern, which allows the abuser to be protected.
Last month I attended the inauguration of the Center for Global
Issues and Women's Leadership at the Eagleton Institute at
Douglass College.
Margarita Papandreaou, the wife of the
President of Greece, spoke on violence and human rights.
She
reminded us that if such an act of violence took place on the
street, a pol iceman would be called and there would be an
arrest.
The criminal justice system has been less effective
because of the institutionalized attitudes of sexism, racism,
and class consciousness.
Improvements
in
response
to
society's
growing
awareness of the evil of domestic violence is seen in New
Jersey as one of the states that has specially trained police
units that effectively help handle cases of spouse or partner
abuse.
Our State has also modified our laws to make it easier
to arrest batterers.
It has been found that arresting an.
offender is far more effective in preventing future assaults
than the two other common police approaches, which were
ordering the offender to leave the house for eight hours and
offering counseling.
Only a small. percentage of
Change has come slowly.
those arrested are ever prosecuted because the charges are
reduced to minor infractions of the law, or suspended sentences
are recommended to the court by prosecutors, and judges in
domestic ~iolence cases often impose either a light sentence or
no sentence.
Nor can court orders of protection always
safeguard battered women, since police do not provide a
24-hour-a-day guard to women who have been granted a protection
order. .Many of the deaths from domestic violence occur during
this time.
Nevertheless, this is a quote from the NOW Legal
Defense and Education Fund and Renee Cherow-O'Leary, in "The
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State-by-State Guide to Women's Legal Rights,": "While sexist
attitudes and other serious problems still prevail in many
cases, if a woman does decide to go to court, she will find
there is more public and judicial support than ever for
prosecuting violence against women." There is also a greater
likelihood of finding doctors, lawyers, judges, police, and
counselors who can deal sensitively and effectively with the
problem of domestic violence, press charges, and appear as
witnesses.
Sexual, as well as domestic violence, constitutes
criminal behavior.
It is a crime for anyone to have forced
sexual contact with another adult, or for any adult or teenager
to have sexual contact with a child, either by force or with
consent.
Reporting sexual assaults helps both the victim and
Sex offenders almost always repeat their crimes and
others.
seldom seek treatment voluntarily, so criminal prosecution is,
in all probability, the most effective method of countering
sexual assault.
Justice-making for victims of sexual and domestic
violence involves our legal system, as well as social service
agencies, religious institutions, and mental health services.
This statement is directed toward the most effective use of our
legal system to protect the abused and end domestic violence,
including sexual violence.
In the funding and supportive services, include:
A policy of nondiscretionary arrests in domestic
violence cases, which means that a police o£:ficer has no choice
but to arrest, if she or he believes violence has occurred.
These programs have been effective in reducing battering.
Some
cities sponsor community intervention projects along with the
mandatory arrest.
Female and male volunteers provide immediate
counseling for both the abused and the abuser.
The goodwill
and support are important.
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The police also need training programs for dealing
more effectively with domestic and sexual violence, including
crisis
intervention techniques,
legal guidance for
fully
informing
battered
women
of
their
rights,
and
fuller
coordination with other agencies trying to protect and help
victims.
I was one of the founders of the Keyport Center where
we had 300 women come for help the first year.
Feminists
always felt that shelters must somehow empower battered women
to feel a part of a community of women who could help each
other.
Then when they left, they'd be resilient human beings
who could control their own lives.
Courts should strive to cut red tape and eliminate
delays in victims obtaining restraining and protective orders,
peace bonds, and so forth.
Legal
aid progr:ams
should
increase
services
to
battered spouses who seek divorce and custody.
Stronger,
more· effective laws governing domestic
violence are still needed.
Legislation for appropriations is needed to adequately
fund improvements in preventing and remedying domestic and
sexual violence.
In New Jersey this means support of moneys
regardless of our present day cuts in the budget.
My own
belief about this issue is that it might be the most important
issue of all, if we are truly concerned for our future society,
as we know that children were present or involved in 54% of the
report~d offenses in 1989; and ther~fore psychologically ·and
emotionally disturbed even when they have not been physically
abused.
But it means the next generation will have been
trained for violence.
All court personnel,
ju~ges,
lawyers,
and court
officers, should be trained in further sensitivity to the
issues of sexual and domestic violence, and to the fact of bias
against women in our court system.
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To sum up my testimony on violence against women as
the number one health problem, I believe it will require a
network of all of our social systems to get at the root cause
of the imbalance between women and men and equalizing power
between males and females.
We need a system where all women
are no longer men's dependents, underpaid and undervalued, and
therefore undervaluing themselves; one of freedom, security,
and peace for all women.
The legal statutes should reflect
that need.
MS~ FOX:
Thank you. How do you feel at this point in
time
I don't know nearly as much about this as you obviously
do
how the training of the court system,
the court
personnel, is at this point in time in this State?
MS. STAATS-WESTOVER: It isn't enough.
MS. FOX: The active programs in some areas?
MS. STAATS-WESTOVER:
I. have been working in the
feminist movement since the very beginning, and until I worked
at this job -- as the Lead Consultant in the Clergy Project
I had no idea how prevalent it was; it's massive.
I mean, it
is everywhere, and it is global as well as just in our
country.
It seems to me that there can't be enough education
and training for dealing with this.
While I was on the Keyport Center staff, I helped
train the police, years ago, in the care of rape victims, and
did the training for Monmouth County.
They are a different
organized group now.
It pays off.
I mean, they have real
sensitivity and appropriate ways· of talking to the victims o·f
rape and of dealing with going into the homes where violence is
being perpetrated. All we need is more, I think, but there has
to be funding to help this happen.
MS. FOX: And the funding for that program was by-MS. STAATS-WESTOVER:
It's ending at the end of this
month.
MS. FOX: --by the county, or was it State funded?
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MS. STAATS-WESTOVER: Oh, that.
That was special HEW
project money that we had gotten for an experiment in
developing programs in the community for women -- to help.
MS. FOX: Is that continuing, that programs?
MS. STAATS-WESTOVER:
That Center is still going.
It's one of our 29 centers in the State.
MS. FOX: And where does that funding come from?
MS. STAATS-WESTOVER:
It comes from several different
sources.
It's partly under the Division on Women and reaches
out.
MS. FOX: Okay, thank you.
Our next witness is Diane Palladino, from New Jersey
Women and AIDS.
D I A N E
P A L L A D I N 0,
Ed.D.:
Hi. · I'm the
Coordinator of the New Jersey Women and AIDS Network, a
statewide organization which-is now based in New Brunswick.
The mandate of the New Jersey Women and AIDS Network
is to make visible the issues affecting women who are at risk
for, and who are infected with HIV and AIDS.
To create this
visibility, we sponsor public education forums, disseminate
information on the impact of HIV infection on women· and in
women's bodies, and monitor policies which regulate care and
service delivery to HIV infected individuals.
Since the inception of the HIV epidemic, New Jersey
has had the largest percentage of women with AIDS in the United
States.
As of May 30. of this year, 1813 women, or 21% of the
total nuiDber of people diagnosed with AIDS in New Jersey are
women.
This means, conservatively speaking, that over 27,000
additional women are currently infected with HIV.
Well over
50% of these women are women of color, poor women, and urban
women.
For a State that ranks fifth in the country in the
number of diagnosed adult AIDS cases, women have been, and
still are worse than second-class citizens in health care
services and constructive public policy. They are invisible.
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Before I present the specific problem areas in
HIV/AIDS services to women,
let me make clear that the
discrimination is couched in the institutional responses to
women and HIV.
The subtlety of the discrimination rests in the fact
that women are ignored as victims of HIV infection, as people
who get HIV infection, and as individuals whose bodies become
sick because the virus exists in those bodies.
The lack of
positive responses to women as people who can, and do become
infected with HIV is accompanied by the framing of women only
as transmitters of the virus to men and to fetuses. Women are
perceived as "vehicles of infection."
In the latter role,
women are projected as beings whose sexual activities must be
controlled, as if the control of women's bodies will result in
the ability of the State to control the transmission of HIV
infection.
Public policy has been formulated around this
negative perception of women's role in the epidemic rather than
towards providing women with the essential health services they
urgently need.
The key areas which require immediate attention are as
follows:
1)
In Essex and Hudson Counties, where 61% of all
women with HIV and AIDS reside in New Jersey, there is one
clinic specifically for women with HIV.
This is the only
women's clinic in the entire State.
The· other 29% of women
with diagnosed AIDS and HIV infection have no such facility
near them.
2) There is no medical protocol in New Jersey for the
treatment of HIV infected women.
There is a protocol for
"people" with HIV infection.
This protocol does not include
the gynecological manifestations of HIV which, by definition,
are female specific.
It fell to the New Jersey Women and AIDS
Network to do the research and produce literature dealing with
the medical manifestations of HIV in women. The literature was
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produced through a small grant from Hoffmann-La Roche, with no
support of public funds or public institutions.
Since the
literature was made available on June 4 of this year, we have
had requests for over 100,000 copies from groups within New
Jersey and for over 25,000 copies from groups in other states.
We are now trying to find additional funding to accommodate the
additional printings.
3)
There is no medical protocol in New Jersey for
pregnant women who are HIV infected.
We have heard reports
that many obstetricians do no want to work with HIV infected
· pregnant women and attempt to refer them· to "HIV specialists."
The reality of the situation is that obstetricians can treat
these women as well as they can treat non-HIV infected women
and, in fact, many physicians have, unknown to them, treated
women patients who are infected.
All primary care physicians
must commit to self-education about HIV disease and must
participate in the medical response to the epidemic.
That's
another reason why we produced the literature. The literature
that was produced has a pamphlet for physicians, health care
workers, and one pamphlet for women with AIDS and HIV.
4)
The Centers for D·isease Control does not include
any reference to female specific symptoms in its current
definition of AIDS. When asked the reason for this, Mr. Curran
has replied that there's not enough "research" on women to
generate hard data.
Of course, there are minimal funds
available to support such research, so the data cannot be
generated in the "scientifically ·acceptable ways,,; which
produce the hard data necessary to justify the expenditure of
funds for research.
When we were doing research -- as an aside -- on the
medical manifestations literature, the researcher that we hired
contacted all of the research projects in the country that were
researching the effects of HIV infection on women.
She didn't
have a hard job; there were 10.
That's an increase over the
last few years.
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Another effect of the limited definition of AIDS is
that many women have been misdiagnosed, and as a result, die
unclassified as having AIDS.
The result of this non-AIDS
classification is twofold:
1) women remain undercounted in the
epidemic and the lack of resources is justified on the "small
number" of women who have HIV /AIDS; and 2) women who are not
accurately diagnosed with AIDS do not qualify for entitlement
programs, which require an AIDS diagnosis for participation.
5) There are no clinical trials in this country which
study the effects of experimental drugs on women's bodies. Up
until recently, many trials excluded women because the results
from women "skewed" the data, and many women of childbearing
age are still, in fact, not allowed into trials.
They are
afraid of what might happen to the fetus, and that's even if
the woman is not pregnant.
They're still afraid of what's
going to happen to the fetus.
In trials for AZT, the most
widely tested antiviral drug, only 7% of the participants were
women. The truth is that we do not.know the effects of AZT on
women.
6)
There are currently two open trials for pregnant
women who are HIV infected, protocol 082, and C121.
The goal
of both of these trials is to. study the effects of specific
drugs on 1) the transmission -- once again we're back to the
transmission -- of HIV from mother to fetus or neonate, and,
2), on the HIV status of the newborn; in other words, blocking
transmission to the newborn. Neither trial -- and again, these
are the only two tri~ls in the country -- is concerned with the
effect of the drug on the pregnant woman herself.
Research models have indicated that women comprise the
fastest growing group of individuals now being infected with
HIV. This is true on a national and international level.
In
New Jersey alone, in one year, we have seen a 36% increase in
women diagnosed with AIDS, surpassing the increase for men in
that same time period. So what we're seeing now in New Jersey,
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and in fact in the United States, is the male/female ratio of
infectivity becoming closer and closer to that which we've seen
in Africa and the Caribbean.
Up until this point we've
insisted Africa was an aberration, the Caribbean was an
aberration.
We're the only ones who have it right with HIV
infection, but we're seeing what's happening in the United
States come much closer to that model.
We have seen a 41%
increase in the heterosexual transmission of HIV to women,
again surpassing the increase for men.
Women have been made invisible throughout the epidemic
as people who get sick and have been the focus of blame as
"transmitters" of the virus.
It is time to rectify this
discrimination and to insure that women are given the medical
services and the resources they require.
It is time to make
women visible.
Thanks.
MS. NEWMAN: · In your studies, have you determined the
percentage of births with HIV infected-DR. PALLADINO:
Right now all infants born of an HIV
infected mother will be HIV infected
will have HIV
antibodies.
I'm sorry, because of the transmission of the
antibodies from the mot~er to the newborn.
That's any
antibodies. Within 9 to 15 months, they shed those antibodies,
and now it's approximately 25% of children born to HIV infected
mothers who actually are infected themselves.
MS. FOX: Do you have an idea of how many -- one out
of how many bi~ths might be HIV infected?
DR. PALLADINO:
Oh.
I don't have the figures with
me.
Depending on where you look in the State-- I think in
Newark it was-- I won't even give you the figure, but I can
get you that information if you'd like me to do that.
MS. SAMPIERI: What specific recommendations would you
make to include women in the testing of drugs -- in the receipt
of care?
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DR. PALLADINO: Certainly in the testing of drugs, and
that should be very easy.
I mean, we have protocols that are
being tested.
All you need to do is insure that the
participants in those tests are women. Now, I don't mean are
women in addition to men or incl.uding men. What we really need
is clinical trials where the people -- the participants -- are
only women, so we can look at that data and how the drug
affects women, and then compare that group with a group of men
who are getting the same protocol and see what kinds of effects
the drugs do and do not have on women, and the differences.
That's relatively easy to do.
We need, in terms of services-- First of all, we need
more clinics.
The clinic I referred to is Pat Kloser's
clinic.
She is servicing now about 500 women, mostly from
Newark, in that clinic. The waiting time is about six hours.
I was just talking to her on June 4 and she was real excited
because she was getting two fellows as of July 1, so she would
have two extra physicians to work with her.
Arlene Bardequez, who I noticed testified last week,
also works with Pat Kloser, with women who are pregnant.· They
simply don't have the staff up there to deal with the women
they see. They don't have the psychosocial support staff. New
Jersey has no organized psychosocial support services for
women.
In other words, if you find out that you're HIV
infected, if you find out you have AIDS, if you find out that
your partner is infected, if you find that your child is
infected, there's no specifically trained mental health center,
or group of mental health clinicians who are dealing with that.
Again, I' 11 go back to Newark, because they're doing
the most. Julia Aleman, who works at UMDNJ as a social worker,
works closely with Pat ·Kloser and her clinic, but she's one
social worker.
She's the person who is doing the most
consistent intervention with families affected with HIV, and
she's one person. So, that needs to happen.
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We need to have more mental health people trained. We
need to have more people who come in contact specifically with
HIV women.
For instance, we have the TAP sites in New Jersey
-- Treatment Assessment Program. You need to train that staff
to do intake with women, to talk with women about their
concerns, to do risk assessments that women will respond to.
So, we need widespread staff training on the inpatient level,
on the whole medical level.
We need that kind of training in drug treatment
centers.
One of the things that you always hear about is,
well, addicted women are not represented in drug treatment
centers. As far as I know, there is one drug treatment center
in this State that takes into account a woman who has
Now, you know, I'm not going to put my kids in
children.
foster care to go into a treatment center, and I don't think
many other women are, either.
That's really one of the alternatives that women
have.
So if we look at transmission through drug use and
linking that to HIV, we don't have a viable intervention. We
need those kinds of centers.
We need housing for women and their children, again,
infected women and/or infected children: No woman is going to
separate-Very few women are going to separate themselves
from their children. One of the statistics that we see now is
that women die three times faster than men.
Women live-After a diagnosis of AIDS, women live on the average of 14
weeks. Men live an average of two years.
MS. FOX: Can you guess why that is?
DR. PALLADINO:
Yeah, I can give you several guesses.
One is-- It's pretty complex.· One is that most women who are
infected are probably also part of a family structure where her
partner is already infected, or may have died.
She probably
has children and probably at least one of her children is
infected.
So, it means that she is going to take care of
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herself last. What medical services there are -- and I just
described to you the medical services -- she's not going to put
herself into.
That's not unusual in women's health care.
Women generally leave themselves last in terms of health care.
Look at the scenario:
Let's say you live in New
Brunswick, Middlesex County. You've got an infected child and
you don't feel too good, okay? Where are you going to go with
your child? Well, you can probably go to Robert Wood Johnson,
or you can go up to Children's Hospital in Newark. But, then
you've got to go someplace else -- if you can get into Pat
Kloser' s, which is up in Newark -- to treat yourself.
Now,
even if you live in Newark, you've got to wait six hours in
Pat's clinic for services and then you've got to go to
Children's Hospital for your child. Now, who are you going to
go to first? Most women address their children.
They have
also been taking care of sick members, again, partners.
The other thing . -- and I' 11 go back to the medical
pieces -- is that what we see is that the physicians who are
looking at, and who are working with, HIV infection, look for
the signs of HIV infection in women, those of which have been
now enshrined in the Centers for Disease Control's definition
of AIDS. They don't look for the gynecological manifestations
of HIV in women. They don't look for, for instance, if a woman
has a sexuaily transmitted disease.
One of the things that
happens if they are HIV infected, is that disease is going to
be much more potent, much more resistant to any drugs, probably
resistant to all of the medical interventions, and she is going
to keep coming back for three years getting her yeast infection
treated, and it's not going to occur to anybody that this might
be a case of HIV.
There's tremendous correlation between irregular PAP
smears and human papilloma virus.
Human papilloma virus has
approximately 60 to 64 strains. Some are fairly benign; many
of them lead to neoplasia.
It's seen now that many of the
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women who have HIV infection and have human papilloma virus
wind up with the more virulent strains.
They move quicker to
cancer and they wind up with uterine cancer or ovarian cancer.
Pelvic inflammatory disease usually winds up needing surgery,
but physicians are not trained to examine women and look for
these signs. So what happens is, a woman can be going -- even
for health care, this is still answering your question -- going
for health care and nobody picks up the fact that these are
symptoms that should at least raise a red flag in terms of
talking to that woman about her HIV status.
It goes the other way, too.
Even women who are known
to be HIV infected and have these other symptoms, they are
very, very, rarely connected as to having anything to do with
HIV.
In other words, the course of the infection is not being
tracked by the other kinds of medical manifestations, until she
starts to get the more traditional manifestations, but at that
point she may have been sick for three or four years. You can
die.
Candidiasis
is
another
thing.
Once
you
get
candidiasis in the mouth and the throat, that mirrors the state
of your immune system. Once a person -- any person -- gets it
in
the
throat
or
the
mouth,
their
immune
system
is
significantly impaired.
Candidiasis first manifests itself
vaginally in women.
Now, that's a real important early
intervention trigger.
It's ignored over, and over, and over,
again. Most of the time, physicians don't even -pick it up, and
if they do pick it up, they don't pick it up in terms of HIV
infection.
MS. FOX:
Do you know if medical schools train for
that?
DR. PALLADINO: No.
MS. FOX: They don't?
DR. PALLADINO: No. We don't even have a protocol for
anything. I mean, no, we don't have-- And the medical schools
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are usually the last thing to happen, which means you don't
have the manifestation I just talked about, even mentioned.
I
mean, our literature is the first mention of it in this country
and in this State.
That's pretty crazy, when you think about
it.
MS. NEWMAN:
So, basically, all they do is they treat
that particular disease
that manifestation
without
linking it with anything else?
DR. PALLADINO: Right, right.
MS. NEWMAN:
Doesn't drug abuse also speed up the
process of the HIV disease?
DR. PALLADINO:
There are different theories about
that.
I mean, clearly drug abuse has already taken a toll on
your body and on your immune system, if you're an IV drug user,
so having HIV on top of that, obviously, is going to impact on
the body differently.
I'm not aware, but I'm not an expert in
the drug abuse field.
I know that someone is here _from drug
abuse.
I'm not aware of any direct research linkages between
-- you know, a cause and effect relationship, but clearly, once
your immune system is impaired by any kind of abuse-MS. NEWMAN:
Because when they looked at addicts in
Newark, for example, they found that the addicts died faster.
DR. PALLADINO:
Addicts die at about the same rate as
women, but again,
I t~ink it's such a complex situation,
because I don't think addicts have wonderful access to health
care in this country, and certainly not in this State. Most IV
drug users that I'm aware of-Not only don't they have
access, they're hesitant to go for medical care because of
their drug use. So, that plays another role in it as well.
So
when do they get diagnosed?
When they have an opportunistic _
infection-MS. NEWMAN:
So then the ideal situation on your
solution list is if we establish more drug treatment clinir.s
and that we also work closely -- that the two work closely --
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and not just be a drug treatment clinic or an AIDS treatment
clinic, but that they work closely together.
DR. PALLADINO:
And that they're trained to deal
specifically with women and women's concerns and issues.
You
know, in this State we have this legislation, which is so
boring already -- it's been introduced for the third year -about testing newborns. You know, we thought we had put it to
rest last year, but now it's testing the old newborns again,
and really testing women. You know, you see this other piece,
too.
Not only aren't there those kinds of services, but
there's this undertone of, "Let's get the women. " You know,
"Let's get women and let's stop them from having babies. Let's
stop them from having sex.
Let's criminalize what they're
doing so we can stop this infection."
So, we've got a
two-level fight here.
MS. NEWMAN:
You mentioned the criminalization.
Do
you know of any cases where women are being. prosecuted for
passing on HIV?
DR. PALLADINO:
At the moment, I do not.
However, I
believe it's around the corner, because women · are certainly
being put in jail for passing on -- for having crack babies,
and the whole drug scene. I think HIV is around the corner.
In this State, we have-- I don't have the new number
with
me
of
the
legislation
which
criminalizes
HIV
transmission.
It's an extension of the public law -- the
venereal disease law,
and if you look closely at that
legislation-I mean, it talks a lot about intercourse and
passing on through intercourse, but there's a little paragraph
in there that does not talk about intercourse.
There is a
statement in there that says, the passing -- the transmission
of HIV infection -- the known transmission of HIV infection, is
a crime of the third degree.
That one section takes out
. reference to sexual transmission, and who does that apply to?
It can only apply to women who become pregnant and have HIV
infected children. I mean, that's the loophole.
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That piece of legislation has not been passed in this
State .
It's been kicking around for three years, but it's
.still there; it keeps getting reintroduced. I'm very concerned
that that kind of legislation will get passed and will dovetail
very nicely with what's being done to women with crack babies
and addicted children
MS. SAMPIERI : I hate to put another burden on your
request for information, but do we have copies of what you did
-- of your reports?
DR. PALLADINO:
The literature? No, I didn't bring
any today, but I will be happy to send a packet to all of you.
MS. SAMPIERI: We could even photocopy it if you can't
get copies.
DR. PALLADINO:
No.
I just got delivery of 6000.
Hoffmann-La Rouche said they would print, hopefully; up to
25, ooo for us, so I have some of them -- 6000 in the office
now. I would be happy to make those available to you.
MS. SAMPIERI: Thank you.
MS. PERELMUTER:
May I ask you how· the medical
community received your literature?
DR. PALLADINO: So far, well, the medical community-Nurses have been responding wonderfully.
The family planning
groups have been responding.
The OB/GYN Nursing Association
has just asked one of the women who was on our work group to do
a poster session at their regional conference. We have 9otten
an overwhelming response from them. I haven't heard a lot from
physicians -- private·physicians.
Physicians who are working in clinics in the public
health sector, we've gotten a lot of positive response from.
We've gotten requests from other states as well. For instance,
the Ohio Department of Health has responded very positively.
But the physicians in private practice, we haven't heard
anything from.
MS. FOX: Any other questions? (no response)
Thank you, and we look forward to your literature.
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you're
table.

DR. PALLADINO: Thanks.
MS. FOX:
Could we take a five-minute break, and if
scheduled to testify, please check in over at the
Five minutes.
(RECESS)

AFTER RECESS:

MS. FOX:
Why don't we get started? The next speaker
will be Nancy Fiorentino, the Director of the Community
Intervention and Referral Unit.
NANCY
F I 0 RENT I N 0: Hi. Should I talk into this
or, is it good to just-MS. PERELMUTER: This is just for the transcriber, so
you need to speak out.
MS. FIORENTINO: Okay. Hi, I guess I feel first like
I want to say that I'm so glad to have the Commission on Sex
Discrimination in the Statutes existing.
I was among the
people who really believed it was important to retain and
support and keep looking at.
I'm a middle manager in the Department of Health,
Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse.
In my section is the
Office on Women, and the Office on Women has had several
initiatives
this year which have
attr-acted considerable
attention.
The primary one which I'm going to speak about is
the Pregnant Women's Treatment Project.
Also I prepared for you-- Let me just mention briefly
the materials that I gave you.
This topic has become so
popularized in recent months that there's just a lot of
material.
"Nightline" this week was on the subject of
pregnancy and addiction, so we had them fax us a transcript,
and there's a copy for you.
There's some very interesting
material in there.
There are also two charts which tell drug effects on
newborns, which are of public health a informational nature.
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They're actually for posting in teaching.
They' re used in
treatment centers for teaching and posting.
Then there' s an
editorial and article from the most recent "Journal of the
American Medical Association," which is on the subject of
intervention, which I refer to in my testimony.
I wanted to
give you the original article.
Then there's a brief narrative description of our
primary Pregnant Women's Treatment Project, and a 1 i st of the
10 providers who are presently providing treatment to pregnant
addicted women.
With that I'll just go into-- Basically the estimates
for how many drug exposed infants are born range from 300,000
to 375,000.
In New Jersey there were 117, ooo .1 i ve births and
using the national estimate of 11%, that's 12,870 drug exposed
infants.
Using the FAS rate of 1 per 500, there were 234 FAS
babies. The total number of drug and alcohol exposed babies in
New Jersey is at least 15,210.
This is extrapolated from
national figures; it's not original New Jersey reported data.
Many more babies were born with fetal alcohol effects
which are not included in this estimate.
There are large
variations in rates due to geography and demography.
We have
been told that the rate in Atlantic City and Trenton is 35% to
50%, and still higher in Newark.
In New Brunswick, the two
local hospitals are conducting an original current survey to
determine actual prevalence among all women admitted for
delivery.
They're doing drug screens and we will know what
p·ercent of all New Brunswick deliveries are drug -- have a
positive toxicology.
This data is not routinely collected and
reported.
The societal response has been one of denial followed
by mystification.
People want to know:
"Why don't pregnant
women stop using alcohol or drugs?"
This question misses the
most essential fact about addiction.
By definition it is
characterized by loss of control and the inability to stop.
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Addiction is not willful misconduct. It is a physiological and
psychological urge like an instinct, a craving beyond human
understanding. Lab animals take cocaine until death.
Treatment
programs
operate
in
many
ways
like
traditional therapy, but in other ways they do a thing called a
"brainwash" about addiction. Even with intensive work in this
area, relapse is not uncommon and may serve as a part of the
recovery process.
Nonetheless, treatment does work, and we
have scores of women whose lives were hopeless a year ago who
now have clean and sober babies and lives.
The next societal reaction after, "Why don't they
stop?" is, "If they can't stop, we should control them."
Nationally, 50 women have been prosecuted for distributing
drugs to a minor, their fetus. Between 18 and 25 states regard
a positive toxicology or drug screen at childbirth as pro forma
evidence of neglect. . Children are removed from their mother's
custody straight from the hospital.
In New Jersey, there has been at least one prosecutor
who did ask the Health Department to join him in prosecuting a
pregnant addicted woman, but when offered treatment, this woman
consented.
Originally she declined, because she thought the
attitude was one of interest only in the baby, not her. When
she was appr.oached later, she changed her mind.
When a hospital or physician reports a drug exposed
infant, a family investigation is undertaken by DYFS. The baby
is not automatically placed. This year there will be funds for
family interventions to teach the methodology of drug and
alcohol intervention to DYFS workers.
Drug and alcohol
addicted families can be organized and empowered to move their
addicted loved one into treatment, possibly, instead of the
removal of children.
Pregnant addicted women cannot give their babies what
they do not have themselves. The JAMA article_tells the story
of 935 mothers of low-birth-weight babies who were offered
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intervention services.
Ninety-six percent agreed, and they
participated in these services for three years.
These women
want and need care and treatment, not censure and punishment.
What if an arrest for driving while intoxicated were to
constitute reckless endangerment of minor children? What if
these drivers were subject to prosecution and loss of custody
of their children because they drove while intoxicated? This
is not likely to happen, in part because intoxicated drivers
are mostly male, middle class, and white.
Some background on alcohol and drug problems, the good
news: Consumption of alcoholic beverages is declining, and has
been steadily.
Cirrhosis, leading indicator of late stage
chronic alcoholism, is declining, reflecting earlier treatment
at young ages. Drug use in high schools is on a downward trend
according · to the most recent national survey.
Drug related
emergency room contacts in the last quarter of 1989 dropped 20%
after many quarters of steady increases. ~he dopamine receptor
gene has been located which may help explain addiction and
would confirm the long held hypothesis that ·there is a genetic
base. Self-help networks are available ·everywhere.
They are
free and demonstrate success -for over a million people in the
United States. There are 1500 meetings a week in New Jersey
alone.
Obstacles: Of the government's $10 billion effort in
the war on drugs, only 30% is earmarked for treatment.
Objective clinical drug and alcohol assessment and testing are
still not routine in health care settings, in correctional
facilities, in social service agencies, in employment or school
settings.
Treatment for addiction is not available to all
those who request it, but particularly to underserved and high
risk groups, the poor, and anyone with any complications,
medical
or
psychiatric
problems,
hearing
impairment,
disability, acting out behavior, homelessness, and sQ forth.
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Clients are seldom matched to treatment setting based
on characteristics which predict outcome.
For example, a
person with an intact family, employment, and health has been
demonstrated as being capable of
recovery
in
intensive
outpatient care, but these are just the ones who are sent to
residential treatment,
because they have good
insurance
coverage.
With all of the treatment available, we are only
serving one in 15 or 20 addicted persons.
Alcohol and drug addiction:
How is it different for
women? The illness is telescoped.
Women get sicker faster,
using less of the substance.
Women suffer more medical and
social consequences from drinking and drugging, are more
depressed.
Addicted women are stigmatized and the thought of
pregnant addicted women offends.
Women are held to a higher
standard of conduct.
Men with addicted women desert them.
Women with
addicted men and children stay,
thereby developing
the
co-dependence
syndrome,
an. illness
in
its
own
right
characterized by medical and emotional symptoms and impaired
functioning -- social and economic functioning.
Women are more likely to begin drinking in response to
death, divorce, or disability, their own or a loved one.
Alcohol and drug addiction services for women:
Women
in treatment· usually do have access to specialized women's
treatment groups.
This is essential.
It allows a forum for
dealing with incest and abuse, both of which are almost
universal in an addicted population.
There are eight halfway house~ for alcohol and drug
addicted women in New Jersey. They are safe refuges to support
recovery, but each one turns away up to two dozen women daily
because the demand for services is so· great.
This morning, I
left a group that wants to open a halfway house in Hunterdon
County, and by the time we finished the meeting, we were all
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sort of depressed because the obstacles to opening a halfway
house are so grave in New Jersey.
There is a terrible
difficulty about getting capital construction money -- bricks
and mortar money -- and you can't apply for operational grant
money to the general grant makers until you've got that
building.
And the local zoning problems are horrible.
We have a
halfway house for women and children in Monmouth County, which
has been unable to provide counseling on the premises because
of a zoning fight which continues in higher courts. We've h_ad
houses in other localities that were funded and ready to go,
delayed for a year-and-a-half, and finally, never opened.
We
really need some kind of a way to supersede local zoning in
order to site drug and alcohol facilities.
The local Councils on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse do
advocacy and education on women and addiction.
In Hunterdon,
they were the genesis for this group that wants to open this
house.
Each staffs a county task force.
Some have gotten
alcohol removed from maternity wards in local hospitals.
Some
have gotten local ordinances to require posting warning signs,
"A pregnant woman never drinks alone," and other ·health
warnings.
In the eight perinatal care centers with the highest
risk for infant mortality, risk reduction specialists screen
pregnant women for drug and alcohol addiction.
Five hundred
addicted women were identified and counseled last year, which
was the first year of the program.
This is a national model
program featured in a monograph by the Federal Office of
Maternal and Child Health.
Ten residential treatment programs have developed a
pregnant women's treatment initiative.
Last year 356 women
were treated; between 125 and 200 of them were pregnant. All
records did not contain notes.
This problem has been corrected
for this year and the program has been expanded by one-third.
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A comprehensive one-stop multiservice center has been
established in New Brunswick, which offers support to pregnant
addicted women. There is child care, transportation, addiction
treatment, and parenting training all out of one site.
Several programs now offer simultaneous treatment to
children of addicted families and their mothers on an
outpatient basis.
Intervention with low-birth-weight mothers and babies
has been shown in randomized clinical trials to improve both
academic performance and behavior problems, raising IQs.between
6 to 13 points.
Proper nutrition and regular perinatal care have been
shown to produce healthier mothers and babies by raising low
birth weight and e~rly detection of potential problems.
The obsta.cles:
The· Women,
Infant and Children
Nutritional Supplementation Program has been cut at the Federal
level due to an 8% increase in food prices. This means less
cheese, less peanut butter, and less juice for pregnant women.
Perinatal care is also experiencing cutbacks.
One
center in Monmouth County which serves 600 pregnant women a
year will this year be curtailing services due to cuts.
Low birth weight is of such seriousness, it persists
across generations.
Black mothers who are middle class
continue to have twice as many low-birth-weight babies as their
white counterparts.
Specialized care for children damaged by cocaine
addicted mothers is estimated this year to have surpassed the ·
$2.5 billion level.
Recommendations:
We need a statewide Commission or
Office on Families, Health, and Addiction. Women and children
require
specialized
programs.
They
require
improved
cooperation among all those agencies which serve them.
New
Jersey's own data should be gathered, cases documented, and
advocacy offered. There should be a State plan which transfers
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new knowledge from the empirical research world into programs
in the community to strengthen families and prevent their
deterioration.
This State plan should incorporate education,
health, and welfare objectives.
There are other public policy options deserving of
consideration by such an office. These include:
* Pregnancy testing as routine in every drug and alcoho~
treatment program.
* Drug and alcohol assessment and testing as routine in
all perinatal care programs.
* Potentially, a ban or limitations on alcohol and
advertising,
instead
of
a
movement
fund
tobacco
to
counter-advertising.
* Drug and alcohol testing for all trauma cases in
hospital emergency rooms.
* What about holding alcoholic beverage license holders
responsible for serving pregnant women, the way we do for
underage persons, instead of the current theme, which is
blaming the victim?
* Posting warning signs. in obstetric and gynecological
service settings.
* A household survey of needs and public support, and
efforts to combat racism, sexism, and classism.
There are other public policies which would be of
immediate help and which would require much less debate:
* Establish a master plan· for siting facilities for
addicted women and children, thereby superseding local zoning
requirements. This is done in mental health and developmental
disabilities, and a consensus is building for the importance of
this movement.
* Require interagency linkages among service providers
as part of funding mechanisms. These would include: drug and
alcohol treatment, perinatal care, Medicaid for the unborn,
AFDC, DYFS, special education, WIC, and others.
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*

Codify, for the purpose of promoting interagency
cooperation, the methodology for exchange of information which
should be used in order to still protect confidentiality and
privacy of patient records.
* Allow for a fast track administrative review and
approval for Certificate of Need, licensure, and rate setting
for any treatment facility which intends to serve p~egnant
addictive women and their infants.
The Federal funding which presently has a 10% women's
setaside has been discussed for earmarking half of that for
pregnant women.
I would be bolder.
I would recommend that it
should be a 25% setaside; 10% earmarked for pregnant women.
One-third of the treatment population in the drug
clinics are women, and one-fourth in the alcohol clinics are
women, and in fact, it could be up to 40% if outreach were
better and access were better.
There are special treatment needs of this population,
pregnant addicted women.
It is a very deprived group.
As
individuals, the women have been victimized. Every 15 seconds
Some of · these women display
a woman in America is beaten.
sexual acting out and prostitution.
Usually they are incest
survivors, and frequently they are in abusive relationships.
Provocative behaviors are defenses that disappear with. good
treatment, however.
These women need support of the kind that has been
demonstrated in the last JAMA article that is enclosed in the
packet. They need long-term, in-home support for recovery from
addiction. They need help in caring for their infants, often a
difficult and damaged infants.
Providing services to these
women now could prevent the specter which The Trenton Times
described this month, of one-third to one-half of all Trenton
schoolchildren in the year 2000 being handicapped in their
academic performance with behavior problems due to drug
exposure during pregnancy.
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Finally,
after
completing reviewing
all
of my
materials and preparing all this, it dawned on me that I had
been operating off a pattern of value statements which I
decided to codify:
A pregnant addicted woman has a right to:
* be treated with dignity and respect;
* receive sufficient and healthful food;
* receive intervention and treatment for addiction;
* safety and security;
* freedom from physical harm;
* freedom from sexual abuse and sexual pressure;
* perinatal care and treatment;
* child care sufficient to participate in addiction
treatment and perinatal treatment;
* transportation sufficient to support treatment for
addiction and pregnancy;
* housing for herself and her family;
* education in the stages of development of her infant
and child;
* education in the special needs of drug .and alcohol
affected infant and child;
* social and emotional support to recovery;
* confidentiality and privacy in the handling of her
treatment needs;
* HIV counseling, testing, and treatment; and
* information about those benefits and services
available to her and her family.
MS. FOX: Thank you. Any questions?
MS. FRANCIS:
I would just like to say that was an
excellent summary with a lot of very pertinent information that
I wish a lot of people could hear and read.
MS. FIORENTINO: Thanks.
MS. FRANCIS:
I always have a concern when we're
dealing with issues related to pregnant women that we deal
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carefully, so that we're not infringing on the autonomy of the
woman in the interest of the fetus.
But when I say that, I
don't mean that we should not be concerned with the fetus; we
certainly should. But it's sort of a general question: How do
you reconunend approaching this kind of an issue so that we
insure the woman's autonomy as a person and not have an
implication that you're dealing with two persons under the law,
if you will?
MS. FIORENTINO: Well, I think you could tell from the
tone of my testimony, I certainly am opposed to the kind of
pol icy which those states which are prosecuting women who are
addicted, are pursuing.
I really believe in a policy of
treatment and in a policy of promoting health -- the health of
the mother first, and the health of the fetus secondly.
I
don't think that the interests are mutually exclusive, nor do I
think that they are contradictory.
I think that they are one
and the same, and I think ·that approached properly, women will
go to treatment.
Now, everybody says, "Don't you think you should have
the option of punishment if the woman won't or can't?" I still
want to see a woman who won't or can't being approached
properly and with treatment access and availability available,
and child care, and transportation, and all ·those obstacles
that she has in the way of her participating. So, we've had,
really-- The stories from the pregnant women who have been
treated
in
our
treatment
programs
have
been·
just
·heartbreaking.
I mean, these women are-They're doing
everything to turn their lives inside out to participate in
this program, just like these women who were given the
intervention program that is reported in JAMA. I mean, 96% of
the population to participate for three years is unbelievable,
in the research conununi ty.
These are not women who want to
damage themselves or others. I really believe that.
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Now, I don't know how you put that out.
I mean, you
know, I don't know how you avoid this movement that people have
toward wanting to punish.
It goes at not understanding
addiction, and it goes at wanting to take control.
It's what,
in the addictions field, we call society as co-dependent, when
the society puts itself forth as if it were to control
everything and everybody. I'm not sure.
I think if we improved services
if we expanded
services and improved cooperation among them-I mean, it's
been a nightmare to coordinate services on behalf of this
little program for the two or three staff and the 10 programs
that work on it.
It is extremely difficult. We only recently
discovered that there's a program called "Medicaid for the
Unborn," which will pay for transportation for some of these
women.
We could have used this the last year, but we certainly
will find a way to use it in the coming year.
So,
I
think,
centralizing
information
about
entitlements and benefits that these women have access to-I
mean, there's a lot of pregnant women not getting the food
which is available to them.
MS. FRANCIS:
I guess I look at it as a double-edged
sword, though.
When you say, "Medicaid for the Unborn," that
has
other
implications,
legally
or
constitutionally
or
whatever, that we always have to be wary of the fallout for
other issues.- I guess the one thing I picked up on in your
recommendations
was:
Holding
alcoholic
beverage
license
holders responsible for serving pregnant women~
MS. FIORENTINO: Well, it's a little radical, but I'm
just trying to shift the blame off of the woman. Not that I-I shouldn't even use the term "blame," but I'm trying to have
society participate. We have a societal acceptance of frequent
heavy problem drinking which is extraordinarily high; it's
abnormally high -- our acceptance of drinking.
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MS. FRANCIS:
My caveat, though, about that kind of
approach, is that it makes the pregnant woman not only a unique
entity there, but it's only because she's pregnant that you're
saying this, and so you really are doing it in the interest of
the fetus she's carrying, not her as a woman. I'd just be very
cautious about recommendations like that, and I'm not sure I'd-MS. FIORENTINO: Well, I use it in a way, the same way
I use the DWI one. I don't really· want to see us implement the
DWI one, either.
I really want us to just look at this whole
situation a little more objectively.
The woman is not to
blame, solely. We have a network operating to hold the system-MS. FRANCIS: You just have to watch both edges of the
double-edged sword.
MS. FIORENTINO: You're right; you're right.
MS. SEHAM: I wanted to ask you for your- card, because
I'm involved with a women's center that has an alcoholism and
.drug abuse counselor, funded by the State Department of Health
through the County Department of Health.
I'm certainly going
to turn this information over to her. I might want to call you
and ask you some questions.
MS. FIORENTINO:
Great, great.
We are promoting
program development all over. Yes, good. What county are you
from?·
MS. SEHAM: Bergen.
MS. FIORENTINO:
Bergen? Oh, Bergen has had a very
aggressive
women's
committee,
and you're
probably
the
leadership of it, or part of it.
MS. SEHAM: No, not I myself. Our women's center is
multiservice.
One advantage is that women can come in and
they're not stigmatized for even coming in the door because
they could be coming in for career counseling, or for any one
of a number of things.
Nobody points to them and says, "Ah
hah, you're going in for alcoholism counseling."
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MS. FIORENTINO:
That's the advantage of the St.
Peter's Little White House, too.
It's a perinatal care center
that happens to have everything available there in one place.
Yes, that's true. That's a very important piece.
MS. FRANCIS:
I just have one other quick question
about: the funding:
You said the Federal funds that have the
10% set-aside now_ for women-- Is that the 30% of total drug
directed funds that you mentioned before?
MS. FIORENTINO:
That's the other thing which I gave
you.
Enclosed in your packet is a set of materials which is
our progress report on the women's set-aside spending from last
year, the 10% which was earmarked for women.
It's the report
on how that money was spent, and what services were provided.
It starts on the bottom of the page with an Oxford House piece
on top.
Oxford House is the halfway house organization which
is trying to get set up in New Jersey.
MS. FRANCIS:
Is the implication though, then, that
90% is spent on males, or that-MS. FIORENTINO:
Well, it's general treatment and
prevention, the 90% is. So, it's not-MS. FRANCIS: Okay, it's not specifically male. Okay.
MS. FIORENTINO:
--specifically and only males, but it
is true that the earmark-There would not be the women's
initiatives that there have been in the last year or two
without the women's earmark.
It's urgent to retain that earmark.
Every year people
try to eliminate it, and I think it must be retained and should
be expanded, really, to a larger proportion, because all the
states try to do as 1 i ttle as they can in that area.
It's
really important to have it named and pulled out separately.
MS. FRANCIS:
So, you'd recommend that for any kind of
initiative, probably, to make sure there's a specific-MS. FIORENTINO:
I don't think there's any other way
to enforce the implementing agency agreeing with the intent of
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the act.
I received some calls this week and last week from
Senator Bradley's office. Apparently they are trying to decide
whether to reauthorize that 10%. Of course, there's a movement
to not reauthorize it, and there's another movement to earmark
some of the money -- the whole 10% -- for pregnant women's
treatment.
You know, there's such a thing about pregnant
women's treatment, and of the 50 states last year, there were
only four that did pregnant women's treatment out of their
money.
We were one of the four, so we faxed 25 pages of
material for them to see what we did, because they may make the
other states do like we did.
However, they may equally
eliminate the set-aside.
They may equally mention pregnant
women again, but not require a proportion of the money to go
for pregnant women. So you can see of the 50 states that only
four did pregnant women, when the law said that 10% is set
aside for women, especially pregnant addicted women.
The law said that,· but the states completely ignored
it, and only four states bothered to do-- So, you've got to
have those re~irements.
Otherwise, if the fiscal officers
aren't tracking -- making the money go that way for you -managers do whatever their system of operation is.
They do
more of what they always did before, whatever that was, which
may be good stuff, but it's not stuff that will benefit
pregnant addicted women.
MS. FRANCIS: Good point.
MS. SEHAM:
But you also have to notify the women's
organizations that that set-aside is there, because if they go
in and demand it, and they say, "We know it's there, and we
want some of it," it will make a difference.
I think there has
not been very good information on that.
MS. FIORENTINO:
That's true.
It's not widely known
or understood, and in the past it was not implemented as a
separate program.
It really was-- All the existing treatment
programs were kind of -- said, "Well, make 10% of whatever you
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do be your women's effort for us, okay? Just tell us you're
doing 10% of something out of what you already do." It was an
awful way to do.
It was how we did for several years, until it
became impossible to keep defending-- The dollars became too
big to keep saying we're going to be earmarking a percent of
all existing contracts for women's services, so now there's a
much-- Every time there is a new set-aside it goes for real
women's programs.
The old though, still goes the old way.
It's very hard not to do that.
MS. FOX: In the old programs, is that mostly male, or
is it-- What is the breakdown?
MS. FIORENTINO:
Well, right now, one-third. of the
people
in the drug treatment programs are female,
and
one-fourth of the people in treatment in the alcohol treatment
programs are female, so it does go mostly for males, for lot's
of reasons. I mean, there's lots of reasons.
MS. NEWMAN:
Do the women who are in treatment
programs-- Are their children removed from them when they are
born, as well.
I know that normally -- in many situations -when a woman gives birth and she is addicted or is alcoholic,
she faces losing her child.
Do they have-- Is going into a
treatment center a way of lessening that possibility? Is going
into treatment-MS.
FIORENTINO:
Oh,
yes,
definitely,
but
each
situation is evaluated independently.
That's what I said in
here, I like about us in New Jersey.
We don't have an
automatic rule. We don't have-Now, if we had an office on families and health and
addiction, the first thing they should deal with is this,
actually, because we should have reporting of drug exposed
infants who are born.
Those families should be investigated,
and they should be offered a treatment alternative. Then there
may be the placement possibility at the end of the treatment
alternative process failing, but it should not be the first
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wave response.
It is the placement alternative, which is what
it is in other states.
It's not here, the first wave
response.
Usually-- I'm sure there are places in the State
that are, you know, maybe still doing it that way, but we have
a process for not having it take place that way.
MS. FOX:
And in New Jersey there really isn't any
kind of a movement at all which you've seen where criminal
prosecution of women for-MS. FIORENTINO:
Besides this one, there is only one
that I know of, that bubbled up to the point that the
Commissioner was asked to take a position on it.
There may
have been others that were resolved at a lower level.
I would
expect there would have been others that were resolved at a
lower level because this is a problem that people are noticing.
MS. FOX: Anyone else? (no response) Okay, thank you.
MS. FIORENTINO: Thank you.
MS. FOX: Our next speaker will be Deborah Ellis, from
the New Jersey American Civil Liberties Union.
She is their
Legal Director.
DEB 0 R A H
A.
ELLIS, ESQ.: Thank you. We were told
that we could testify about more than one subject, and I
confined my testimony that you received a copy of to one
subject.
But, one of the virtues, or disadvantages of working
in the ACLU, is that we're supposed to be a little bit expert
about almost everything, especially because I just, prior to
this job, was at the Women's Rights Project at the national
office of the ACLU. I'm familiar with a lot of women's issues,
and I just want to speak briefly to the last speaker's
recommendation.
I thought her presentation was basically very good,
but I was very, very disturbed at her recommendation, and I
wanted, as a civil libertarian, to differ with it. We would,
as people who are concerned about women and children, ever
advocate that bar owners should be responsible for giving
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drinks to pregnant women.
I think the basic point about drug
addiction and pregnancy is that we want, as a society, to
encourage women to seek treatment. By punishing women, either
by the threat of criminal prosecution or possibly by holding
bar owners liable or by holding women liable for taking drinks,
we would discourage what we all want, which is for women to
seek prenatal care so that babies are not born addicted and
that women themselves are not addicted.
There was an excellent article in "The Nation"
magazine a_ few weeks ago -- I don It have a copy with me but I
would be glad to send it to anyone -- and it was about this
whole conundrum, this whole problem, and the business, the
stations, and I think that the suggestion that we would hold
bar owners liable for giving women a drink, or lots of drinks
even, raises the specter to me of a pregnancy police.
This
article talks about that, about how· people go up to women who
are pregnant who are smoking, and say, "You shouldn It be doing
that."
I think the basic point is that, women, given the
resources that our society should provide for them -- which I
think the last speaker detailed very well -- have a right to
autonomy, and will make the best decisions for themselves and
for their children.
I think her testimony was wonderful in most respects,
but I thought that was a very disturbing suggestion and I just
wanted to differ with it.
When I was at the ACLU Women Is Rights Project in New
York, one of the areas that I concentrated on was gender
discrimination in insurance. Since coming to New Jersey I have
continued that work, writing an amicus brief for the ACLU and
other groups that challenges Blue Cross and Blue Shield Is use
of gender-based rates in its individual policies.
In my testimony today, I Im going to urge a simple
amendment to the New Jersey statutes, since the directive that
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I received said that we were supposed to think about ways to
amend the statutes, since this is the Commission on Sex
Discrimination in the Statutes.
I recommend that the unfair discrimination provision
of the insurance law, which is New Jersey Statute Annotated,
17B:30-12, be amended to prohibit health insurance rates based
on gender, as well as the prohibitions it now contains, which
are discrimination based on race, creed, color, national
origin, or ancestry.
My recommendation stems from the not only obvious fact
that gender is missing from that list -- most of us think it
should be included -- but that it is still not only possible,
but common, for insurance companies to charge health insurance
Because women are generally charged
rates based on gender.
higher rates than men for health insurance, this discrimination
does severe economic harm to· women.
For women who are not
provided health insurance by their employer -- an increasingly
large segment of the population -- the resultant high premiums
can put health insurance out of their reach.
Let me explain some background:
Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits all kinds of
employment discrimination, also prohibits differential rates or
benefits for insurance offered through employment, including
pension and annuity plans.
Thus, for those women and their
children who are fortunate enough to have health insurance
coverage through their employer, there really is no problem.
However, in all other cases, insurance companies continue to
charge women more for health insurance. The only exception is
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, a company that is highly regulated in
New Jersey and has been recently prohibited from basing rates
on gender.
It was actually-- Its demographic rating scheme
was held to be unconstitutional, not because of the gender
basis, but because it did not comport with the enabling
statute, and then it submitted other rates to the Insurance
Commissioner that were not demographically based.
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I also want to depart from my written testimony here
to mention that I think this problem is particularly acute
because more and more women-- In fact, there was an article I
read on the train coming down, in The Star-Ledger, about how
more and more people do not have health insurance through their
employers because it's so expensive.
In sum, the private insurance market is one of the
only areas in American life where overt discrimination on the
basis of gender is still tolerated. That this discriminatory
practice
is widespread does not,
however,
justify its
perpetuation in the face of New Jersey's constitutional mandate
of equality contained in Article I, paragraph 1, of the
Constitution.
As I'll talk about in more detail below, other
invidious classif1cations, such as religion and race, ·once
widely used by insurance companies, are no longer used in
recognition that such discrimination is unconstitutional arid
inherently unfair.
For reasons both of civil rights and
economic equity, the ACLU believes that gender can no more be a
basis
for
insurance pricing than can other prohibited
classifications.
When they are charged more for health insurance, women
and chi ldr.en in the ever-growing number of female-headed
households suffer adverse health consequences. Concentrated in
low-wage, part-time, and small business jobs, women are less
likely than men to receive insurance benefits as employees, and
are left with purchasing health insurance on the individual
insurance market. The higher health insurance rates women face
lead them to purchase less comprehensive coverage or no
insurance at all.
This absence of affordable insurance
coverage in turn reduces access to health care to the detriment
of women and their children.
These effects are particularly
severe for women and children of color.
For example,
African-American women in employed families are far less likely
than their white counterparts to be insured.
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Although it is true that insurance companies group
people for risk classification, it is also true that any
individual can be grouped according to several characteristics
for health insurance: religion, race, gender, ethnicity, age,
residence, smoking, alcohol use, weight, hazardous work and
hobbies, medical history, and diet and exercise, and that many,
if not all of these groupings might be useful tools to predict
accurately the risk of anticipated loss.
However, when
insurers classify by the prohibited classifications of race,
religion, ethnicity, or gender, they run afoul of New Jersey's
constitutional conunitment to treat people as individuals, not
as members of racial, religious, sexual, or ethnic groups.
The same justification that is now offered to explain
gender
classifications
actuarial
relationship of
the
classification to the risk of loss -- was once a · rationale
accepted for charging differential rates based on other
prohibited characteristics, such as race and religion, even
though risk classifications based on religion or race are now
rejected as unconstitutional and contrary to public policy.
Moreover, the statistical arguments that are now
advanced to justify gender-based rates are identical to those
advanced in the past to validate rates based on religion or
race, and are equally unconstitutional.
Although statistical differences between racial and
religious groups still exist, especially in the area of health

and life insurance, today insurance companies properly do not
use race or religion as a classification characteristic. Thus,
stripped of the aura of mystery surrounding statistics and
actuarial tables, the industry's use of gender as a proxy for
other
characteristics
is
most
aptly
described
as
an
administratively convenient generalization.George Santayana said, "Those who do not learn from
the past are condemned to repeat it. " In that context, ·r think
it is important to note that historically, the rating and
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classification practices of the insurance industry have been in
tension with the ideals of equality for which America strives.
In the 1870s the first insurance offered to freed
African-American citizens was offered at the same rates as to
white customers.
By 1881, however, enterprising insurance
companies
found
that
mortality
differences
made
it
administratively convenient to charge higher
rates
for
African-American customers.
Some companies started to apply
higher premium schedules for African-Americans than for white
customers, charging African-American customers one-third more,
or providing one-third less insurance for the same premium than
for whites.
Other companies stopped writing insurance on
African-Americans entirely, or denied commissions to agents who
sold policies to African-American customers.
Massachusetts was the first state to outlaw these
practices. In 1884, led. by an African-American legislator, it
passed a law forbidding the charging of higher premiums to
African-American citizens than to white citizens.
Despite
protests by insurance companies
some companies entirely
refused to do.business with African-American customers, leading
to the rise of insurance companies owned by African-Americans
-- a few other states, including New Jersey in 1902, soon
followed Massachusetts' lead, although most states continued to
allow companies to charge higher rates· to African-Americans.
I'd like to point out, too, that the statute that I'm
recommending that we amend to include gender, is derived from
that.original 1902 statute.
As late as 1961, insurance texts justified race-based
rates as rational discrimination contending that, "There is no
more social discrimination involved in setting a different rate
for a race which shows a higher ayerage mortality than there is
in setting a different rate for any other statistical reason."
Insurance
companies
have
also
used
religious
characterizations to set rates.
As recently as 1954, Harry
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Dingman, the Vice President of Continental Assurance Company,
combined statistical knowledge with stereotypical assumptions
to advise insurers:
"Jew tenacity of life is notorious-- Despite urban
crowding, tuberculosis and other infections, disease has taken
less toll of Jews than non-Jews.
Now that urban living has
proved superior to rural in longevity, the Jew is a better life
risk than heretofore. He drinks less than the non-Jew. He has
syphilis less often.
He eats too much, with higher than
average
incidence
of
obesity and diabetes-For
life
insurance,
Jews
are
excellent
risks-For
disability
insurance, Jews are expensive."
When charged with discriminating on the basis of race
and religion, insurance companies, as they do today to defend
rates based on gender, argued that it would bankrupt the
industry to prohibit such classifications.
For example, in
· 1900, after the first antidiscrimination laws were· passed, a
statistician for the Prudential Insurance Company fulminated
that race discrimination laws were motivated by "sentimental
considerations" and "in defiance of the laws of mortality and
ordinary business conduct."
Although;
like
gender-based
rates,
the
industry
defended the race-based rates as necessary for its financial
well-being, in fact, no economic dislocations occurred in
insurance
markets
following
the
introduction
of
nondiscriminatory rating practices.
The use of rates based on race and religion declined
in the 1960s.
In the wake of the civil rights movement,
insurance companies realized that if they did not voluntarily
desist from such practices, Congress inevitably would enact
legislation prohibiting the~ from charging differential rates.
Because the transition was voluntary, it was not monitored by
any Federal agency or State commissioners.
In fact, although
it was widely believed that insurance companies had completely
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stopped using race and religion in insurance rate making, a
recent survey by the National Association of Insurance
Commissioners in 1988 revealed that some companies continued to
charge higher rates to African-Americans on whole life policies
sold some years ago.
NAIC
immediately
condemned
the
practice
as,
"inherently unfair and unacceptable as. a matter of public
policy." I have to say that at that time, when NAIC issued
that resolution, I wrote them a letter and sent them a copy of
the ·resolution inserting "sex" everyplace where "race" was and
suggesting they adopt a similar resolution, but I never
received a response.
As with the history of race discrimination in
insurance, today legislatures, insurance commissioners, and
courts are gradually recognizing that gender-based insurance
rates are also invidious in.a natlon committed to equality.
In 1985, Montana became the first state to bar gender
in all forms of insurance.
In 1987, Massachusetts became the
first state to ban, administratively, gender discrimination in
all forms of insurance. Following the decision in Bartholomew
v. Foster, a case which I litigated, the Pennsylvania Insurance
Commissioner proposed regulations banning gender discrimination
in
all
forms
of
state-approved ·insurance.
It's
my
understanding that those regulations have been vehemently
opposed · by the insurance industry, and have not yet been
finally adopted.
The New Jersey Legislature expressed its dis-approval
of religious and racial classifications long ago, as I
mentioned before, and the inherent unfairness of gender-based
rates led a previous New Jersey Insurance Commissioner, in
1981, to recommend that they not be used for auto insurance.
In March, Judge Sylvia Pressler, of the Appellate
Division, invalidated the demographic rating system used by
Blue Cross. In that case, although she did not reach the issue
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presented by the ACLU-NJ and other groups that gender-based
rates
violate
the
Constitution,
she suggested that the
Legislature might opt to delete gender rating in the future,
either -- and here I quote from her opinion -- "as a matter of
constitutional proscription or public policy."
When New Jersey adopted a new Constitution in 1947,
the only change was that the word "persons" was substituted for
"men," as Roberta Francis well knows.
The legislative history
demonstrates that this change was intended to guarantee full
equality for women.
For example, Governor Alfred Driscoll made
specific references to the equality issue in his closing
remarks to the Constitutional Convention:
"I, for one, do not presume to review the choices you
have made in free and open convention. Who is to say that the
law -- which (was) fixed by -- the Bill of Rights since 1844 is
any more fundamental in · character then the {new) law of
taxation, or of labor relations, or than of equal rights for
women?"
In the seminal case .of Peper v. Princeton University
Board of Trustees, the New Jersey Supreme Court affirmed that
that change from "men" to "persons" in the 1947 Constitution
granted women "rights of employment and property protection
equal to those enjoyed by men."
Integrating New Jersey's strong commitment to gender
equality with insurance case law and policy from other
jurisdictions compels the conclusion that charging women more
for health insurande cannot be reconciled with Article I,
Paragraph 1 of the New Jersey Constitution, especially because,
"New Jersey accords a high priority to the preservation of
health," and there I quote from the Right to Choose v. Byrne
case.
Although it may be administratively convenient for
insurance companies to use gender-based classifications as a
proxy
for
individual
characteristics,
administrative
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convenience never justifies discrimination.
Arguments from
administrative convenience are nothing new and are not confined
to insurance. Employers also once engaged in the same sort of
invidious but convenient discrimination in selecting their work
force; for example, hiring only men for jobs which required
physical strength, despite the fact that many individual women
could perform the work equally well.
In Peper, the Supreme Court of New Jersey held that
"sex based presumptions," could not be used to deny women
employment rights. Neither can.such sex-based presumptions be
used to "jeopardize the health of poor women."
It is time to demand equality in the insurance market
so that gender stereotyping can be eliminated from insurance,
together with the attendant economic harm to individual women
and their children that it causes.
I urge the Commission to rectify the omission of
on
insurance
gender
in
the
New
Jersey
prohibition
discrimination by adding "gender" to the list of prohibited
discriminations in the statute.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify here today.
MS. SEHAM:
Thank you very much for your testimony.
It's very gratifying. I've been looking for a word other than
"seminal" to use for an important case.
MS. ELLIS: That's a good idea. I'm sorry.
MS. SEHAM: If you come up with one, please tell me.
MS. ELLIS: Noteworthy?
MS. SEHAM: Ovarian·doesn't quite do it.
MS. ELLIS: Good point.
MS. FRANCIS: Deb knows I could not resist commenting,
because I was in contact with her when the ACLU filed the suit
-- what, three or four months ago? -- with Blue Cross/Blue
Shield, because my-background has been an interest in affirming
that New Jersey's Constitution actually does have an equal
rights guarantee. We have it half affirmed, sort of, through
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Peper v. Princeton, and the legislative history of adopting the
Constitution in '47, but my sense would be that an issue like
this, if it did get through the court process, would perhaps
affirm, across-the-board, that we have that.
In the context of not then having to pass an equal
rights
amendment
to
the
State Constitution because the
Constitution itself affirms it, which leads to my question-Do you-I mean, we can't prove this 100%, but wouldn't you
say that if, in fact, that equal rights guarantee does exist in
our
Constitution,
that
the
law as
it
stands
now
is
unconstitutional, because it does not say gender, and that we
really would have extremely good leverage to convince the
Legislature that they better put gender in, because the law is
really unconstitutional without it? Could you just comment on
that?
MS. ELLIS:
I think you would.
I have -litigated-- I
did the case of Bartolomew v. Foster in Pennsylvania, and
basically in all the states that have either attempted to
change through litigation or through introducing amendments to
the statutes or regulations, there have been equal rights
amendments.
Unfortunately, the way the Federal Constitution
has been interpreted, most people think it may not give enough
protection to ban insurance discrimination,
which has
a
statistical validity.
But the higher level scrutiny under an
equal rights amendment would~ and I would agree with you,
having done a lot of detailed analysis of the New Jersey cases,
both before and after Peper, that I think we do have an equal
rights amendment, and I think the provision is unconstitutional.
The reason that I think the equal rights amendment has
not been more developed in New Jersey is really, from a
lawyer's point of view, just that there's not been a need for
it because we have good employment discrimination laws where
most discrimination certainly does really occur.
Boy, the ACLU
certainly gets-The majority of our calls are about
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employment discrimination.
There are both Federal and State
laws about that, and New Jersey has a good law against
discrimination which applies to public accommodations and other
things, so that, I just think it hasn't really come up, and
that this is one of the only instances where we actually may
need to use that argument.
The court, as I said, in the Blue Cross/Blue Shield
case, did not reach the constitutional argument about gender.
However, Judge Pressler -- who I have to say is a wonderful
judge for women-It was really-There was a wonderful
interchange between her and the lawyer for Blue Cross/Blue
Shield at the oral argument, where she said to him, "Well,
wouldn't it be true, though, that you would just find it
unthinkable to set rates based on race?" He said, "But, Your
Honor, we have a statute in New Jersey that prohibits race
discrimination." She said, "I don't care if you don't have a
Still, it would be just unthinkable, wouldn't it?"
statute.
And he said, "Well, Your Honor, gender has never received the
same constitutional protection as race." And she said, "Maybe
not until now it hasn ··t."
I thought that was a good sign, and it certainly gave
us a couple of good little suggestions in the opinion that they
agreed with our argument, even though they didn't reach it.
MS. FRANCIS:
Well, this is a kind of corollary
question, but, are there states in which-- I know some years
ago New Jersey's Insurance Commissioner -- outgoing, I guess,
Sheeran -- ~ad put ·forth an whatever you would call it, an
edict, that auto insurance rates be gender neutral. That never
got through before he was out, and it never was pursued. Could
you
picture
pursuing
this
point
through
an
insurance
commissioner's dictum -- whatever you would call it
as
opposed to doing it-Or is it more important to do it
legislatively, to have it on the books that way?
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MS. ELLIS:
It think it really-- There are various
considerations.
I think it would be better to have it on the
books, I guess, because I think that, as you said, the statute
itself is, on its face, discriminatory, because it doesn't
include sex.
I mean, that's the basic list of prohibited
classifications, and really, I think, gender should be in there.
I think that would be better from a public policy
point of view, and then I guess it depends on tactical
considerations.
But I also think that when an insurance
commiss1oner does something on his own, he is more subject to
attack as that action being beyond his authority, than if it's
done by the Legislature.
Both
in
Massachusetts,
where
they
enacted
a
regulation,
and
in
Pennsylvania,
where
the
insurance
commissioner,
a woman,
decided to just issue an edict,
basically,
they were subject
to
fierce
challenge.
In .
Massachusetts, ultimately, it was upheld, but I think it was
more because the insurance companies didn't attack it as
vociferously because they were worried about an AIDS regulation
that had been passed at the same time and they concentrated
their resources on that.
I guess I think it would be better to
do it through a statute.
I also want to mention that Governor Florio's plan for
auto insurance that was recently enacted does ban gender
discrimination in auto insurance, so that particular piece-Of course, auto insurance is the one that benefits women in any
case, but that's what's taken care of.
Although, I should say, we do believe that overall if
auto insurance was priced, probably, the way it should be
priced, which is based on mileage, women would benefit over the
course of their entire lives, because really, the reason young
women get a break is because they drive less miles than men.
But women drive less miles, of course, across their entire
lives than men do.
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MS. NEWMAN: Unless they're commuters.
MS. ELLIS: A lot of men are commuters, too, though.
But on the average, all this is generalization, so-Of
course, Allstate has attacked Governor Florio's plan for many
reasons. They filed a _lawsuit attacking it on many grounds.
One of them is that ground, and I don't know the current status
of that lawsuit.
MS. FOX: Anybody else? (no response) Thank you.
MS. ELLIS:
Thank you very much.
I appreciate your
attention.
MS. FOX:
Our next speaker is Linda Bowker, who is
President of New Jersey National Organization for Women.
Nice to see you.
L I N D A B 0 w K E R: Nice to see all of you.
MS. FOX: You look chipper.
MS. BOWKER:
Well, well rested.
I want to make a
disclaimer before my testimony. I do not know how to pronounce
medical terms, have never claimed to be able to pronounce them,
··so as I fall all over them, you '11 understand.
My name is Linda Bowker.
I am the President of the
New Jersey Chapter of the National Organization for Women.
I
am also testifying on behalf of The Fund for the Feminist
Majority.
One of our highest priorities involving women's health
is the availability of the French drug, RU486, which has a
medical name that I don't know how to pronounce.
RU486
is
manufactured
by
the
French
firm
Roussel-Uclaf.
The drug works as an anti-progestin.
The
hormone progesterone is essential for sustaining a pregnancy.
By binding to receptors that normally accept progesterone,
RU486 blocks the pregnancy-sustaining effects of that hormone.
RU486 is administered under medical supervision.
A
woman first takes a 600 mg dose of the drug in the form of
three pills. Two days later she takes a prostaglandin, a drug
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that facilitates uterine expulsion by inducing contractions. A
final checkup occurs one week
later to ensure complete
termination of the pregnancy.
A March 1990 "New England Journal of Medicine" article
concludes that RU4~6 is "an effective and safe method for early
termination of pregnancy." Combined with prostaglandins, RU486
has a 96% success rate during the first 49 days of pregnancy.
Unlike
vacuum
aspiration
abortions,
the
procedure
is
noninvasive, eliminating the risk of infection, and does not
require anesthesia.
Dr. Etienne Baulieu, a French scientist, developed the
RU486 drug in 1982.
This work has won him the 1989 Lasker
Award, one of the most prestigious medical research prizes.
Over 40,000 Frenchwomen have taken RU486.
In fact,
RU486 accounts for at least one out of every four abortions in
France today.
As an anti-progestin or as an anti-glucocorticoid,
RU486 has been, or is being tested to treat the following:
Breast cancer: which strikes one out of every ten
women. In clinical trials, RU486 has effectively slowed growth
of certain types of tumors.
Meningioma: a benign but possibly fatal brain tuinor.
RU486 might be able to control or reduce the growth of these
tumors.
Endometriosis:
the abnormal growth of endometrial
tissue.
This extremely painful disease is one of the leading
causes of infertility in women.
Recent studies have been
promising.
CUshing's syndrome:
causing a
an adrenal
cancer
dangerous overproduction of cortisol.
Clinical tests have
shown that· RU486 can block the effects of the excessive
cortisol.
Caesarian
sections:
RU486
may be
effective
in
inducing labor in difficult pregnancies.
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Burns and skin abrasions: applied topically, RU486 may
expedite the healing process.
Today, we propose that New Jersey use its independent
power to test and license drugs to begin clinical testing of
RU486.
California took this step, very successfully, with
AIDS drugs.
Three years ago the FDA was frustrating the
development of AIDS drugs. Legislation in California set up an
independent,
streamlined state program for
testing and
licensing AIDS drugs.
As a result, seven experimental AIDS
drugs are now being tested in California.
Virtually all new drugs approved for use in this
country go through the FDA approval process. But that is not
the only way.
New Jersey can, and must follow California in
exercising the independent legal right to test and license
drugs for use within the State. The threat of competition may
very well help conyince the FDA to do its job.
This action is particularly fitting for New Jersey
since Hoechst-Roussel, located in New Jersey, is an affiliate
of Roussel-Uclaf, the French firm which developed RU486.
Abortion is a personal decision for each woman. RU486
is the moral property of women. No woman should have to run a
gauntlet of obnoxious, harassing pickets in order to exercise
her ·right to have an abortion or other medical treatment.
RU486 can help remove abortion from the streets and the evening
news and put the issue of abortion into_ the realm of a
personal, private decision, where it belongs.
Thank you.
MS. FOX: Questions?
MS. FRANCIS:
Let me clarify the recommendation,
Linda, which is that: New Jersey, for the first time, declare
that it is going to test and license drugs as a State, rather.
than simply permitting the sale of drugs that have been
licensed by the Federal FDA?
MS. BOWKER: That's right.
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MS. FRANCIS: And there's been no other recommendation
before to do this with any other, like, AIDS drugs, in New
Jersey, or anything?
MS. BOWKER:
Not in New Jersey.
The only -- and I
have the legislation-I didn't bring it, but, it would
probably be helpful if-I will forward the California
legislation to you.
It could-- This is a first use, of course, and I
believe a very important use, but the FDA is becoming more and
more a political tool, and if more states did what California
has done, it would help move the FDA, I believe, away from
being used as a political tool.
MS. SAMPIERI:
We heard earlier testimony about the
minimal testing of AIDS drugs on women to see what the effect
had been. Can you see that making a proposal like this might
also open up testing of AIDS drugs on women?
MS. BOWKER:
Absolutely, absolutely.
AIDS drugs in
general, and I would like to see it specifically for women.
And it's not only AIDS. Women are ignored in medical
testing across-the-board, and if this country continues to
ignore women, New Jersey could be a leader in medical research
that does deal with women.
MS. FRANCIS: To come at it from the other direction:
Is there any other history of another drug, the way there is
with RU486, that has put· limits on the development of it for
nonmedical reasons? Did I ask that right?
MS. BOWKER: I know what you mean.
MS. FRANCIS:
Is RU486 the only drug we know of that
has had political decisions stopping the development of it?
MS. BOWKER: The AIDS drugs-- I mean, I believe that
was political.
MS. FRANCIS: Okay, yeah. I shouldn't have even.asked
it like that, because of course, the AIDS drugs-- But, I mean,
other ones that are specifically connected with the abortion
issue, let's say.
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MS. BOWKER:

I 'm not aware of any others, but there

may be.
MS. NEWMAN: I take it these medical tests for breast
cancer and endometriosis and etc., they're all being done in
Europe?
MS. BOWKER: Yes.
MS. FOX:
How long has this drug been available in
France for normal use?
MS. BOWKER:
Forever, I gather .
I mean, it ' s very
commonplace, one in four.
There was a program on TV that
actually showed -- I think it was "The Reporters" -- where a
woman went with a woman who went through the whole process, and
it makes it so much more civil.
It really puts the entire
process in focus, that it is a medical procedure. You know,
you're going to a doctor's office; you're getting a medication;
and then you're going home; the same as you would in many, many
medical procedures.
It takes it out of the. emotional arena,
where it doesn't belong.
MS. NEWMAN: So the types of complications that arise
in other methods, you don't have with this?
MS. BOWKER:
Actually there really aren't that-Medical problems as a result of abortion are not the reason
that there is objection to abortion. It's so safe.
MS. NEWMAN: But I'm just looking at the safety factor
as another great selling point for RU486.
MS. BOWKER:
Because you don't have to-- It's not
invasive. You don't have the same worry of infection that you
would with vacuum aspiration, or D&C, or any other methods.
MS. FRANCIS: I think I want to refine the question I
asked about political decisions, because I guess my- point
basically was:
This is a drug that has uses for treatments
other than for abortion, and yet it's being stopped because of
the one case in which it can be used that has political
Do you know of any other drugs that might · be
ramifications.
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abortifacient if used, but also are used for other diseases?
You know, drugs that are primarily used for treatment of other
things-MS. BOWKER: Yeah, I know what you mean.
MS. FRANCIS: --but that would cause abortion if given
to a pregnant woman -- that are now being used?
MS. BOWKER:
I could see a scenario, where if our
opponents were following this same strategy, we might not, at
this point, have the low estrogen birth control pill, because
that-The birth control pill was actually developed to
control women's menstruation, so they would have regular
periods. So I can see, if people had been as fanatical at that
point in history, we may not even have the birth control pill.
As a matter of fact, we have far fewer methods of birth control
in the United States than they have in Europe.
Our health is being seriously impaired by fanaticism,
because an abortion is far safer than actually carrying a
pregnancy to term. For many women -- maybe not many; many may
be an exaggeration -- but for some women, carrying a pregnancy
to term equates to death.
And to deny· women a safe, easy,
method to terminate that pregnancy, I believe, is criminal.
MS. FOX: Actually, Linda, if you knew of some other
drug that would act as abortively, you wouldn't tell us here in
public, would you?
I
asked that
MS .
FRANC! S:
realized
after
I
question-- If it existed, it would be in the headlines along
with RU486.
MS. FOX: We keep these things secret.
Any other questions?
MS. SEHAM:
I have something I still need that I
forgot to ask Deborah.
MS. ELLIS: I'm still here.
MS. SEHAM: I know you are. Would you send us a copy
of "The Nation" magazine article?
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MS. ELLIS: Sure.
MS. SEHAM:
Thank you.
Just send us one copy, and
we'll copy the copy.
MS. BOWKER:
I wanted to make one comment on Deborah
Ellis' testimony, where she said that women drive fewer miles:
Except if you live in South Jersey, and then you drive many,
many, many more miles, and the people here from South Jersey
can understand that.
MS. NEWMAN:
Not to mention those of us ·from North
Jersey.
MS. FOX: Thanks Linda.
MS. BOWKER: Thank you very much.
MS. FOX: We'll have a break until 3:00.
(RECESS)
AFTER RECESS:
MS. FOX:
The next speaker is Kay Pinneo, from the
Family Planning Association.
K A T H A R I N E
S. · P I N N E 0:
Thank you.
Good
afternoon, friends.
I'd like to ask a colleague of mine to
join me, if I may?
MS. FOX: Could you introduce him, though, Kay?
MS. PINNEO:
Oh, absolutely.
Do you need anything
special on the record of who I am and-!' m Katharine Pinneo, the Executive Director of the
Family Planning Association of New Jersey, and I'd like to
introduce my colleague, Robert Quinn-O'Connor, who is the
Director of the AIDS Services Expansion Program, which is a
program of the Association which has been helping our agencies
-- or the member agencies of the Association -- to enter into ·a
testing and counseling process for women at risk of HIV.
Let me read from the prepared text, if I may:
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I'm here this afternoon to present testimony on behalf
of the Family Planning Association of New Jersey,
a
reproductive health organization.
The Association is a private, nonprofit, professional
organization whose members are the 20 publicly subsidized .
programs in New Jersey providing family planning and prenatal
care to low-income, at-risk women and teens. The seven Planned
Parenthood agencies in the State are all members of the
Association.
In addition, we have a group of- member agencies
providing abortion services.
The goals of the Association are:
To enable our
member agencies to provide preventive reproductive health care
-- blood pressure screening, early prenatal visits, breast
exams, Pap tests, contraceptives, and reproductive health
education -- and ·to ensure that these services are readily
available to all low- and marginal-income women and men.
In addition, to ensure that all New Jerseyans continue
to have the right to choose; continue to have access to safe
and
legal
abortions;
continue ·to
have
the
right
to
contraception; and to . continue to have the right and the
responsibility to
education
about
family
life matters,
including sex education.
And finally, to enable our members to deliver these
services at reasonable cost.
Our areas of concern which we wan~ to share with you
are, first of all:
· The need to protect New Jersey teenaged women from
harmful parental notification.
We're particularly sensitive
about this today after the Supreme Court handed down its
alarming and insensitive decision yesterday.
The need to protect New Jersey women's constitutional
right to access to a facility to terminate a pregnancy.
The need to guarantee universal access for all New
Jersey women to quality, community-based, cost-effective family
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planning and reproductive health and education services,
regardless of their location, race, age, income, marital status
-- and of concern are:
* those women under- or unserved;
* those women in prison;
* those women with communicable diseases and women with
the Human Immunodeficiency Virus; and
* women developmentally impaired.
Finally, the need to stop discrimination against HIV
positive women, and women with AIDS.
Let me expand on these areas of concern:
First of
all, the need to protect New Jersey teenaged women from harmful
parental notification required prior to pregnancy termination.
Again, as I indicated in my table of contents, we're
particuiarly sensitive to this one today.
Fortunately~
New Jersey law does not discriminate
between pregnant minors seeking abortion and those wishing to
carry the pregnancy to term in our law giving pregnant minors
the right to consent to their own medical tr~atment. We urge
New Jersey legislators not to rush to change this law.
The
record in other states with such laws
in other words,
harmful requirements -- shows the real results are higher teen
birth rates and more teens going out-of-state for abortions,
not reduced teen sexual activity.
In addition, more high risk, late abortions to teens,
not better protection for their health, and finally, despite
desperate teens facing an intimidating, overburdened court
system, not more teen-parent communication.
Let me, again, digress from my written testimony. It
the decision
is estimated that under the Ohio decision
relating to the Ohio case that came before the Supreme Court -that there is the possibility of at least a 22-day waiting
period, in order to get a judge to come to a determination.
This is irresponsible of us as a society to allow this to
happen, and in New Jersey we don't have to. We are fortunate.
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Then, let me go on to item number two:
New Jersey
women are being discriminated against because their access to
abortion facilities is blocked by antiabortion extremists.
Last week, Dr. Kathleen Ruben and Lucile Pfleeger
graphically testified before you describing the extremes to
which antiabortion groups are going to prevent women in this
Sta~e from exercising their constitutional right to choose an
abortion.
This problem in New Jersey is exacerbated by our
wonderful patchwork of small municipalities
they are
wonderful in many ways, but also on the flip side, this has
some problems -- few of which have the capacity to deal with
clinic blockades on the scale we've seen them in New Jersey. A
strong State role in law enforcement is needed.
A bill has been introduced in the Assembly by a member
of this Commission, Assemblyman Neil Cohen.
It is similar to
that passed in Maryland last year making blocking access or
leaving a health facility a state crime. Although we have not
seen the wording of this particular bill, we believe that such
a law would be of great help in New Jersey.
Our trespassing ·
laws do not seem to be adequate to deal with the situation.
We cannot continue to expose women at this very
vulnerable time in their lives to the outrageous behavior of
extremists because local police are overwhelmed, municipal
budgets can't meet the expense of continually calling in other
towns' police help, the local jail is overcrowded, or the
health care facility can't afford the legal fees required to
obtain an injunction or to assist jn the prosecution of those
who are out to shut the facilities down.
Our third issue:
The need to guarantee universal
access for all New Jersey women to quality, community-based,
cost-effective, and confidential family planning, prenatal and
reproductive health services,
and education regardless of
location of where they live, race, age, income, or marital
status.
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Two-thirds of New Jersey women at or below 150% of the
poverty level.
That's $19,500 for a family of four -- poverty
level being $12,700 for a family of four.
Two-thirds of New
Jersey women below this level did not have access to publicly
subsidized family planning services last year.
I think if
you're looking for an example of discrimination, that's a
fairly significant one.
The member agencies of the Family Planning Association
make available quality, affordable, and accessible reproductive
health care primarily to· low- and marginal-income women and
men.
Last year, this network of community-based, licensed
ambulatory care clinics provided medical contraceptive services
to well over 109,000 citizens.
We estimate, however, that
approximately 180,000 women, teens, and families are, and were,
still without services.
An expanded and more secure funding
system would enable the providers to reach the large and
ever-increasing number of citizens without access.
Let me say that a number of studies have been done in
our agencies, and for many a woman _;_ and this study was done,
for instance, in Newark -- this is her only access into the
health care system. She is above Medicaid eligibility and has
no insurance, if you will.
In addition, she sees this as her
primary health care provider.
In addition to reproductive
health we deal with blood tests, sickle-cell anemia, obviously.
the whole matter of HIV, general health, high blood pressure,
etc., and women with identified problems are then sent on for
specialized care.
Let me go back again. By focusing reproductive health
care on preventive measures, two int~rests are served: First,
publicly subsidized family planning providers help people take
control of their lives; second, the taxpayers save money.
I
call your attention to the cost of an unintended pregnancy
versus
the
average
annual
cost
of .providing
medical
contraceptive services. The former is $38,700, versus $135.
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Another major issue, again here in the area of access,
is health care for pregnant
inmates.
Our agencies
are
sometimes called in by the prison system to provide counseling
for women in jail who are pregnant.
At such a time, prompt
access to counseling and medical care about pregnancy options
is essential.
Whether the woman Is choice be to continue the
pregnancy, or have an abortion, there is the vital need to
protect the woman Is health and that of any child subsequently
born.
A 1988 rule by the u.s.
Third Circuit
Court,
subsequently upheld by the u.s. Supreme Court, found that
local, county, or state prisons had to allow a pregnant inmate
to obtain an abortion if she chose, even an elective,
nontherapeutic one, and that the local, county, or state
administering the prison had to pay if alternative means were
not available. Despite this ruling, there is reason to believe
that prompt access to such care is not as available as we would
like.
Recently, one of our ·member agencies was called in by
the State prison system · to counsel a pregnant inmate so
advanced in pregnancy that she was nearly past the time when
any physician or health facility in the State would provide the
abortion she thought she wanted.
This was entirely due to the
fact that although she had been sentenced to serve time in
State prison, she had been held in a county facility until
space opened up in the State facility.
No counseling was
offered her in the county facility, even though she knew
herself to be pregnant.
Several years ago, a Qill prepared by this Commission
which would have insured prompt medical care for women in
Sorry, a
prison, particularly those found to be pregnant-bi 11 was prepared.
Although ·we could not support it in its
entirety as it was originally draftedJ amendments were prepared
that would insure this sort of situation not happening.
I
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think it's time we take a look at that bill again. This was a
bill co-sponsored by Senators DiFrancesco and Lipman.
We would like to tell you about the discrimination
that women experience as consumers of health care services when
they have, or are perceived to have Human Immunodeficiency
Virus -- HIV -- and Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome -AIDS.
Some of this discrimination occurs just in women's
attempts to be acknowledged as people who can get this disease.
Since .1981, when AIDS was first named, it has been
perceived as a disease of men, initially gay men, . and later
intravenous drug-using men.
Our outreach and education
programs, our prevention and technological components, our
medical and social responses have all been geared towards
stopping the spread of the disease among men, and later babies.
Until r:ecently the only times women have been
discussed in this disease has been as vectors of infection; as
mothers giving HIV to their fetuses and babies; and as sex
industry workers giving it to their clients, and hence
introducing it into the mainstream heterosexual population. ·
These designations of women as transmission routes rather than
people experiencing HIV disease and AIDS, have ·left women who
do
experience the disease
feeling
incredibly
isolated,
self-blaming, worthless, angry, ·and skeptical of the health
care and social service systems.
Women are discriminated against:
* by the Centers for Disease Control
CDC
classification of opportunistic infections for HIV and AIDS
that do not include some of the early manifestations of HIV in
women and the gynecologic infections that women get with AIDS;
* by the lack of funding for education and prevention
programs that target women -- there has been some money that
was earmarked in this area, but it is being continually cut·
back -- that are sensitive to their needs, and that circumvent
the problems women have in accessing information for their own
health care;
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* by the small number of studies that have been done to
gauge the epidemic in women. We have studies of neonates, men
in emergency rooms, intravenous drug users in treatment
which are mostly male -- men in bathhouses, military recruits,
and the list goes on and on, but few studies of women;
* by a lack of funding for, and education of all health
care practitioners in the presenting symptoms of HIV infection
in women. These symptoms, subtly different from those in men,
are early. markers of infection in women, and their detection
can make the difference in diagnosis, treatment, and hence,
life enhancement;
* by a lack of access to drug trials and protocols for
experimental lifesaving or life-extending treatments simply
because they are women, or more likely, because they are women
in their childbearing· years.
This obsession with women's
childbearing capacity being more important than their own lives
has continued.
Women are delayed in getting access to
treatment because drug trials are first okayed by men and then
the results must be adapted to women;
* by the even more restrictive rules for the entry into
protocols if a woman is pregnant. She is· often denied access
to all drugs and medication, even those already available and
proven effective. The fetus is considered more important than
the living woman.
* finally, by the small number of HIV testing and
counseling sites with counselors who are knowledgeable of, and
sensitive to women's histories, needs, and concerns, and places
where women feel safe and protected.
We would like to take just a few minutes more and
recount some specific examples, but let me go on and say, as
well, we have also been told by women of specific examples of
gynecologists, obstetricians, and dentists who refused to see
them because they were HIV positive or had AIDS. In some cases
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the women were tested for HIV without giving their permission
and were given the results without being counseled or getting
referrals.
We would like to give you a case example: Karen is a
32-year-old white woman living in northern New Jersey.
She has
a 10-year-old son and had worked for 10 years as a senior
chemical operator for a major firm in New Jersey.
She was laid
off from her job, and after going back to school, took another
job as a computer operator. Karen discovered by accident that
she was HIV positive several years ago after she heard that a
former partner had died of AIDS.
Karen immediately felt that she had to know her own
status. Once she knew she was HIV positive, Karen felt no need
to lie or hide her condition.
She was unaware of the strong
stigma attached to being HIV positive, much as she had been
unaware she was at risk of contracting the disease. There were
no education programs in the mid 1980s warning women that they
should protect themselves.
After telling her employer of her status, she was
demoted several· times, finally ending up as a low-paying
correspondence clerk.
She was in no way unable to do the job
she was originally hired for.
Her employer told three
co-workers who told others that she had AIDS.
This was not
only illegal, unethical, and immoral, it was also incorrect;
she was HIV positive.
One co-worker quit, others became over
solicitous.
It became unbearable for Karen to continue to work
there because everyone knew her status
and treated her
differently.
She went out on disability and had to move from a
beautiful home to a one-bedroom apartment.
Karen can now no longer work because of the medical
complication of
HIV disease,
yet
she
has
been denied
Supplemental
Social
Security
because
she
isn't
totally
disabled.
She is a single parent trying to survive on $232 a
month plus food stamps.
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Karen had been going to the same gynecologist for
years. She told her friends how caring, gentle, and sensitive
he was. Yet when she told him she was HIV positive, he refused
to see her anymore. He made it seem that this was so because
she was late with a $40 bill.
Karen was confused and angry.
Wasn't she supposed to tell him that she was HIV positive?
Karen was sure she was.
Later Karen went to see her dentist, and once in the
dental chair she told her dentist she was HIV positive.
Her
dentist put on two pair of gloves before he came near her
again.
Then he just touched the tooth that was already loose
and ready to come out, and said, "Yes, it has to come out, but
we don't do that liere.
You'll have to go to a clinic that
pulls teeth or sees HIV positive people."
Karen had never heard of a dentist that didn't pull
teeth.
She called other dentists for appointments and again
told them she was HIV positive.
Dentist after dentist
discriminated against Karen by:
1) not calling back;
2)
offering excuses of being booked ahead for months; 3) simply
telling her they had all the pat.ients they could handle, or
telling her they didn't see HIV positive patients.
The same was also true of general practitioners.
One
doctor called Karen a liar when she told him she was infected.
He insisted she must be one of those drug addicts, because
women don't get AIDS from sex.
The feeling of rejection that
accompanied these attempts at basic health care made Karen hold
off on seeking further care.
She reports· feeling worthless,
dirty, angry, but impotent and ashamed.
Karen finally received gynecological care at the HIV
clinic at UMDNJ, but it ~as a year later and some complications
had now set in because of the delay. When she again tried to
obtain dental care she ended up needing four teeth removed and
gum work because of the delay.
One dentist finally agreed to
see her and Karen entered a hospital for dental surgery. While
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her surgery went okay, Karen had a lot of bleeding afterwards
and was repeatedly sick. She was left for long periods of time
without attention in the recovery room, bleeding all over
herself and throwing up into pails that were already full. She
repeatedly called for assistance but only twice did someone
come and help her. One nurse who came to check on Karen put a
rubber glove on the end of her stethoscope before putting it on
Karen's arm to check her blood pressure.
Throughout all of this Karen has had to live with the
realization that unless there is a cure found for the virus,
she will never again be able to have a child. Since she was a
young girl Karen had dreamed of having a large family.
Karen is still living with HIV and plans to go on
She has created a warm, loving, honest home for her
1 i ving.
son and herself where her diagnosis is talked about openly, and
where her son has chosen to become a 10-year-old advocate. for
the rights of HIV positive people.
He has had to endure the subtle insults and outright
anger that comes from others' inability to accept his mother's
refusal to live secretly with HIV. He has· also found friends
who understand and support him.
Karen has also spoken out about her infection in hopes
of protecting and warning other womep..
She is a buddy to
someone with AIDS.
When her strength allows, Karen plans to
visit a home for HIV positive babies, and currently represents
HIV positive women on a statewide committee trying to educate
professionals and women to the issues around women and AIDS.
She has not been silenced. Karen is a woman living with the
HIV disease.
Let me just conclude on this and say this is .a long
laundry list. I think what you are doing and the task that you
have undertaken is momentous. You are to be congratulated for
it. Women are discriminated against in the delivery of health
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care because of lack of funds, because of over legislation, and
because of ignorance.
We needn't let that cant inue in the
State of New Jersey.
We
also,
particularly
related
to
yesterday's
activities, are fortunate, and we need to insure for our youth,
that we will not set up a system which will discriminate with
them and worsen their situations and their lives.
I
would
like
to
thank
my
colleague,
Robert
Quinn-0' Connor, who put together the last part of our
testimony.
I think it is extremely good, and I appreciate his
working with me on this.
We would be delighted to answer any questions you may
have. I notice that Ann Levine, also a colleague many of you
know, is here, and the three of us would .be delighted to
answer, or attempt to answer any questions, or comment on
anything that you have.
Thank you ·very much.
I appreciate this opportunity,
on behalf. of the providers and all the women of New Jersey.
MS. FOX: I have a question: When you say that 150%
of the women below poverty level did· not have access, is tha·t
saying that it wasn't accessible, or is that saying that they
didn't know about it and didn't show up?
MS. PINNEO: It's a mix of things. Part of it has to
do with the fact that services need to be delivered in readily
accessible locations, for instance, or that there need to be
more ql inics. Down in Gloucester County, I believe, where we
have the highest teen pregnancy rate of the State, there is a
six-week waiting period for new patients. So that-There are dramatic kinds of things, so we're talking
about the number of hours that services are delivered, the
number of sites that services are delivered at, and the number
of people who are able to deliver these services.
It also has to do with-- You talked about not knowing
about these services.
It has to do with outreach. There are
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not that many people available in the individual agencies to go
out and do the outreach that is critical, whether we're talking
to the Latino community, the black community, any of the
individually discreet communities, or this, the community at
large.
In addition, the whole matter of networking that our
agencies do in terms of their ability to refer has constantly
to be worked on, and that's part of it, too.
So, it's a long,
long answer.
MS. FOX: Anybody else? I've got two questions-A N N
L E V I N E:
Could I just add something here? The
reason I'm late coming to this hearing -- I apologize -- is
that I 've been covering the meeting of the Governor ' s Health
Care Cost Commission, which is a very important body, which I
think is really going to be making some major· recommendations.
that will vastly .improve the access of everyone, not just
women, but those who don't have access to care now.
I would
hope that this Commission would share the concerns that are
being raised at these hearings with that body.
MS. PINNEO: Unfortunately, ·I don't think that-MS. FOX:
The transcriber didn't get that, Ann.
If
you want it for the record, come-MS. PINNEO: Yes, why don't you pull up a-I'm Executive
My name is Ann Levine.
MS. LEVINE:
I'm
also
the
Director
of
Family
Planning
Advocates.
spokesperson for Choice, New Jersey, and the Senior Policy
Analyst for the Association.
I just want to say that the reason I'm late for these
hearings is because I've been covering the meetings of the
Governor's Commission on Health Care Costs, which was meeting
up on the fourth floor today, and just adjourned.
I think it
looks to me that they are going to be making some very
significant recommendations to State government about vastly
expanding access by the poor and the uninsured to the health
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care system in New Jersey, as well as approving that system.
I
would certainly hope that the concerns that are being raised at
these hearings are being shared with that group.
MS. FOX: Thank you.
MS. FRANCIS:
I had two questions, Kay, or Ann, or-One was to clarify:
You said that under health care for
pregnant inmates that there have been court rulings that a
woman in prison has the right to have an abortion, even an
elective one, and that
if she is unable to pay,
the
jurisdiction of that prison must pay.·
MS. PINNEO: I'd like Ann to-MS. LEVINE:
Yeah, I had the citation of that case in
my original draft of this part of the testimony, but it's not
here.
MS. FRANCIS:
I don't even need- th·at so much, .as to
just clarify.~
I mean, it seems like a paradox, almost. This
was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court, so it's nationwide.
A
woman in a state which does not have Medicaid funding of
abortion could get arrested and go to prison and have her
abortion paid for?
MS. LEVINE: That would be a rather clever way to deal
with it. I'm not sure what-MS. FRANCIS:
I mean, is that the implication of
this? Is that the-MS. LEVINE:
Actually, this decision only covers
states
in
the
Third
Circuit,
which,
I
believe,
are
Pennsylvania, New Jersey-- Phoebe, you'd probably know better
what the Third-MS. SEHAM:
I don't know it by heart, but we can find
out.
MS. FRANCIS: That's okay.
I thought the implication
was-- I thought when it was a u.s. Supreme Court decision it
had implications for-MS. LEVINE:
No, the Court did not decide, it merely
affirmed the Third Circuit w1thout comment.
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MS. FRANCIS: Okay. It was just a twist that I wanted
to clarify in my own mind.
MS. LEVINE: Yeah, and I believe the case is Lanzanno
v. Monmouth County Correctional Institutional Inmates.
It was
brought by the Public Advocate, and the decision came down in
1988 -- the Supreme Court affirmation.
MS-. FRANCIS:
Okay.
My other question was about
parental notification, and the decision that was just made.
I'm interested in your comments about the implications for New
Jersey.
We, in dealing with this issue before,. said that New
Jersey's State Supreme Court decisions -- I guess particularly
in the decision in Right to Choose v. Byrne -- gave a stronger
underpinning for opposing parental notification than the
Federal Court rulings.
I'm wondering if you could comment on
the fact that the u.s. Supreme Court has come down with this
ruling. Does that make New Jersey any less vulnerable than the
other
states,
or
do we still have
a
stronger
State
constitutional basis for opposing those laws, because in Right
to Choose v. Byrne, it was said that our State must be neutral
when it comes to childbirth, or when it comes to pregnancy?
I'm just interested in your comments on that.
MS. LEVINE: I am-MS. PINNEO: Excuse me. Let me just say that I think
that as far as New Jersey is concerned, we are fortunate in the
fact that we had this past histor::y.
I think that the Supreme
Court decision that was handed down yesterday opens it up wide
to any and all comers who want to present proposed, or submit
proposed legislation.
I would hope, because of our particular
uniqueness, that this-It would make it tougher.
I don't
know, and I am not a lawyer, unfortunately, but let me go on
and say, I think that we need to know that New Jersey is a
pro-choice State.
There was almost, I believe, a referendum
last November on the issue.
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I think it is crucial, and I think in New Jersey we
need to point out the fact that -- or at least the figures
indicate -- that over 50% of those minors who do want to go for
abortions, do so with the knowledge and understanding of their
parents, and it is the parentless or the single parentless, the
nameless, who are without any real family connection, or in our
meaning, our traditional meaning of a family, who are the ones
who are going to be at risk.
Maybe Anne-- I know you'd like to comment on that.
MS. LEVINE: Yeah, more specifically, one of the whole
bases of the Right to Choose v.
Byrne case was the
discrimination between pregnant women seeking abortions as
opposed to pregnant women who wanted to carry to term.
It
seems to me precisely that argument can be made, if we change
our present law which allows pregnant minors to consent for
their own medical care to make an exception requiring
notification or cons·ent for pregnant minors seeking abortions.
MS. FRANCIS: Thanks.
·MS. FOX: Anybody else? (no response) Thank you.
MS. PINNEO: Thank you very much.
MS. FOX: Our next speaker will be Courtney Esposito,
who is a consultant with the Division on Woman.
C 0 U R T N E Y
N. E S P 0 S I T 0: Good afternoon.
I
brought handouts. I always bring handouts.
My name is Courtney Esposito, and until the end of
this fiscal year I am serving as a consultant with the ·Domestic
Violence Prevention Program of the New Jersey Division on
Women.
I am responsible there for providing training and
technical assistance to the health care community. I am also a
Director on the Boards of Womanspace, which is the local Mercer
County shelter for abused women and children, and the National
Woman Abuse Prevention Program in Washington, D.C. I am also a
member of the Governor's Advisory Council on Domestic Violence,
and I chair the Committee on Public Awareness, Education, and
Trai-ning.
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would like to begin with the words
of
some
colleagues of mine.
Dr. Evan Stark~ and his partner Dr. Anne
Flitcraft,
are
responsible
for
most
of
the
early
and
substantive research on domestic violence done in the medical
setting, and I quote:
I

"Five cases of leukemia in a single high school make
national headlines.
A single recorded death from I swine flu I
stimulates a campaign costing hundreds of millions to identify
and control
identified.

the virus.
The typhus victim and carrier are
But the battered woman and her attacker are not,

although battering accounts for up to half the serious injuries
women bring to the emergency room."
ago,

My history of working in this field began a long time
as the great niece of two battered women and the

granddaughter of a third.

When I was a little girl and I

first

began to understand domestic violence as a common fact of life
for women, there were no shelters and there were no programs;
there were no protecting laws,

there were no hot 1 ines; there

was no place to run, and there was no place to hide.
I
really do not believe that there was

anything

unusual about my family members in terms of the violence that
they experienced .in their lives, and the statistics that I
brought

to share with you today support

didn It know it then,

that

convict ion.

I

but I Ve come to realize it with all of
1

the wonderful research and talking about this that has occurred
in the last 10 years or so.
I, then, in the early I 70s, myself became a victim,
and I got what I prefer to refer to as hands-on experience for
my current responsibilities.
I believe that my knowing abused
women as a child and growing up and then becoming one myself
were unrelated, serendipitous circumstances.
Even though I
knew abused women in my home and several on my street, I never
thought that I would become one.
or deserved being beaten.
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I

never thought that I

caused

The numbers that I would like to share with you refer
to battered women as a cross· section of the total population,
so we are not this odd minority somewhere that has some
personality quirks that make us get into these situations or
make people want to beat up on us.
There are too many of us.
We come from all walks of life, all races, and all religions,
also socioeconomic strata, and for that reason we can't be
classified as a personality type.
About half of all women murdered in the United States
each year -- and that's about almost 2000 women a year, or
about 38 women each week -- are killed by a male partner.
In
this country, women are more at risk of homicide at the hands
of a male partner than from all other categories of persons
combined.
Each year, two million to six million women are
beaten by their husbands or boyfriends, or by their ex husbands
or ex boyfriends.
It has been determined that leaving an
abusive partner actually increases the chance that a violent
incident will occur, which makes us have to think twice before
we ask people why they don't leave, and assume that that is
going to be a wonderful solution to their problem, as if they
never thought of it themselves.
Battering is the major single cause of injury to
women.
It is more common as a cause of injury to women than
rapes, muggings, and automobile accidents all combined. Almost
half of all incidents of child abuse occur in the context of
battering, and men who are abusing women are also abusing the
children as well.
The literature, interestingly enough, does not reflect
this.
I am referring to not neglect, not emotional deprivation
--I'm sorry, economic deprivation-- I'm referring to physical
abuse.
The vast majority of physical abusers are male, and yet
the literature almost exclusively· refers to the mother as the
abusive parent or the responsible parent for the abuse, whether
she committed it or not.
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Battering has been identified as the single strongest
risk factor for becoming a batterer in adulthood.
We used to·
think it was also a risk factor for becoming an abused person
in adulthood, but we have found in most recent studies that
that is not the case. Battering accounts for 25% of all female
suicide attempts.
It is not, however, found on most assessment
forms for intakes where suicide cases or attempted suicide
cases would be taken. There is some preliminary evidence that
that number of 25%, is 50% for black female suicide attempts.
And abused women comprise approximately 20% of all women
presenting to emergency rooms with injuries, 25% of obstetrical
patients, 40% to 50% of women with alcohol problems, 30% to 50%
of female psychiatric inpatients. Battering is one of the most
common and yet least identified health problems women present
to health care professionals.
Clearly we can see· that violence in the family is a
primary health care issue for women. Often I find with lecture
audiences as I do the statistics -- which I do in the beginning
when I'm certain that they're awake
is that they seem
surprised and taken aback, and express dismay at those large
numbers.
Interestingly enough, if I have an hour or so with
them, by the end of the presentation when it's time for
questions and answers and if people feel free enough to do
this, a number of them:
1) begin to identify patients that
they didn't identify before as abuse victims, and sometimes ask
for case conferencing after the lecture to determine whether it
is someone that they've
missed;
and
2)
some
of
them
self-identify as either current or former victims of abuse.
One nurse said to me,
I didn't know I was a battered woman
until half-an-hour ago, after listening to you.
I always
thought that when he drank he was nasty, but she did identify
as having gone through five or six years of abuse before he
II

II

died of alcoholism.
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The first person outside the family that a battered
woman or other victim of domestic violence often will turn to
besides a law enforcement officer, will be a member of the
health care community.
Health care facilities are therefore a
very crucial step in this process of identifying and preventing
abuse.
Preventing abuse is a very important term here,
because in this area, as a health care issue, I think it's not
only possible but likely that we can prevent an awful lot of
abuse if certain steps are taken.
And now, a piece of health care trivia for all of
you: _ The original draft that was issued for public comment of
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services document
"Promoting Health/Preventing Disease: Year 2000 Health Care
Objectives for the Nation," virtually omitted domestic violence
and battered as named categories anywhere.
Although violent
and abusive behavior is discussed, women as primary victims are
not mentioned.
This neglect on a governmental level is sadly
often duplicated in the examining rooms.
I
believe
that
this
happens
for
three primary
reasons:
The first is the relegation of violence within a
family unit to the private matter realm, to the stuff we don't
talk about, to the stuff that goes on behind closed doors as
not our business, and certainly not a criminal act.
I will
date myself, and see if anyone will have the courage to join
me, and ask if you remember Kitty Genovese?
I have been in
audiences of physicians, none of whom had ever -heard of her
because they were all too young.
After Kitty Genovese was
beaten to death on a New York City street, and I think it was
'68 -- '65, '68 -- the police did an investigation. There were
a lot of witnesses, because it was near an apartment complex.
They were all asked -- all of the people who heard or saw but
did not call anyone, did not shout out, did not pick up a
phone, did not intervene in any way -- were asked why they
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didn't.
The major response to that from the majority of the
people investigated was that they thought that the couple were
married. Kitty Genovese did not know her attacker, which is an
interesting comment on what the marriage license -- a marriage
license -- means to some people.
I think this is cultural and it's something that has
developed over thousands of years, and our expectation _of it
changing with a few training sessions is a naive one. It will
take a long time.
The second is the lack of awareness of the community
in general; that means all of us, and health care personnel in
particular, about the prevalence of abuse and the dynamics of
abuse: What it feels like to be a victim? What options do you
have? How is it a different life, to try and navigate through
the day, through the next hour, and stay alive? Most people,
thankfully, have not had to face that and have a very difficult
time -- and this is understandable -- putting themselves in
that kind of a position and thinking like a hostage.
And the third is the feelings of frustration and
helplessness that many people experience when in the presence
of a victim they simply do not know what to do, or they feel
powerless to help.
That is the bad news. The good news is twofold: 1)
that we can change all of this, and 2) that in New Jersey we
really have made a very good start at this.
Since about five years ago, the Division on Women's
Domestic Violence Prevention Program developed and distributed
protocols, training manuals, videos, and slide and lecture
presentations for the health care community on domestic
violence awareness and intervention, and I brought for you
today the health care manual. Most hospitals and major health
care organizations have been personally addressed, and all have
received copies of the educational and training materials.
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The model program aired nationally on Lifetime Medical
Television the first four months of this year, and the videos
are being gobbled up by health care facilities and domestic
violence programs across the country.
We can, I believe, be very proud of the work that we
have done, and I always hate to come kvetching about how
nothing has happened, and we need to not loose sight of that.
All of the education that I do really comes down to
some very basic concepts.
We increase the victim's safety
level while we decrease her level of isolation.
It sounds very
simple, but that doesn't necessarily mean that it's easy.
It
is nice, however, to say to people, "You can change this.
There's a simple and straightforward intervention you can do.
You can do it in two minutes on the-- You can do it in 20
seconds, the busiest night in the emergency ·room, and I wi 11
show you how. "
If a victim has been given the phone number of a local
program or received help in exploring even one of her options,
then she is safer.
If she is made to feel, whether by the
practitioner's
statements,
body
language,
nonverbal
communication, or attitude that she is stupid, sick, crazy, a
bimbo, or to blame for the mess she's gotten herself in and now
inflicted upon you, then she ·is more isolated.
If the
practitioner is kind, nonjudgmental, and supportive, then she
becomes less isolated.
The most common question directed to victims, or
varieties of these questions are -- by all of us, really, by
nurses and physicians and the general public -- are:
"Why
don't you leave him?"
Always implied there, is, "I would."
Or, "Why do you put up with it, why do you take it?"
Again,
victims know, we're not stupid, we· know that you're saying, "I
wouldn't put up with anything like that." Which makes me okay,
and you very odd.
"How can you stand for it, this kind of
behavior?"
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These questions isolate. What you're saying when you
say that to a victim is that she is the problem; that her
behavior is clearly put into focus as the problem.
What
happens then is that a very insidious alliance is formed
between the helping professional and the abuser, because there
is somebody else who has been telling her that there's
something wrong with her, that it is her fault, and that she is
the reason why she is getting beaten.
That alliance works very brutally and dangerously
against. the health care interests and the safety of victims.
When health care practitioners are showed how this dynamic
works they are appalled, they feel guilty. Then we talk about
care for the caregiver and relieving them of the fact that they
didn't know any better before, but that now they do and they
don't have a lot of excuses. They learn to see that the .real
problem, even t~ough they don't go for its jugular, is the
violence, and the abusive behavior, and that the· real problem
is not the victim, and that they are only hurting by making it
look as if she is.
I believe very strongly that we must go on teaching
If I thought that they really didn't get it, then I
them.
wouldn't suggest this, but the good effects in terms of health
care delivery to family violence victims are practically
instantaneous.
Recovery from abuse, from living with abuse, is a
process; it is not a one-time event.
"Why don't you leave?"
"Oh, my God, what a great. idea.
I don't know . why I didn't
think of that? Thank you for helping me," and it's done. If
you need to be home at 5:00 to cook dinner or you're going to
get hurt, then you're going to go home at 5:00 and cook dinner,
for today.
Most problems,
whether they be situational
or
diseases, the recovery from them is also a process, not an
event.
There is nothing different about this, and I believe
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that with consistent and ongoing training the quality of health
care for victims, most of whom are women and children, will
improve considerably.
If we discontinue this work, then
victims will not be helped and families in crisis will receive
a very bitter message that the system, overall, doesn't care,
that their doctors and nurses think that they are to blame, and
that seeking help will become the same thing as hazarding a
humiliating experience.
Health care people are frontliners on this issue and I
believe that they need to be sensitized.
They need to be
taught to ask the questions, to be kind, to refer people to the
experts on this, and to do what they all learn to do in nursing
school and medical school; which is, do no further harm.
Otherwise we end up being punitive agents to our clients and
our patients and add to the entrapment that they are already
enduring. Their isolation then becomes validated by those who
are entrusted with their care and safety, a~d that would,
indeed, be a shame.
I am certain from my experience that people in the
health care community are ready to hear what survivors of abuse
need, and they are ready to listen to those of us who are
trying to· help survivors.
I have consistently been told that
the information that we have offered to them was new and useful
and convincing.
In January of 1989, former U.S. Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop did a press conference with the American College
of
OB/GYNs
and
the. National Coalition· Against Domestic
Violence, and came out urging routine assessment of all female
patients for signs of family violence. That does not mean that
it automatically began to happen, however.
The AMA did the
same thing last fall in a conference on the prevention of
family violence and victimization.
I think it would be a fine
idea for us to capitalize on the examples set by these leaders
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in the health care field.
I realize it will take an investment
of time and money, but meeting health care objectives in any
kind of an equitable way always does.
I
would
like
to
make
the
five
following
recommendations for reducing and eventually eliminating this
not so benign neglect in the health care field toward victims
of family violence:
1)
That we continue to expand and intensify the
training and technical assistance offered to all sectors of the
health care community.
2)
That we increase media and public awareness
efforts on this subject and on the training opport~ities
available so that violence in the home can be loudly and
clearly identified as that which it is, a primary health care
issue for women.
3)
Insure
that
a
protocol
for. health
care
intervention
in domestic
violence
cases be adopted and
disseminated by the Department of Health, the New Jersey
Hospital
Association,
and. other
appropriate
health
care
agencies to their constituents. This would ideally be able to
take place in a year or two.
New York has just been the first
state to do that.
I don't see anything wrong with us being
second, for a change.
4) Require certain health care providers -- staffs in
hospitals, clinics, and mental health services, as an example
-- to record the numbers of suspected and confirmed domestic
violence cases treated so that data on the nature and extent of
violence in this State can be collected.
I have included a
copy of how Connecticut does that for your consideration.
5)
Statistics
from
domestic
violence
programs
throughout our State indicate that demand far exceeds the
supply.
Indeed, many services are in the unfortunate position
of annually denying immediate shelter to more clients than they
house, and abuser counseling programs, too, commonly maintain
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waiting lists for treatment of offenders.
More shelters and
services are needed to house, counsel, and otherwise assist
both victims and abusers.
Hopefully, additional funds will
continue to be made available to these programs so that they
can endure in their business of saving lives.
I appreciate the opportunity to have spoken in front
of you today, and I'd be bappy to answer any questions you
might have.
MS. FRANCIS: I've always got a question.
I have two,
in fact, on different points.
One is that -- this needs a
couple-sentence set up -- but I have read- about the Stockholm
syndrome, so-called, which happens with hostages. _This is not
based on domestic violence, but it's when people are taken
hostage by terrorists, basically.
After a day or two they
develop some kind of a strange bonding, some kind of a strange
accommodation to ·the hostage-taker
that
is
a
kind of
self-preservation.
It's been analyzed psychologically as a
survival technique.
I've not see~ that analysis of that syndrome applied
to the domestic violence situation, but it seems to me that
there might be a component there of staying there, you know,
taking it, being a survival technique that psychologically is
similar to what happens with the Stockholm syndrome.· Has that
been looked into?
MS. ESPOSITO:
There's been some connection, some
writing on the connection.
Sometimes it's referred to as
becoming like a hostage or Stockholm syndrome.
Sometimes it's
talked about as co-dependency.
I think there's value in all of
that.
I'm just careful about the victim blaming that people
tend to take and run away with, "Oh, so in other words, she
could leave, but she stays."
What happens is that -- and this is when the emotional
abuse goes on for weeks, months, years, before the physical
begins, and you are cut off from everyone and you are more and
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more isolated, and begin to think of yourself as someone who
has something vitally wrong with you, because everyone seems to
tell you that with their faces-Battered women develop a whole
set
of
coping
mechanisms and survival tactics that work in the short run, and
then scapegoat them in the long run.
You have to do a
case-by-case basis, so that one battered woman that I can think
of said, about being in front of a therapist in marriage
counseling, "I would agree to anything he said as long as he
was sitting in the room, because I was never safe if he was
there."
Sometimes that's referred to as learned helplessness,
what you talk about; that the only way to get by is to do
everything your captor says and identify-- And do some women
lose themselves in that and do they become mentally ill? Yes,
but I don't believe that they are the majority.
I think that
the majority are doing things that look very bizarre to
everyone else, like if you know he is getting drunk and t·he
kids will be home at 1:00 from early dismissal, you put
yourself in his face after two beers and provoke him so that:
1) it's not as bad as after two six-packs, and 2) the kids
don't see it.
That's a survival tactic; I think that's a smart
move.
It's a hideous move, but it's a smart one, and if you
are not prepared to disappear yourself from the kids that day,
it's a pretty wise thing to do, if he s~id, "Leave, I '11 find
you.
I'll kill the· kids,"· or, "Fine, go, take the kids, I'll
kill your sister."
And the problem is, we never know which
ones who say that -- and many of them say it -- are actually
going to carry it out, and neither does the victim.
So what
looks like insane behavior is playing it safe.
MS. FRANCIS:
I guess my sense is, I don't picture
people blaming the hostages, blaming the victims, when it's a
case of the Stockholm syndrome.
They analyze it and say,
"Well, that was a smart survival technique."
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MS. ESPOSITO: That was scientific, yeah.
MS. FRANCIS: So, if we could carry that sense over to
the victims of domestic violence, there might be less blaming
of the victims there.
MS. ESPOSITO: We didn't with Hedda Nussbaum.
MS. FRANCIS: My other question-- Again, this cannot
be answered in 25 words or less. But I just want to raise the
issue here in this context:
Right now we see both federally
and on a number of State levels, attempts to pass hate crime
bills that would identify victims of violence based on race,
religion, national origin, ethnic, all of the categories.
It
sounds like health insurance, too.
All of the categories are
there except gender.
We don't see any conceptualizing of hate
crimes based on simply the fact that a person is female.
Could you comment on whether you believe domestic
violence might be one dimension of what ·we could call a hate
crime based on gender?
MS. ESPOSITO:
Hate -- the hate is hard, because once
you talk about it within the family-- Because it doesn't fit
in the category, I don't think that means you throw it out.
MS. FRANCIS:
As I say, there's no 25-word-or-less
answer.
MS. ESPOSITO:
The single strongest identifiable risk
factor for becoming a victim of physical abuse is sex.
Period.
Should we do something about that on a national and
local level? Absolutely.
I read in the paper -- I think last week -- that, in
fact, there were hearings and that there's talk of setting up
an Office on Violence in Washington.
Women were mentioned, not
preliminarily, but later, as hearings went on, and domestic
violence victims, in fact, were also mentioned as possible
recipients of services from that Office.
MS. FRANCIS:
I think the conversations are just
beginning, but I wanted to raise the issue, to have it on the
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record here. I believe that it is a new conceptualization for
policymakers and for society in general, and I think it will be
built on in the future, so I just wanted to raise the question.
MS. ESPOSITO:
Well, if you think about violence in
the family as power and control -- an issue of power and
control -- which it is-- It's not a loss of power; it's not a
loss of control by the abuser.
It's a means of achieving it
over another person.
It's an inside out issue. And then you
think of Nazi Germany and power and control and then hate
crimes. I think we could move our words around to say that it
certainly should apply.
MS. SEHAM: Along those 1 ines, and taking off from a
statistic that you mentioned earlier: You said something about
more domestic violence than other crimes of violence against
women combined. The Bergen County Commission on Women did a
study on crimes of violence against women in 1977. It was on~
of the first in writing, and we found that there were no
statistics.
We had to circularize the Medical Society to
create a data base, which we knew was going to be conservative,
but at least we got some data.. We found that there were more ·
crimes of violence against women than all other crimes of
violence combined against women or men; not just against women,
but against women or men.
MS. ESPOSITO: Countywide?
MS. SEHAM:
In our county, which I don't think is
atypical-I don't think it is atypical, even though on
Channel 4 they said there is an epidemic. of wife beating in
Bergen County. It's just that nobody else is talking about it.
MS. ESPOSITO: And in every other county.
MS. SEHAM: Right. And the other thing we found-- I
mean, what you're saying is all studies come up with the same
results. It's just you have to do it in your county; otherwise
they think this happens elsewhere.
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But one of the things we found, even in going through
the information before we put things down in black and white,
was that the more extreme cases were so horrible that even
those of us who were working on the study had a reaction of
incredulity. That of the danger-- You have to tell about the
less extreme cases, or your audience simply will not be able to
believe what you are saying, which is strange, but it's true.
MS. ESPOSITO: Yes, you lose them.
MS. SEHAM:
I had a similar experience making a
presentation to the trustees of the Bar Association on another
subject, on the subject of collection of child support, which
is equally abusive. Their reaction was, "We just don't believe
your statistics."
MS. ESPOSITO: I've heard that reaction.
MS. SEHAM:
"We just don't believe it.
It's too
horrible. It can't be true." So, we s9ft-pedaled it.
MS. FOX: Thank you very much·.
MS. ESPOSITO: You're very welcome. Thank you.
MS. FOX: Our next speaker will be Lynn Miller, who is
the Edi to·r in Chief of the Rutgers Women's Law Reporter.
L Y N N
F.
M I L L E R. ESQ: I just graduated, so I'm the
former Editor in Chief.
I want to talk to you today about breast cancer, still
a very important subject in the area of women's health. I know
you heard earlier today about the incidence rate. I'm going to
speak to you rather personally because I'm not an expert, I'm a
patient.
I guess that makes me an expert in my case, but what I
went through, I think, is somewhat typical, and I want to
emphasize that one in 10 women get breast cancer. That means
it's a 10% incidence rate. That affects a lot of people who
live in New Jersey.
The research money to find out what causes breast
cancer and how to prevent breast cancer has not been generous.
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The National Institutes of Health have underfunded this area of
research, and if there is anything that this Commission can do
to encourage the State of New Jersey to do any research
whatsoever into the causes and prevention of breast cancer,
that would be excellent.
I don't know if the State of New
Jersey funds medical research, but if they do, this would be an
area to insist on.
As you know about priorities in medical research, the
male diseases have been featured, and they even use white male
rats to do their research on, so· we need to push our agenda.
One in 10 is a lot of people.
We don't know enough about
causes, although personal habits have been highlighted.
They
always try -- the medical profession -- to make sure that you
are responsible.
They want you to stop smoking; that's good.
They want you to eat right; that's all good.
They want you to
exercise; that's good. But how come Japanese women who live in
Japan have -- I don't remember the incidence rate -- but as
soon as those very same women come to 1 i ve in the United
States, the incidence rate becomes one in 10?
Is there
something in our environment?
Could it possibly be that it
isn't your personal fault that you get breast cancer, or some
personal habit of yours, or even only genetics, but something
is really going on in our country?
It would be good if they
would look a little bit into the environmental causes.
I want to talk to you about the importance of early
diagnosis.
I was very lucky in that in my very first-It
sounds funny to hear someone say I was lucky that they told me
I had breast cancer, but in my very first mammogram, at the age
of 47, an irregularity was detected.
It was recommended that I
get a biopsy, and much to everyone' s surprise, because I was
extremely-healthy-- had wonderful blood, had great cells, I
was in extremely good shape -- this thing was malignant.
It
was at the earliest possible stage, and I was able to have a
minimal kind of -- minimally intrusive surgery, and radiation.
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So I didn't lose my breast, but-- I have a very good chance of
licking it.
I have, like, a 90% chance and up survival
possibility, but a lot of people don't get mammograms for a lot
of reasons.
A _tremendously important reason that they don't get
them is, insurance generally does not cover screening devices
or preventative health care devices. I want to emphasize that
mammography is different from other preventative health care in
that it is almost part of the treatment, and insurance
companies just have to change the way they look at screening
mammographies. If there is one thing that this Commission can
do, it is to push those bills that are now, I believe, being
introduced.
I don't have any information on these bills, I'm
sorry, but there are bills being introduced that require
insurance companies to cover screening mammographies.
Self-examination is a very important technique, but by
the time you can feel a lump it is often too late; it has
spread.
My paper, that I handed you, is something I did as an
independent
study
in
law
school
on
informeq
consent
legislation. That's another area I'd like to focus on.
Once you get the diagnosis
and it's the most
shocking diagnosis that you probably get in your life-- I know
people-- AIDS seems to have obscured the underlying horror of
cancer.
It's still a horrible disease, and breast cancer is
especially horrible for women.
You have to make a decision
once you get the diagnosis. No one can really take that away
from you. You have to decide what kind of treatment you have
to get. Very often, women are rushed into going with radical
mastectomy, when they have other options.
The importance of informed consent, with the emphasis
on the "informed," has to be stressed. I don't think our laws
about informed consent are strong enough about the kind of
information that women have to get before they make their
decisions.
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In my paper there are several other states' laws
outlined, and I just recommend that you look at Florida, where
the physician is required to inform the woman, either in
writing or orally, or both, about every treatment option
appropriate for her cancer, and not, as with me, having to go
to four physicians hearing everything from, "Leave it alone and
we' 11 wait and see what happens in six months," to, "Off with
the breast, with everything," and everything in between. "Just
radiation, well, maybe a little surgery plus a little
radiation," I mean-Luckily, I was a librarian· in my former life, and was
able to go to the medical school library and do my own research
and come to some conclusion of my own. There was no one, and
no piece of paper, and no information handed to me about my
options , other than Rose Kushner ' s book, "Alternatives , " which
is an excellent book, but slightly out of date. She recently
died of br~ast cancer. I think that the informed consent law
in New Jersey should be strengthened to require better
information.
This is my own
Just to summarize very briefly:
experience.
Fear, ignorance, terror, and denial are the
greatest enemies to early diagnosis and adequate treatment, and
cause more problems.
If women just had more and better
information and better counseling, they'd be able to make
·better decisions about this awful disease.
MS. FOX: Okay. Questions?
MS. SAMPIERI: Thank you.
MS. FOX: And study hard for the bar.
Our next speaker will be, actually two, from the New
Jersey State Nursing Association, Jane Adams.
No, Dorothy
Fleming is speaking for Jane Adams.
D. F L E M M I N G,
R.N.: Good afternoon.
D 0 R 0 T H Y
I was sitting in the audience, and you have an awesome task.
If you asked me to vote· on priorities for any of the former
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speakers, you know, I'd want to vote for all of them, because
they're all just major, major things.
I am Dorothy Flemming, Executive Director of the New
Jersey State Nurses Association.
I thank you for this opportunity to present the views
of the health care in New Jersey. Nursing is the largest group
of health care professionals and is essential to any discussion
on decent, cost-effective health care.
Professional nurses are not invested in the present
system of health care delivery.
We are actively seeking a
change in emphasis from tertiary care of the acutely ill to
preventive primary care of the well.
We are actively seeking a change in the gatekeeper
mentality that allows all the control of health care delivery
to be put into the hands of the physician. Specifically, we
seek to obtain prescriptive privileges for a small group, a
very · qualified
specialist
in
nursing
practice;
Nurse
Practitioners, Clinical Nurse Specialists, and Nurse Midwives.
Prescription of drugs is an act integral to the assessment,
diagnosis and treatment cycle in the provision of primary
care.
To
provide
primary
care,
primary
care
nursing
practitioners are seeking prescriptive authority.
I want to give you a brief history of prescriptive
authority in this country specifically to debunk some of the
common assumptions. that only an M.D. is qualified to keep us
safe from dangerous drugs.
I credit Gene Harkless with the information from the
article published in the "Nurse Practitioner," which is
attached, August 1989.
Prior to 1900, consumers could obtain any available
drug through pharmacists without a prescription. Three factors
resulted in the shift of control from the cons:umer to the
physician.
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First,
patent
medicines
were
the
target
of
progressives who were attempting to deter deceptive business
practices.
Second, the American Medical Association mounted a
campaign to cease advertising of medicines to the general
public.
And
third,
drugmakers
recognized
that
doctors
opinions were increasingly important in the patients
use of
medication.
These events, in conjunction with the relatively new
licensing laws for medicine, helped place physicians in the new
role of drug experts. Authority moved from the consumer to the
physicians.
The Federal laws of 1904 and 1938 were designed to
protect that public from false labeling and improper and
dangerous manufacturers.
Regulations that were developed in
1938 designated drugs as prescriptive and nonprescriptive, with
the
intention
that
very
few
would
be
designated
as
prescriptive.
However, just the opposite happened, and the
regulations took control
from the consumer
and embedded
prescriptive practice more firmly in medical practice.
The
1957 Federal Drug ·Law placed almost all new drugs in the
prescription-only class.
Nursing did not keep pace with these changes.
The
original Nurse Practice Acts were legislated prior to the
passing of. the 19th Amendment, so depended on the support of
male-dominated legislatures and physician groups for passage.
This helped set the stage for the perception of nursing as a
physician-controlled occupation.
Finally, to the benefit of organized nursing, a court
case in 1965, the case of Darlinq v. Charleston Community
Memorial Hospital clearly established that the duty of the
nurse was to be knowledgeable about diagnosis and prescribing,
so as to monitor the care of patients and to take action if the
I

I

case was negligent.
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From that time on, Nursing Practice Acts have included
diagnosis and treatment through the nursing regime as part of
their practice act.
The New Jersey Legislature amended its
Nursing Practice Act in 1974 to accommodate that language.
Nursings' struggle to obtain autonomy in prescriptive
authority translates to a social inequality issue. We ask your
support of legislative language that affords nurses the
greatest degree of structural autonomy for the safe practice.
Our Practice Act should include a definition of
nursing that includes, or at least does not prohibit, the
performing of diagnosis and prescribing.
Senator
Wynona
Lipman's
bill,
S-2100,
is
the
legislation we think will accomplish that. Primary health care
services are essential to a reformed health care system.
Nurses have been educated to assume the role of primary health
care provider.
NJSNA is asking the New_Jersey Legislature to correct
the inequities of the past system which invests prescriptive
privilege only in the medical field.
We are asking for legislative relief from a very
restrictive practice atmosphere for nursing in New Jersey.
Additionally to the reference that is attached, I do
have another reference for your information.
It is by
El izapeth H.
Hadley,
JN,
MPH,
and
it's,
"Nurses
and
Prescriptive Authority, A Legal and Economic ·Analysis, which
was published in the "American Journal of Law and Medicine,
1989-1990, volume 15, pages 245 to 266.
What is not in my testimony, however, is also when one
speaks in the testimony of nurse practitioners-Nurse
practitioners have been educated in New Jersey for the past 20
years. They are working in some health care settings. In my
other life, before I assumed this life, I was a Certified
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner.
II

II
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Some of the practitioners are working in very limited
constraining areas.
We do see that practitioners would be
extremely valuable, especially in the primary health care, not
only in pediatrics, but moving into gerontology, and the OBRA
'89
law now has
it that
states that recognize nurse
practitioners, that nurse practitioners can be reimbursed under
Medicare.
This would enable geriatric nurse practitioners to
work as a team with the physician to do visits in nursing homes
and also to work in clinics that are · Medicare/Medicaid
certified.
This is one area where we have felt very much
constrained by the Medical Society in New Jersey for full
utilization of nurse practitioners.
I can take any questions.
MS. SEHAM:
I have one:
When we discussed this in
Commission, before that bill was introduced by Senator Lipman,
there
was
disagreement
on
one
particular
issue.
Our
Commission, although maybe individually we may feel strongly
about a situation, can only act on it -- make recommendations
on it -- if it affects one sex mo.re than the other. No matter
how egregious the situation, we can't study it, or make a
report on it, or recommend anything about it, unless that is
true. We need to get more of a linkage from you.
I have made
the argument that there are more- women nurses and more male
doctors, and I think that's still very true.
MS. FLEMMING: That's very true.
MS. SEHAM: Would you say that, I mean for example, a
possibility would be that there are more women who need· to
depend on the services of nurse practitioners in order to
maintain their health, because women tend to be poor as a
group? I don't know whether that's true or not.
You mentioned pediatrics and gerontology.
That would
not answer what I'm saying to you.
If you can give us more
linkage between what you want done -- which I certainly agree
with-- and an impact more on one sex than the other, it will,
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you know-- Women's health-- Would it have more of an impact
on women's health, to allow nurse practitioners to prescribe?
MS. FLEMMING:
Okay.
Yeah, I can understand.
I' 11
try to get-MS. FOX:
Also, I'd like to know the percentage, or
the numbers of women nurses and male nurses in this State.
Also doctors,
although I think that's changing, probably
quicker than the nursing profession.
MS. FLEMMING:
As a matter of fact, the number of
women attending medical school, as you probably know, has
increased -- I want to say it's 50-50 now, it might even be
60-40
but there is a large group of women going into
medicine.
I just came back from our national convention, and our
House of Delegates had-- They did a poll
an electronic poll
and I think in the House of Delegates we had, I want to say
6% to 8% male.
The normal staffs, if you were as~ing me-I
would say it has gone up to probably about 4% male, so
obviously it is still, very much a women's profession.
We do
have on our Board-- We have two male nurses on our Board of
Nursing.
MS.
SEHAM:
So they are overrepresented in the
governing body?
MS. FOX: Surprise, surprise.
MS. SEHAM: Yes.
MS. FLEMMING:
But, I think what you said is true, and
·we-I'm sure that we can get that information, especially
working with Kay Pinneo.
And when I say children, children
have mothers, and we know that the poverty level for single
mothers-I have also worked with pregnant teens, and again
It has ·a very limited
you have a very vulnerable population.
access in families where they don't have any health insurance
at all.
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So, very much, we would like to see that we could
utilize what the Federal government has said for reimbursement
to bring primary health care to these populations that are
underserved at this time.
MS. SEHAM: Of course, there are more elderly women
than elderly men, too.
MS. FLEMMING: Yes, and I found that out when I was
trying to get placement in a nursing home for my father, who
has since died. There are a limited number of male beds in
nursing homes, so if you have a male relative who you are
trying to place, sometimes your wait is longer because the beds
assigned-- This was in Massachusetts, but I would imagine that
it could be carried over to Jersey, to the nation, that they
had set more beds aside for women. And most of the rooms were
two-bedded rooms, unless you were very weal thy and you went
into a single room -- we weren't in that category -- then you
had to wait for somebody to die so that the bed would free up.
But the percentage was very low for male beds in nursing homes.
MS. FRANCIS:
That sounds like an issue of sex
discrimination in something.
MS. SEHAM: Well, they're doing it statistically.
MS. FLEMMING: Well, I think it's a reality of life:
Some things are discrimination, and some things just evolve
that way.
MS. FOX: Anybody else? (no response) Thank you.
MS. FLEMMING: Thank you.
We're going · to jump down to our 5:30
MS. FOX:
Marta Stretton and Carol Watchler for the Women's
people.
Agenda of New Jersey.
Thanks for coming early.
cARoL
wATcH L E R: It's valuable information all the
way around.
MART A S T RET T 0 N: Hi, I'm Marta Stretton, and I'm a
member of the Women's Agenda of New Jersey.
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Most of what we are saying here today has already been
said, so this is somewhat of a sum-up.
In the following testimony, we will present a number
of issues in which the availability of health care for women is
different from that for a comparable situation for men in such
a way that public policy initiatives should be developed to
guarantee greater equity in the system. We will also describe
areas where discrepancy in the provision of health care arises
because of the invisibility of women's health needs, and the
standards for healthiness and pathology are frequently male.
According to many sources, including the National
Women's Health Network -- hereafter better known as NWHN -women use the health care. system more frequently than men.
They make a greater number of personal physician visits, have
greater amounts of medication prescribed, undergo greater
numbers· of surgeries, and make more doctor visits with their
dependents.
Women's high amount of use of the health care system
comes partly from the need for reproductive health care.
Public policy needs to support a women-centered environment
accessible to all women. This means respect for each woman's
ability to make her own decisions and to be an active
participant in her own health care.
Such phenomena as a prenatal care physician's refusal
to renew a prescription for birth control because he believes a
woman should be bearing children by a certain age, are clearly
examples of sex bias. Likewise, a law enforcement system which
fails to deal with persons who harass patients and attempt to
prevent access to health care facilities needs the pressure of
clear State policy, to ensure that women can obtain health care
where they choose.
This type of harassment and intimidation
occurred at nine out of ten freestanding facilities in New
Jersey which provide abortion services.
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Women find their way into the health care services
often as victims of rape and domestic violence.
It is
estimated that as many as half of the adult female population
has suffered some physical violence from a partner in their
lifetime, and one in five suffer chronic severe abuse.
In 1986
police responded to 43,548 domestic violence calls in New
Jersey.
These victims encounter many hurdles on their road to
recovery.
One such hurdle is the treatment by the emergency
staff
at
the
hospital.
It
depends
on the
knowledge,
understanding, and. sensitivity of the doctor on duty, whether
the traumas of the brutal assaults will be decreased or
increased.
No added burden should be placed on the victims,
such as unnecessary questions by the physician or long waiting
periods in rooms with other patients.
Our society still places much fault with the woman who
is the victim of rape,
and doctors still cling to the
assumption that women ask for it.
But the FBI has placed the
crime of rape on the same list as murder and kidnapping, and
they have done this-- As far as I know, they did this in the
late '70s already, when I was involved with rape crisis centers.
It is important that doctors learn to be sensitive to
the needs of both the rape victim and the battered woman.
Standards
of
certification
and
accreditation
should
be
developed to promote quality and to encourage innovation in the
health care services that deal with abuse against women.
A conflicting societal view of women is that of a
perennially dependent person.
Unfortunately, this view of
women often follows them into office visits with a private
physician.
According to NWHN, when women and men present the
same symptoms, women are more likely to be prescribed drugs,
and men are more likely to be given a physical exam.
Women
exceed men in the consumption of prescript ion mind-altering
drugs in a ratio of two to one.
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With this as a factor in addiction problems for women,
treatment models that center on regaining self-esteem are
called for,
rather than standard male-centered models of
rehabilitation.
In testing for HIV, the AIDS causing virus, doctors
need to recognize the fact that the virus behaves differently
in women than in men.
The existence of previous gynecological
conditions such as herpes or genital warts or the use of oral
contraceptives in women may be factors in the susceptibility to
the AIDS virus. Early gynecological detection gives women the
advantage of treatment.
The following guidelines for testing passed by the
National Women's Health Network Board of Directors should be
considered.
Testing should be readily available, quality
controlled, voluntary,
and in a setting which guarantees
informed consent, including a clear explanation of the risks
and benefits of }mowing test results.
It should not be used
for employment or nonmedical reasons.
The . p~rpose of testing is to detect the disease so
that those who have it can take appropriate measures to avoid
spreading it.
Testing should be made available to anyone, and
doctors should not exclude the testing of middle-class women.
Says Dr. Iris Davis at Woodhull Hospital in Brooklyn, "We've
seen some very sick middle-class women, who had been given
every diagnostic test in the book except the HIV test.
Many
doctors don't even consider AIDS a possibility in middle-class
women, and they are ·wrong. " Doctors should not take it upon
themselves to decide who is or who is not at risk, but rather
make
testing
immediat~ly
available upon
request
without
intimidations or unrelated assumptions.
I
mention unrelated assumptions because this
is
something that happened to me when I visited my gynecologist
and asked him to give me the HIV test. He sort of immediately
assumed that I could not be at risk.
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Costs for health care are a problem for women. A gap
exists between those eligible for Medicaid and those with
sufficient income to purchase insurance. Often, even for those
with individual subscriber insurance, the spiraling costs of
health insurance create questions about the future of using our
present system of reimbursement. Low-paying and part-time jobs
do not provide health benefits, and this affects far too many
women and their families.
Added to this is the fact that
health c~re delivery often focuses on high-tech solutions which
are generally the most costly, rather than on ·preventive he.alth
care.
Public policy is needed to support and encourage
preventive health
services,
health
education,
and
the
widespread uses of factors such as diet and exercise that
enable people to have long-term positive effects on their
health.
Women are present in health care to a great~r extent
than men as workers, not just as clients.
Far greater than
half of health care workers are women, though women's positions
tend to be less powerful than men's.
While this may be
changing with the increasing visibility o·f women as physicians
or administrators, public bodies which make policies regarding
health care need to reach ~ut and look into all of the health
care fields to identify women for such leadership positions and
to achieve a stronger women's voice in policy-making bodies.
According to NWHN, women as physicians are more likely
to work in primary care facilities, see more new patients and
spend more time with each patient.
This suggests that the
woman physician is more likely to deal with the patient. as a
whole person.
Public policy should support and encourage
health care systems with this style of patient/physician
interaction.
The area of research is a final one with an example of
bias against women. This may come in the choice of project for
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funding, as well as in the choice of subjects used in any
research project.
The need for funding for breast cancer research is
such a case.
With up to 150, ooo new cases of breast cancer
each year, it is remarkable that only 26% of the National
Cancer Institute's request for grant funds have been met.
"All
in all," says an Ellen Goodman column, "13% of the National
Institute of Health's $5.7 billion budget goes to study the
health risks of the half of the population that is female."
In addition, the writer points.out that major health
studies on such topics as cholesterol, smoking, and the use of
aspirin were all carried out with male subjects.
Thus the health care system finds women as its most
prominent use-rs in terms of numbers, but women's needs are
seldom the focus of health care initiatives.
As I said before, this was somewhat of a summary of
what you've already heard last Tuesday and today, I'm sure.
MS. FRANCIS: The executive summary. Thank you.
MS. FOX: Any questions? (no response)
MS. STRETTON: I think Carol wanted to~- Did you want
to add anything or not?
MS. FOX: Oh, okay, go ahead.
MS. WATCHLE~: No.
MS. FOX: We do have time, Carol, if you want to.
MS. WATCHLER:
Well, I simply would add that you have
heard many more details from some of the organizations, in
fact, that are part of our Women's Agenda as a whole, regarding
some of the things which we simply tried to provide an overview
of. Overall, I think that the message, cumulatively, is pretty
powerful that not -- that the bias may not be in someone doing
this or doing that, or not, but in the overlooking of the
importance of seeing women as having specific needs in health
care and seeing women as having possibly the same needs in some
cases, but that our whole bodies need to be viewed and studied
to know what happens to ourselves.
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MS. FOX: Thank you.
MS. FRANCIS:
Just one quick question, of course, but
I want to pick up on something I haven't heard elsewhere, I
don't think; which is the need for a stronger women's voice in
policy making-bodies.
I mean, it was certainly implicit in a
lot of things, but I would ask specifically because I know the
Women's Agenda is-One of its missions is to increase the
hearing of women's voices in policy making.
Would you have any
specific recommendations to carry that out?
MS. WATCHLER:
At the moment I don't have a specific
recommendation to make, but as we look at the issue of health
care in our whole study, we certainly would want to bring back
the question of insuring that there are greater numbers of
women on policy bodies. As we wrote this, one of the things we
said was, is sex equity what you look for in pol icy-making
bodies? And you know, being aware that in some areas health
care is provided by all women practitioners, there's an area
that women perhaps need to direct -- women practitioners for
sometimes women may need to direct-I
women clients
wouldn't · look for that, but certainly our voice needs to be
heard at a higher level to a greater extent.
I can see that there are areas that we weren't able to
touch here that
the questions of mental health, the
treatment of women and mental health, access to-- One of the
things we mentioned was in reproductive health care, that
women's centered environment, the emphasis on-I'm not sure
what the Commission does related to that, except for our
awareness of things like birthing centers, where any legal
realities or regulatory realities enable those to exist as far
as for women who are seeking their services.
MS. FOX: Thank you.
I think we have one more person who is scheduled for
5:00, from the NJEA, so we will wait for her.
MS.

SEHAM:

Feel

free

till 5:00 for her.
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to wait with

us.

We'll

wait

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF COMMISSION:
We called the NJEA.

She's on her way.

(RECESS)
AFTER RECESS:
MS. SEHAM:
Thanks for coming a little early, we
appreciate it.
BETTY
H I C KEY: Thank you. I'm sorry I was a little
late.
We were still racing around seeing if anyone else was
going to come over with me.
MS. SEHAM:
This is Betty Hickey, Associate Director
of the Instruction and Training Division of the New Jersey
Education Association.
MS. HICKEY: Correct.
MS. SEHAM: Okay. Go ahead.
I'm not going to · read you all of the.
MS. HICKEY:
testimony we submitted.
MS. SEHAM: Thank you.
MS. HICKEY:
It's late.
I'd like to tell you that we
talked about two issues. · We talked about-- There are many
issues that you ·are soliciting testimony on that are really
important issues.
We zeroed in on teenage pregnancy and the
needs of teenage pregnant students, who by. the way, all happen
to be female.
So, what we're really talking about here are the
needs of women.
I think if you read through our testimony on that -probably you've heard this already -- but in 1988 there were
over 7000 pregnant teens in New Jersey -- over 7000.
The
current data that's coming in show a high increase in the
number of pregnancies between the ages of 10 and 14. So, it's
a really, really serious area that needs to be addressed in New
Jersey.
We're talking about several things that you need to
look at.
Providing health care: Many of these young woman do
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not get health care until the third trimester of their
p-regnancy.
It's not readily accessible.
If you go back to
even before that, counseling choices that somebody might have
during pregnancy, they're often-- They don't even know where
to go. You know, many of these things are done through Planned
Parenthood or through family health c 1 inics, and they don't
even associate that with something they can pick up on.
They're very lost and frightened and they need a lot of
support, which they're not getting.
Currently there's a program that's being piloted in
the State of New Jersey.
It's being piloted in 29 school
districts and it talks-- It's a youth-based clinic and it's a
drop-in clinic where teenagers receive, you know, information.
They also have minimal, as I understand it, screening for
debtal and eye.
But this is a referral system, ·so they at
least would have a place where they could go and know where to
get information ·on medical services or counseling that's
available.
It's being piloted only in 29 schools.
That,
coupled with-MS. SEHAM: Where are they?·
MS. HICKEY: They're throughout the State·. We can get
that information.
It's being funded by the Division of Human
Resources, so we could get that information for you.
It's not
something that is directly under the auspices of the Department
of Ed., is it?
T R U D I
T H 0 R N T 0 N:

(speaking from· audience)

It's

the Department of Human Services.
MS. HICKEY: Okay. This is Trudi Thornton.
She also
works in Instruction and Training.
MS. THORNTON:
I have a list of the districts.
There
(next sentence indiscernible
is at least one in each county.
They work with the community
to transcriber; no microphone)
hospital, and some of the schools.
MS. FOX: Would you come up--
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MS. HICKEY: Yeah, come up.
MS. FOX:
--and repeat what you just said for the
transcriber. (Ms. Thornton complies)
MS. HICKEY:
Trudy works with our Youth Services
Committee, so we sort of talk about these topics jointly,
between the Women In Education Committee, which I work with,
and the Youth Services Committee.
MS. THORNTON:
We're currently studying some of the
programs that are available to youth who are in our schools.
Right now we've been working rather closely with the Department
of Human Services, in studying their pilot program.
There are 29 school based yo~th service programs in
the State. There is at least one in each county, and I do have
a list of the schools that are particip~ting at this time.
We did a survey this year to find out whether or not
they are finding the programs to be a success.
For the most
part th~y reported back that they just need more.
They need
mqre funding.
They need more programs.
They did indicate
there should be more interplay between these different agencies
and the school, and that the feedback was inadequate. ·That was
the only real criticism, but they are now saying, "Move them up
and start them with middle school.
Don't wait until high
school; it's too late."
MS. SEHAM: Well, if they're getting pregnant at 10?
MS. HICKEY:
That's right.
This was like absolutely
frightening to me. My daughter is going to be 10 in July, and
I looked at her when I was going over this testimony and I
thought, you know, we're talking about a child here who very
soon could be pregnant. The other problem that we see is that
it is a referral system, so the kids ·come in, they get
information, but then they have to be able to get help from
whatever community resource you send them to.
And then,
depending on that community resource, the help they get varies
from location to location, so we really need to look at not
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just expanding that program, but coming up with a way to
coordinate it to make sure that if they do have the courage to
go, then the information they get puts them in contact with a
system that helps them right away. Because. what happens with
teenagers is, if they don't get that help immediately, they
just don't follow through on it as well as they should.
The other thing that we need to seriously think about
is, there seems to be more of a need to start early on in
health programs teaching the need-We teach about human
sexuality, but I think we need to reinforce that with the need
for pre- and postnatal care. We don't always talk about, you
know, how, you know, what the needs are as far as the health
goes, and so maybe the only information these teenage girls are
getting is from a 1 imi ted health program, and that needs to be
expanded.
The other thing is that, they're-- Once the teenage
mother has the baby, all right, there is little support
system. As far as we can determine, there are several schools
in the State that provide day-care in the school. We can think
of-- The ones that we know of are:
Newark, Elizabeth, the
Heller School in Burlington County in Mount Holly, and there
may be one or two others.
Let's take Newark, for example: About 300 girls get
pregnant a year, in Newark.
Their day-care program provides
slots for 20 babies, -- 20. So, you've got a need of 300. One
school, only, provides day-care. So, first of all the teenage
mother has to get the child to that day~care center; it's on a
waiting list.
If she happens to get pregnant early on, then
she has a better chance of getting her baby into day-care. So
you're talking about, even where there is a system in place,
the need simply is not being met, of the girls who are getting
pregnant.
The other thing that we need to talk a little bit
about is:
In addition to better education and more complete
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education for boys and girls, we need to talk about having
readily accessible health care for these girls. The reality is
that in many places there's no readily available health care.
Many of the family planning clinics. which provide free or
low-cost health care are located in 16 places in the State of
New Jersey.
CUrrently the State funds them at about 24%
funding, so all the rest of it comes from private sources.
Now, it doesn't take any genius to figure out the 16
centers.
They are primarily in urban areas.
I did talk to
them. For instance, there is one center in Cumberland County,
Vineland, that takes care of all of those South Jersey
counties, and those rural areas are places that often get
overlooked.
What's provided is often provided minimally,
minimally in urban centers, but when you get into South Jersey
and rural areas, you know, these kids would have . to travel an
awfully long distance.
So there's not the health care available to them.
It's that simple. It isn't readily accessible for them and for
their babies, and they don't, perhaps, even understand the need
for it.
If they do, how are they going to get it? It's just
not available, and I think, unfortunately, places like family
planning clinics and Planned Parenthood-- They really take a
bum rap, all right, in my opinion. They're often linked solely
with the issue of abortion, and everybody ignores all of the
other services that they are providing, where often they · are
the only centers that provide those services. Coupled with the
bad rap that they get ·and the limited resources available,
there just aren't enough health centers to go around.
Many people tell me that even though hospitals say
they provide services, it's a very cumbersome procedure. Even
though you may be able to get procedures through welfare, that
is also a cumbersome procedure, and the procedure often scares
off a pregnant teen. You're talking about a 14-year-old girl.
I mean, they really have to have a lot of moxie to persevere
and get the services that they need, and it just doesn't happen.
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Many times hospitals have a lot of cumbersome forms
that need to be filled out, and they need to verify that they
can't get Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage. And from what I
understand, there are even some things that need to be looked
at in making sure that Blue Cross and Blue Shield are providing
the services to the pregnant daughter from the parents'
coverage.
That needs to be looked at real closely by this
Commission to make sure that those services are being provided,
without riders, all right, without other attachments that the
employer might have to purchase.
The other area that we zeroed in on was the area of
battered and abused women, which is an area of high concern to
the Women in Education Committee. It's our feeling that-- We
mention several things.
We need a really accurate system of
recording the number of cases that are occurring in the State
of New Jersey.
It's not a very good system for reporting.
Women are often · reluctant to admit that they have been
battered, abused, or raped.
We have what might be considered a real radical theory
on this, but a lot of us feel that part of the problem is that
low status is given to those types of crimes. Oftentimes these
are crimes against women based on gender; I mean, you happen to
be a woman. It isn't that all of these men go out and commit
these crimes because of their mothers, all right? They happen
to be, you know, crimes against women, based on gender, and in
New Jersey you have a law for reporting different kinds of
biased crimes, but not on gender. The Federal government "is in
the process now, I think, of passing a similar law, but not on
gender, so there is no basis of reporting gender crimes.
They're simply lobbed as domestic violence often, or crimes of
rape, and we all know all of the war stories about what happens
when someone reports a crime of rape, and often the crimes of
reporting battered
of being battered and abused by a
All
Little protection is offered; it's low status.
spouse.
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the stereotypes exist: she deserved it, you know; it's in their
culture, you know; this is the way these women are used to
being treated, etc., etc., which is simply a bunch of bunk.
The reality is that these women are scared and they need to be
assured of some protection. And they really need some system
of counseling right away, and that often is not in place.
We offered several suggestions:
One is that some
hospitals now have these Women Health Networks. Some programs
whether it's those or other programs -- need to be expanded
so that women, 24 hours a day, can be assured with one phone
call that they are going to be able to talk to somebody who is
supportive of their problem; who is going to put them in touch
with whatever health services are available and whatever
counseling services are available, because without that support
system, they often don't follow through, and that is really sad.
And also, we need to sta~rt talking about educating our
children. We need to reemphasize the need for starting early
on to teach boys and girls about stereotypes, and what they
mean. Rape is a word we seldom hear in health classes. We may
talk about sexuality, health, sex education, but we don't talk
about rape. Rape is like the biggest thing in the world and we
just say, "Oh, it's something." It was really brought home to
me, again with my daughter, when she was asking me what I was
getting ready for, and I told her one of the things I was going
to talk about was battered women and rape.
She said to me,
"What is rape?" She's going to be 10, and going into the fifth
grade, and I realized as a parent that I've even been remiss by
not really sitting down and talking to her seriously about what
this meant. Certainly, she had no concept of it from education.
I think when we talk about family domestic violence-That's another topic that we don't talk about, and I think when
you couple that with what kids learn from an early-on age as
stereotypical views, that's just reenforced.
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The last thing that we want to talk about that's of an
educational nature is:
You need to look at the kind of
education that -- which we should have mentioned earlier
that pregnant teens are receiving.
Our members tell us that
many times there are very few school programs for these girls,
and so a lot of these girls are put on homebound instruction.
It's like, send them back to Aunt Millie; we' 11 send them to
homebound, and they're not getting the same educational
program. It's that simple.
If a girl is in Voc Ed, she's not getting beauty
culture, being on homebound.
If she goes somewhere else, to
another school, is she getting the basic reading and writing,
or is she getting comparable education? Title VI clearly says
that they should be receiving the same education. It should be
the student who decides whether they're uncomfortable being in
that educational environment, and our members tell us that many
times this is not happening, and that these girls are just put
off somewhere or afraid to come to school, or embarrassed to
come to school, and it's not something, again, that we talk
about.
Again, for the boy, suddenly, like the girl disappears
off the -face of the earth, so there's no reminder, no
responsibility that it takes two to get pregnant.
And so I think you need to look at some of those
educational areas.
Maybe you don't need new legislation, but
you need to see what your old legislation is doing and see how
it's being monitored and how it's· being enforced, because I
don't think it's happening out there, and that's something you
need to look at. Thank you.
MS. FOX: I have a question: How does Blue Cross and
Blue Shield and health services for the pregnant daughter -whoever is covered-- Does it occur, or is it because the
daughter doesn't tell the parent, or--
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MS. HICKEY:
I'm not-- This is an area that I was
remiss in starting to get data on unti 1 ·really late.
It's my
understanding that Blue Cross and Blue Shield does cover the
care for a pregnant daughter, as long as she has been
designated as someone that's currently being covered on the
parents' plan.
First of all,
the parent has to have parental
coverage, so that may limit it right there, whether the child
is available for coverage.
The second part of that is-I understand that I'm
not clear on this and I will get more data on it, but I think
you need to look at it also. Some places are saying that there
needs to be a rider.
I don't know whether that's really true
or not, but there has to be-MS. FOX: In New Jersey?
MS. HICKEY:
In New Jersey there has to be this
pregnant dependent child rider. I don't know whether that-MS. SEHAM:
It's. pretty much a guarantee that they' 11
never have to pay it, because most people wouldn't put that on.
MS. HICKEY: Right, and it has to be asked for by the
employer.
Now that's not-- I'm getting mixed information on
that. One person who spoke to Blue Cross and Blue Shield said
that there was a need for this rider.
Someone else in our
Research Division said, "No, that's not true.
You don't need
this rider, as long as they have family coverage. As long as
it's a minor, they are covered." So, that's my understanding
of how it should be.
That was the most current data I got
about 15 minutes before coming here, that, "No, this rider is
not something that's needed.
It should be covered as long as
it's family coverage and as long as it's a dependent child."
But again, the child has to go to her parents and
explain that she's pregnant and then be able to get the
coverage that way.
And of course, once the delivery occurs,
there is no coverage for the child of the child, all right? So
the child of the child--
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MS. SEHAM:
The parent would have to go to the
employer, too.
MS. HICKEY:
The parent would have to-Now the
parent, who is often a teenaged girl, has to go and get
coverage for the child.
MS. SEHAM: No, but I'm saying the teenager's parent
would have to go to the employer-MS. HICKEY: Right.
MS. SEHAM:
--to get that coverage applied, which
would be another embarrassing thing, and another possible
obstacle.
MS. HICKEY:
Right, right. And sometimes that just
doesn't happen because the parents, unfortunately, may be the
last to know, so that that early on health care is not there
because the teenager just doesn't go for it. They just don't
go to their parents.
As I'm
MS. THORNTON:
May I just add something?
sitting here and listening, only because this is so current in
what I 'm working on with the Committee-- One of our primary
studies right now in dealing with especially,
teenage
pregnancy, is the whole area of drug and substance abuse and
the concern about lack of education in health services to
assist any adolescents who may be abusing substances, who get
pregnant, and then have no place to turn. What we're seeing is
just a skyrocketing number of children being born today -infants who are addicted to substances -- which is going to
impact so heavily on our society.
I just emphasize the need,·
more and more, for health services for young women -- for all
women.
Substance abusing women need help immediately.
MS. HICKEY: Absolutely.
MS. THORNTON: The services just aren't there.
MS. NEWMAN:
The Division on Women has a Domestic
Violence Prevention Program that has an educators' training
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component which works with the educators and teaches them how
to recognize the symptoms of domestic violence as exhibited by
the children. Would some similar type program -- because I'm
thinking, I'm in Newark, and the number 300 sounds awfully low
to me, considering the number of births to teenagers-MS. HICKEY: That's reported.
MS. NEWMAN:
--in UMDNJ alone.
It sounds like it's
higher than that.
But, would a similar type program of
teaching the educators on how to teach teenagers and middle
school and even, I guess, in places like Newark, the elementary
school-- Would something like that be helpful to the teachers?
MS. HICKEY:
Oh, yes.
Absolutely.
Because I think
the information is so current that unless you can get the
current information out there-- You know, you have people who
may have gotten their education 10 or 15 years ago, they need
to. have access to the most current information so that that can
help them in what. they do in the classroom.
It's really
important.
MS. NEWMAN: Because as I was listening to you speak,
I was thinking, how important is the role of the teacher in
this educating? You've got the children for most of the day,
and many teachers don't want to admit that there's a
possibility -- because they have the old ideas, that this just
doesn' t happen.
There are, unfortunately, too many people in
New Jersey who don't believe that teenage pregnancy is a
problem.
Perhaps the teachers in Newark might know it a 1ittle
better because they see it more often, but I was just
wondering, how much of an active role do you see the teachers
playing in trying to combat this problem?
MS. HICKEY:
I think that if you don't have the
educational system on board, and they don't start to educate
those children from elementary school on, it's a very difficult
proposition, because where are they getting the information
from if they're not going to get it from the school system?
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You have to then rely on them either getting the
information . from their parents or getting their information
from some other institution -- churches perhaps, okay? -- but
there's no other source of information. That's why we were so
pleased with that new youth-based clinic idea, because, at
least it seems to us, the school was going to be the center of
where the child is going to look to get information.
If the
school can't provide the information, then the child often is
at a loss to know where to turn to get that information, and
they do have rapport, perhaps, with their nurse, with their
counselor, with their classroom teacher, and they have to
have-The teacher and the school have to have that
information available so that when the child comes, they've got
the information to provide to the child.
Then there's got to
be a system in place where the information means something,
that there is somewhere you can go for help, but it's critical-MS. NEwMAN:
We've had horror stories of
and·
fortunately there are some very good social workers out there
who can recognize it-- There was the case of a teenager who
after she had the child, didn't know what to do with it; didn't
know how to feed it and didn't realize that the baby could not
hold the bottle itself, but that she would have to hold it. If
there were a program as you describe in the school to teach
them not only about caring for themselves -- perhaps in life
skills courses -- but also how to care for the children-MS.
HICKEY:
Right.
If
you
could
have
more
school-based child care for these women who have the babies,
then they could get the information from the schools.
That's
one of the things I mentioned.
It seems to me it's absolutely
a hand-and-glove relationship.
If you could get more of those
day-care centers in the schools, then they could provide the
information.
Then the pregnant teen -- excuse me, the mother
who is now a teenager -- would have a source of information
right there to get all the information she needs about how to
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Right now, that
care for the baby, now that she has it.
information is just not available.
It's critical, and if the
school,
through
that
youth-based
clinic,
could provide
information, here's where you go to get information on prenatal
care, even have those little pamphlets there, have the
information there, have a resource there that would tell them,
you know, some of the things they need to start doing, I think
it would make a big difference, because right now they're not
getting that information anywhere, that I can determine.
MS. THORNTON:
I think in Elizabeth, where they have
the day-care, they rotate the teenage mothers through that
day-care center, and it's part of their family life.
Don't
quote me, because I may not be accurate on location, but ther.e
are some sites where they are, in fact, providing day-care, and
it is the teenage mothers who are actually there caring for
these infants and learning how to care for
,. them at the same
time. So, they have found a way to meet a'' social need with an
educational component, which-- But, we just don't have enough
of that.
MS. FRANCIS:
Well, you used the magic words that I
was going to ask about, which are "family life education." The
mandate that exists in New Jersey for that is up for renewal, I
understand, within some months in the fall. It was a five-year
mandate, which is going to be looked at again, and I would be
interested -- I mean, I think I know what your answer would be,
but my question is: Would you recommend renewing it?
·Ms. THORNTON: Absolutely.
MS. FRANCIS:
Would you also-In line with your
third
recommendation,
where
you say,
"There should be
educational health programs to provide information on gender
stereotyping, domestic violence, rape," and so on, it seems to
me that that is part of what the intention of family life
education was, but I also know that when it was set up, it was
carefully framed so that local-- The curriculum planning was
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left to the local districts, probably rightly so given the home
rule mentality in this State.
It may not have gone through
otherwise.
But could you see recommending any part of
curriculum to be mandated to include some of these topics along
with the renewal?
MS. HICKEY:
Well, I think it's a good idea to at
least recommend what you think topics should be, and then it
seems that you can still allow the local school district to
best then fashion how those topics might be covered in their
school district.
But it would seem to be logical to at least
have a list of topics that you feel are important areas that
need to be addressed.
You can still bring in that concept of
home rule by saying, "Okay, you need to discuss rape. You may
decide here in this particular district whether you should
discuss it in the fourth grade or in the fifth grade, and how
you are .going to handle it," or whatever, which still allows
for local flexibility.
Without a list of· things that need to
be addressed, I think that, unfortunately, there may not be
enough consistency from district to district to ensure that
family life education really covers a lot of critical topics.
MS. FRANCIS:
Is NJEA concentrating on that renewal
issue? I mean, are you prepared to address that?
MS. HICKEY: We're aware of it, and I believe that we
have a program, you know, a system in place where we're going
to be addressing that, but we were in favor of that the last
time.
We offered testimony on that, and we believe it's
something that reallr needs to be looked at.
MS. FRANCIS:
If it's as controversial this time as
last time, it will be interesting.
MS. HICKEY:
It's · going to be controversial.
I think
that part of the problem-- The reason for that is that you
often find parents who feel that, you know, here we have
schools, and perhaps government, interfering in things that are
strictly family issues.
But I think that we have such a need
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in this State and that if you look at those statistics for
pregnant teenagers, it's not something that we can ignore.
I
think we can't just say that this is a family matter to be
discussed.
It's something that's critical.
We have to start
educating, and educating early on, because there are those
horror stories.
I mean, I have been out of the classroom for
five years, and I was an eighth grade teacher. The last year I
was there I had a girl come back in the ninth grade -- and I
taught in Toms River, okay, not Newark -- with her baby in
hand. That was five years ago, and she was pregnant almost as
soon as she graduated from eighth grade, and was not continuing
her education.
It was a very depressing situation.
As you
say, many of these cases are not reported, so I think that
7022, which was from 1988, really represents only a portion of
the number of pregnant teens in the State of. New Jersey. So,
they're not getting education at home, and they've got to get
the information somewhere.
MS. FRANCIS:
One last question about, again,
a
controversial issue, but there was a bill proposed that didn't
get too far in the Legislature, to say that school-based
clinics should not be allowed to dispense any information on
birth control, or pregnancy-related issues, especially abortion
referrals, etc.
Does NJEA have a position on that bill, and
how would you say that issue should be addressed?
MS. HICKEY:
I'm not an NJEA lobbyist. We work in the
Instruction Division, so I'm not sure what our position is.
I
can tell you ~hat we have strong policy that says that we are
in favor of reproductive freedom for women, and that included
in that policy there is information that says we believe that
information should be provided on all methods of birth control
to men and ~omen.
If that means through clinics or whatever,
we strongly advocate that position. This I know about, since I
I know we have
was instrumental in our passing that policy.
strong policy on that.
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MS. FRANCIS: Thank you.
(no
Does anybody else have a question?
MS. FOX:
response) Thank you.
MS. HICKEY: Thank you.
MS. FOX: This concludes our hearing.
We'll be using
this information for our own discussions, and will also
hopefully be providing it to the Governor for his study of
health care in New Jersey. Thank you.
(HEARING CONCLUDED)
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APPENDIX

TestinM:my
Conmission on Sex Discrimination in the Statutes
Nancy Fiorentino
June 26, 1990
Alcohol and Drug Addiction Amorg Pregnant W:lmen
'l'hP- estimated number of births in the United States affected 1:Tf
alcohol and drug use is 300,000-375,000. There ~re 117,000 live births in
New Jersey in 1989. Using the national estimate of 11%, there were 12, 870
drug exposed infants born in New Jersey last year. Using the FAS rate of
1/500 births, there were 234 FAS l:Bbies born. The total number of drug and
alcohol exposed l:Bbies in New Jersey is at least 15, 210. Many more l:Bbies
were born with fetal alcohol effects, which are not inc~uded in this
estimate. There are large variations in rates due to geographic arrl
demograJ_:tlic differences. We have been told the rate is 35-50% in Atlantic
City and Trenton and higher in Newark.
In New Brunswick both local
h.ospi tals are conducting a survey to detennine actual prevalence there
among all wc.men admitted for delivery.
This data is not routinely
collected and reported.

The societal response haS been
one
of
denial
followed
by
mystification.
"Why don't they stop?", Ted Koppel asks for the American
people. This question misses the most essential fact ab:nlt addiction:
that it is, by definition, characterized by loss of control, the inability
to stop. Addiction is not willful misconduct. It is a physiological and
psychological urge like an instinct.
The craving is so beyond human:
un:ierstanding that laboratory animals take cocaine until death. . Treatment
programs operate like traditional theraP!{ but in J.Ert they do what has . been
called a "brainwash" ab:nlt addiction. Even· with intensive w:>rk in this
area, relapse is not tmccmmon and may serve as J;S.rt of the recovery
process. Nonetheless treatment does w:>rk. We have scores of w:>men 1 whose
lives were hopeless a year ago 1 who new have clean and sober l:Bbies and
lives.
The next societal reaction is: "If they can't control thenselves, we
should control them." Nationally, fifty w:>men have been prosecuted for
distributing drugs to a minor, their fetus. Between 18 and 25 states
regard a positive toxicology or drug screen at childbirth pro forma .as
eVidence of neglect.
Children are remJVed from their mother's custody
straight from the hospital.

In New Jersey 1 there has been at least one prosecutor, who asked the
Health Department to join him in prosecuting a pregnant addicted wman.
When offered treatment, the wman consented. When a h.ospi tal or physician
reports a drug exposed infant to DYFS, a family investigation
is
undertaken, the baby is not automatically placed. This year there will be
funds for family interventions to teach the methodology to DYFS drug arrl
alcohol w:>rkers.
Drug and alcohol addicted families can be organized and
ertpc::Mered to IIIOVe their addicted loved one into treatment, possibly instead
of removal of children.
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Pregnant addicted wcmen cannot give their babies what they do not have
themselves. When 935 mothers of low birth weight babies were offered
intervention, 96% agreed and complied for three years. These wcmen want
and need care and treatment, not censure and pm1ishment. What if an arrest
for DWI were to constitute reckless endangerment of minor children? What
if these drivers were subject to prosecution and loss of custody because
they drove while intoxicated?
This is not likely to happen, in part,
because intoxicated drivers are JOOStly men, middle class, and white.

Progress

-

Consumption of alcoholic beverages is declining and ·has been during the
last decade or so.

-

Cirrhosis of the liver, a leading indicator of late stage chronic
alcoholism, is down, reflecting intervention and treatment at younger
ages.
Drug use in high schoals is also on a dowrltlerd trend according
most recent national survey.

-

Drug related emergency room

contacts

in

the

last

quarter

to
of

the
1989

dropped 20% after a long period of steady increases.
-

A doy;:emi~ receptor gene
addiction.
Thi~
v.au.lr
genetic l:e.se .

has

been

.--.~-=•-:-: -<=.

located which . may help @lcplain
l·:Jng held hypothesis that. there :i.s ~

Self help networks are available everywhere.
demonstrate success for over a million people in
There are 1 , 500 meetings a week in New Jersey.

They

the

are

United

free and

States.

Obstacles
Only
30%
of
the
Government's
earmarked for treatment.

10

billion

dollar

effort

is

-

Objective clinical drug and alcohol assessment and testing are still
not routine in health settings, correctional facilities, social service
agencies, w:.rk and school settings.

-

Treatment for addiction is not available to all who request it,
especially
underserved
high risk group;, the pOor, and anyone
with ai¥ complications such as medical or psychiatric problems, hearing
im];Birment, disability, acting out behavior, homelessness, etc.

-

Clients are
seldom
matched
to
treatment
setting
based
on
characteristics which predict outcome. For example persons with intact
family,
employment
and
health
can
recover
with
intensive
outpatient, but they are the ones who are sent to residential·
treatment because they have good insurance coverage.
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With all of the treatment available, we are only serving one in fifteen
or twenty addicted persons.
Alcohol

am

Drug Wicticn:

The illness is telescoped.

Wallen get

Its Il!p!ct en t.en

sicker

faster,

using

less

of

the substance.
-

Wallen suffer more medical arrl social

consequences

from

drinking

arrl

drugging.
-

Addicted women are stigmatized and the thought of pregnant addicted
wcmen offends. Wcrnen are held to a higher standard of conduct.

-

Men with addicted wcmen desert

-

Wcrnen are more likely to begin drinking in response to
or disability, their own or a lOved one's.

them.
Wcrnen with addicted men arrl
children stay, thereby developing the co-dependence syndrome, an
illness in its own right, characterized by medical arrl emotional
symptoms arrl impaired functioning.

Alcohol
-

am.

Drug Wicticn Services for

death,

divorce

-.en

wcmen.' s treatment
groups. This is essential to allow a forum for dealing with incest arrl
abuse, both of which are almost universal in an addicted population.
Wcrnen in treatment usually do have access to separate

There are eight halfway houses for alcohol and drug addicted women in
New Jersey.
They are safe refuges to SUW>rt the recovery process.
Each one has to turn a.we.ty up to two dozen wcmen in need of such
placement daily.
The local C'.ouncils on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse do advocacy arrl
education on wcmen and addiction. Each staffs county task force. Some
have removed alcohol from maternity wards. Others have gotten local
ordinances. to require posting warning signs "A pregnant wcmen. nE'!'Jer
drinks alone." and other health "Warnings.

In the eight perinatal care centers with the highest risk for infant
mortality, risk reduction specialists screen pregnant wcmen. for drug
arrl alcohol use and addiction.
Five hundred addicted women were
identified and counseled last year.
Ten residential treatment programs have developed a pregnant wcmen.' s
treatment initiative. Last year 356 wanen were treated.
Between 125
and 200 of them were pregnant. All records did not contain notes on
the pregnancy. This problem has been corrected for this year and the
program has been exr,snded by one third.
A comprehensive one stop multi-service center has been established in
Brunswick to offer SUt:POrt to pregnant addicted women. TreatmP_nt
for addiction, child care, transportation, parenting training are all
accessible from one little white house.

New
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-

Several programs are now offering simultaneous treatment to the
children of addicted families while the mothers are in a group of their
0\roA'l on an outpatient basis .
Intervention with low birth Weight mothers arrl babies has been shown in
rarrlornized clinical trials to improve both academic performance am
behavior problems, raising I.Q. 's 6 to 13 points.

-

Proper nutrition and regular perinatal care have been shown to produce
healthier mothers and babies by raising low birth weight and early
detection of potential problems.

Obstacles
-

The Wanen, Infant arrl Children Nutritional SUpplementation Program has
been cut at the federal level due to an 8% increase in food prices.
This means less cheese, peanut butter and juice for pregnant wanen.

-

Perinatal care is also experiencing cutbacks. In Monmouth County, one
center, which serves 6p0 pregnant wcmen a year, will be curtailing
services.

-

Low
birth
weight
is of such seriousness, it persists across
generations. Black mothers who are middle class still have twice as
many lew birth weight tables as their white counterparts.

-

Specialized care for children damaged by cocaine addicted mothers
is estimated to have surpassed the 2. 5 billion dollar level this year.

Reccmnendations
We need a
statewide Conmission or Office an Families, Health and
Addiction. Wallen and children need specialized programs arrl filey need
improved cooperation anrJl'lg agencies which serve them. New Jersey data
should be gathered, cases documented, advocacy offered. There should be a
state plan transferring new knowledge from empirical research into programs
to strengthen families arrl to prevent their deterioration. The state plan
shonld incorpo~te education, health arrl welfare objectives.

There are other public policy options deserving
such an office.

of

consideration

by

They include:
Pregnancy testing in all drug arrl alcohol treatment progtams.

Drug arrl alcohol assessments and testing

in

all

perinatal

care

programs.
Ban on alcohol and tobacco advertising.
Drug and alcohol
emergency rooms.

testing

for

all

trauma

cases

in

hospital

- 5 Holding alcoholic beverage license holders responsible for serving
pregnant wanen the way we do for underage persons.
Posting warning signs in all obstetric ani
settings.

gynecological

service

A household S1ll'Vf!Y of needs arrl public support.
Efforts to combat racism, sexism and classism.
There are other public policies which would be of immediate
which require little debate:

help

Establish a master plan for siting facilities for addicted
and children, superseding local zoning requirements.

and

women

Require interagency linkages among service providers. as part of
flU1ding.
These include drug and alcohol treatment, perinatal

care, medicaid for the tmborn, AFDC, DYFS, special education,
and others.

WIC

Codify for interagency cooperation the methodology for exchange of
information while protecting confidentiality and privacy.
Allow for fast track administrative reviews and approvals for
Certificate of Need, licensure and rate setting mechanisms for
treatment facilities to serve pregnant addicted w:Jmen and their
children.
The federal funds should have 25% women setaside, 10% of Which is
earmarked for pregnant addicted women.
There are special treatment needs of this population. I t is a very
deprived groop. .As individuals these Nlmen have been victimized.
Every
fifteen seconds a w:mmt in America is beaten. Sane of these Nlmen display
sexual acting out, eve1 prostitution. Usually they are incest survivors
and frequently they are in abusive relationships.
(These ,provocative
behaviors are defenses that disappear with good treatment. )
These wanen need support of the kind that is dem::mstrat:ed t:o be
effective. They need long term, in home support for recovery from
addiction and help in caring for the infant, (often a difficult and damaged
infant) . Providing services to these women now will ~t the specter
the Trenton Times described of one third to one half of all TrentOn. school
children in the year 2000, handicapped in academic performance and behavior
problens due to drug exposure in pregnancy.

sx

- 6 -

A pregnant addicted wanen has the right to:
be treated with dignity and respect.

stlfficient and healthful food.
intervention and treatment for addiction.
safety and security.
freedom from physical hann.
freedom from sexual abuse and sexual pressure.
perinatal care and treatment.
child care
treatment.

sufficient

transportation
pregnancy.

to

sufficient

participate in addiction and perinatal

to

ffilpport treatment for addiction and

housing for herself and her family.
education in the stages of developnent of the infant and child.
education

in the special needs of drug and alcohol affected infant

and child.

social and enntiona.l support to ongoing recCNery.
confidentiality and privacy in the harrlling of her treatment needs.
HIV counseling, testing and treatment.
Information about benefits and services available to
family.

her

and

her
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Pregnant Women's Treatment Programs

1.

Center for Addictive Illness
95 Mount Kemble Avenue
Morristown, New Jersey 07962-1978
Contact Person:
( 201) 285-4700

2.

Claire Bogan

Century House
Riverview Medical tenter
35 Union Street
Red Bank, New Jersey 07701
Contact Person:
(201) 530-2415

6.

Contact Person:
(609) 235-7900
7.

Harbor, The
1405 Clinton Street
Hoboken, New Jersey
Contact Person:
( 201) 656-4040

New Hope Foundation, Inc., The
P.O. Box 66
Marlboro, New Jersey· 07746-0066
Contact Person:
(201) 946-3030

07848

George J, Mattie

Beth Nathan

Turning Point, Inc.
P.O. Box 111
Hilltop-Sanitarium Road
Verona, New Jersey 07044
Contact Person:
(201) 239 9400

Jeff Firsichbaum
10.

5.

Ed Diehl

Sunrise House
P.O. Box 600
Lafayette, New Jersey
Contact Person:
(201) 383-6300

Dennis E. Bosco

John E. Runnels, Hospital of Union
County
Bonnie Burns Road
Berkeley Heights, New Jersey 07922
Contact Person:
(201) 322-7242

08302

07030

9.
4.

Jane Rinkin

Seabrook House
705 Polk Lane
Seabrook, New Jersey
Contact Person:
(609) 455-7575

Mary Anne Ruane
8.

3.

Parkside Lodge of New Jersey
East 2nd Street and Pancoast Road
Moorestown, New Jersey 08057

Jim Piero

West Jersey Hospital
Residential Alcoholism Treatment
Program
Northern Division
Mt. Ephraim and Atlantic Avenues
Camden, New Jersey 08109
Contact Person:
(609) 342-4505

Ted Millard

RC:
l1U

American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey
2 Washington

Pla~.:c

Newark. New Jersey 07102
(20 I) ~2-2084
Fax (201) ~2-6523

Edward Manone
Executive Director

Dcoorah A. Ellis
Legal Director

Annamay Sheppard
President

TESTIMONY OF D~BORAH A. ELLIS, LEGAL DIRECTOR
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION OF NEW JERSEY
BEFORE THE COMMISSION ON SEX DISCRIMINATION IN THE STATUTES
PUBLIC HEARING ON HEALTH
JUNE 26, 1990

I'm Deborah Ellis, the Legal Director of the ACLU of New
Jersey, and I'm pleased to have the opportunity to testify here
today.

Before coming to New Jersey, I

was~

staff attorney at

the Women's Rights Project of the national ACLU office in New
York.

One of the areas I concentrated on there was gender

discrimination in insurance and since coming to New Jersey I have
continued that work, writing an amicus brief for the ACLU and
other groups challenging Blue Cross/Blue Shield's use of gender
based rates in its individual policies.
tn my testimony I urge a simple amendment to New Jersey's
statutes: that the "Unfair Discrimination" provision of the
insurance law, N.J.S.A. 17B:30-12 be amended to prohibit health
insurance rates based on gender as well as the prohibitions it
now contains: "discrimination based on race, creed, color,
national origin or ancestry."/1

My recoJIUiendation stems from the

fact that it is still not only possible, but common, for
insurance companies to charge health insurance rates based on
gender.

Because women are generally charged higher rates than

men for health insurance, this discrimina:ion has severe economic
harm.

For women who are not provided health insurance by their

1/ Section 178:30-12 provides:
No person shall discriminate against any person or
group of persons because of race, creed, color,
national origin or ancestry of such person or group of
persons in the issuance, withholldng, extension or
renewal of any policy of lif~ or health insurance or
annuity or ln the fixing of the rates, terms or
conditions therefor, or in the issuance or acceptance
of any application therefor.
See also N.J.S.A. 17:29B-4(7)(c).
-2-

tor

employer, an increasingly large segment of the population, the
resultant high premiums can put health insurance out of their
reach.
Let me explain some background.

Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S. C. Section 2-000e et seq., prohibits
differential rates or benefits for insurance offered through
employment, including pension and annuity plans.

Thus, for those

women and their children who are fortunate enough to have health
insurance coverage through their employer, there is no problem.
However, in all other cases insurance companies continue to
charg~

women more for health insurance.

The only exception is

Slue_ eEoss/sluo Shiold, a oompany that i5 highly Eoqulated in New
Jersey and has been prohibited from basing rates on gender.

In

sum, the private insurance market is one of the only areas in
American life where overt discrimination on the basis of gender
is still tolerated.

That this discriminatory practice is

widespread does not, however, justify its perpetuation in the
face of New Jersey's constitutional mandate of equality contained
in Article I, paragraph 1.

As I'll talk about in more detail

below, other invidious classifications,

s~ch

as religion and

race, once widely used by insurance companies, are no longer used
in recognition that such discrimination is

.

inherently unfair.

unoon5titutional and

For reasons both of civil rights and economic

equity, the ACLU believes that gender can no more be a basis for
insurance pricing than can other ?rohibited classifications.
When they are charged more for health insurance, women and
-3-

II X,

children in the ever-growing number of female-headed households
suffer adverse health consequences.

Concentrated in low-wage,

part-time and small business jobs, women are less likely than men
to receive insurance benefits as employees, and are left with
purchasing health insurance on the individual insurance market.
The higher health insurance rates women face lead them to
purchase less comprehensive coverage or no insurance at all.
This absence of affordable insurance coverage in turn reduces
access to health care to the detriment of women and their
children./2
child~n

These effects are particularly severe for women and

of color.

For example, African American children in

employed families are far less likely than their white
counterparts to be insured./3
Although it is true that insurance companies group people
for risk classification, it is also true that any individual can
be grouped according to several characteristics for health
insurance: religion, race, gender, ethnicity, age, residence,
smoking, alcohol use, weight, hazardous work and hobbies! medical
history, diet and exercise, and that many, if not all, of these
groupings might be useful tools to predict accurately the risk of
anticipated loss.

However, when insurers classify by the

2/ Babies bQrn to women without insurance are 30\ more
likely to die or be seriously ill at birth. ~ "Babies o=
Uninsured Parents Found to Be at Risk," N.Y. Times, Aug. 24,
1989, at Bl3.
31 More than 30\ of African American children in moderateincome families had no employer coverage in 1986, as compared to
less than 20\ of similarly situated white children. Children's
Defense Fund, "A Vision For American's Future," at 7-9 (1989).
-4-

llX

prohibited

cla~sifications

of race, religion, ethnicity, or

gender, they run afoul of New Jersey's constitutional commitment
to treat people as individuals, not as members of racial,
religious, sexual, or ethnic groups.
The same justification that is now offered to explain gender
classifications -- actuarial relationship of the classification
to the risk of loss -- was once a rationale accepted for charging
differential rates

ba~ed

on other prohibited characteristics,

such as·race and religion, even though risk classifications based
on religion or race are now rejected as unconstitutional and
contr?rY to public policy.

~Lange

v. Rancher, 262 Wis. 625,

56 N.W.2d 542 (1953) (state insurance commissioner may not bar
African Americans from state insurance program simply because
statistics show that African Americans as a group

hav~

a lower

life expectancy)/4; J. Greenberg, Race Relations And American Law
87 (1959) (discussion of state statutes prohibiting race
discrimination by insurance companies).
The statistical arguments that are now advanced to justify
gender based rates are identical to those advanced in the past to
validate rates based on religion or race and are equally

4/ In Lange the insurance commissioner defended the
discrimination and the trial court approved it for a reason
analogous to that of Commissioner Herin here, i.e., that it was
generally accepted in the insurance business. "[I]t is the
practice of life insurance companies generally, that insure both
white and Negro lives, to differentiate between them, either by
charging a higher premium for insuring Negroes, or allowing a
lesser commission to agents for selling insurance to Negroes, and
limiting the solicitation of Negroes." 262 Wis. at 635-36
(Fritz, C.J., dissenting).
-5-

unconstitutional.

Although statistical differences between

racial and religious groups still exist, especially in the area
of health and life insurance,

~ ~'

Water & Power v. Manhart, 435

u.s.

Los Angeles oep't of

702, 709 n.15 (1978), today

insurance companies properly do not use race or religion as a
classification characteristic./5

Thus, stripped of the aura of

mystery surrounding statistics and actuarial tables, the
industry's use of gender as a proxy for other characteristics is
most- aptly described as an administratively convenient
generalization.
George Santayanna said that those who do not learn frm the
past are condemned to repeat it.

In that context, I think it is

important to note that historically, the rating and
classification practices of the insurance industry have been in
tension with the ideals of equality for which America strives.
In the 1870's the first insurance offered to freed African
American citizens was offered at the same rates as to white
customers./6

By 1881, however, insurance companies found that

mortality differences made it administratively convenient to

5/ However, there are still those who support
discrimination against racial and religious minorities. See
Benston, The Economics of Gender Discrimination in Employee
Fringe Benefits: Manhart Revisited, 49 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 489,
511-12 (1982) (arguing that the additional risk of sickle cell
anemia in African Americans or Tay-Sachs disease in Jews should
be accounted for by charging higher life insurance rates for
African Americans and Jews).
6/ H. James, The Metropolitan Life: A Study in Business
Growth 338 (1947).
-6-

charge higher rates for African American customers./7

Some

companies started to apply higher premium schedules for African
Americans than for white customers, charging African American
customers one-third more, or providing one-third less insurance
for the same premium than for whites.

Other companies stopped

writing insurance on African Americans entirely or denied
commissions to agents who sold policies to African American
customers./8
Massachusetts vas the first state to- outlaw these practices;
in 1884, led by a African American legislator, it passed a law
forbidd~ng

the charging of higher premiums to African American

citizens than to white

citizens~/9

Despite

pr~tests

by insurance

companies (some companies entirely refused to do business with
African American customers, leading to the rise of insurance
companies owned by African Americans)/10, a few other states,
including New Jersey in 1902, soon followed Massachusetts'
7/ F. Hoffman, History of the Prudential Insurance Co. of
America 137 (1900).
8/ ~· at 137-38; M. James, supra note 6, at 338. !!!
generally, G. Myrdal, An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem ana
MOdern Democracy 316-17, 955, ~262-63 (194~) (history of
differential tzeatment accozded blacks by white insurance
companies); M.S. stuart, An Economic Detour: A History of
Insurance In The Lives Of American Negroes (1940); G. Stephenson,
Race Distinctions In American Law 138-140 (1910)• Note The
Constitutionality of Racial Classifications in H~rtal1tyTables
11 Rutgers L. Rev. 757 (1956).
'
9/ F. Hoffman, supra note 7, at 153; Mass. Gen. Law Ann. ch.
175, section 122.
10/

G. Hyrda1, supra note 8, at 316-17.
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lead/11 although most states continued to allow companies to
charge higher rates to African Americans.

As late as 1961,

insurance texts justified race-based rates as "rational
discrimination" contending that "ttlhere is no more social
discrimination involved in setting a different rate for a race
which shows a higher average mortality than there is in setting a
diff~rent

rate for any other statistical reason."

R. Mehr & R.

Osler, Modern Life Insurance 471 n.8 (3d ed. 1961).
Insurance companies have als-o used religious
characterizations to set rates.
Dinqm~n,

As recently as 1954, Harry

the Vice President of Continental Assurance Company,

combined statistical knowledge with stereotypical assumptions to
advise insurers:
Jew tenacity of life is notorious •••• Despite urban
crowding, tuberculosis and other infections, disease
has taken less toll of Jews than non-Jews. Nov that
urban living has proved superior to rural in longevity
the Jew is a better life risk than heretofore. He
dr~nks less than non-Jews.
He has syphilis less often.
He eats too much, with higher than average incidence of
obesity and diabetes
For life insurance, Jews are
excellent risks •••• For disability insurance, Jews
are expensive./12
When charged with discriminating on the basis of race and

..

religion, insurance companies, as they do today to defend rates
based on gender, argued that it would bankrupt the industry to
prohibit such classifications.

For example, in 1900, after the

11/ Connecticut outlawed race discrimination in insurance in
Ohio in 1889, New York in 1891, Michigan in 1893, Minnesota
in 1895, and New Jersey in 1902. M. James, supra note 6, at 448
n.70.
1887~

12/ H. Dingman, Risk Appraisal 116 (1954).
-8-
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first anti-discrimination laws were passed, a statistician for
the Prudential Insurance Company fulminated that race
discrimination laws were motivated by "sentimental
considerations" and "in defiance of the laws of mortality and
ordinary business conduct."/13

A~though,

like gender based

rates, the industry defended the race based rates as necessary
for its financial well-being, in fact, no economic dislocations
occurred in insurance markets following the introduction of nondiscriminatory rating practices.14
The use of rates based on race and religion declined in the
1960's.

In the wake of the civil rights movement, insurance

companies realized that if they did not voluntarily desist from
such practices Congress inevitably would enact legislation
prohibiting them from charging differential rates./15

Because

the transition was voluntary, it was not monitored by any federal
agency or state commissioners./16

In fact, although it was

widely believed that insurance companies had completely stopped
using race and religion in insurance ratemaking, a recent survey
13/ F. Hoffman, supra note 7, at 153, 138.
14/ See, ~-, M. Gray and s. Shtasel, Insurers are
Surviving Without Sex, 71 A.B.A.J. 89, 91 (1985).
15/ Although rates based on race and religion have always
been constitutionally suspect, the Supreme Court's decision in
Jones v. Alfred Mayer co., 392 ~ 409 (1968), that 42 u.s.c.
section 1982 applies to private as well as public entities, made
explicit the illegality of rates based on race. ~ ~
Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 109 S. Ct. 2363, 2369-72
(1989)(Section 1981).
16/ See Justifying Unisex Insurance: Another Perspective, 34
Am. U.L. Rev. 329, 352 n.l39 (1985).
-9-

by the National Association of Insurance .commissioners ( "NAIC")
revealed that some companies continued to charge higher rates to
African Americans on whole life policies sold years ago.

NAIC

immediately condemned the practice as "inherently unfair and
unacceptable as a matter of public policy."

NAIC Resolution

Regarding Race Differential Premium Rates, Adopted June 1988.
As with the history of race discrimination in insurance,
today legislatures, insurance commissioners and courts are
gradually recognizing that gender based insurance rates are also
invidious in a nation committed to equality.

In 1985, Montana

became the first state to bar gender in all forms of insurance.
Mont. Cod~ Ann. 49-2-309./17

In 1987 Massachusetts became the

first state to ban administratively gender discrimination in all
forms of i.nsurance.

See 211 C.M.R. 35.00 et seq.

Following the

decision in Bartholomew v. Foster, 541 A.2d 393 (Pa. Commw. Ct.
1988), aff'd mem., 563 A.2d 1390 (Pa. 1989), the Pennsylvania
Insurance Commissioner proposed regulations banning gender
discrimination in all forms of state approved insurance.
The New Jersey legislature expressed its disapproval of

--

religious and racial classifications long.. ago, see N.J. Stat.
Ann. 17:29B-4(7)(c), and the "inherent unfairness" of gender
based rates led a previous New Jersey Insurance Commissioner to
recommend that they not be used for auto insurance.

He found:

17/ Three other states, Hawaii, Michigan, and North
carolina, bar gender rating in auto insurance only. Hawaii Rev.
Stat., tit. 17, sections 294-33; Mich. Comp. Laws 500.2027(c);
Gen. Stat. N.C., sections 58-30.3 and 30.4.
-10-

Sex-based classifications are of the highest order of
concern. Price classifications based on sex-related
stereotypes amount to the type of discrimination vhich has
been targeted for-elimination of all phases of commercial
life by Nev Jersey's courts and legislature. Sex
discrimination is no less offensive to the public policy of
this State than discrimination based on race or religion./18
In March, Judge Sylvia Pressler of the Appellate Division
invalidated the demographic rating system used by Blue Cross.

In

the Matter of the November 14, 1989, Non-Group Rate Filing by
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 239 N.J. Super. 434 (App. Div. 1990).
Although she did not reach the issue presented by ACLU-NJ and
other groups as amici curiae that gender-based rates violate the constitution, she suggested that the
delete gender rating in

~he

Legisla~ure

might opt to

future, either "as a matter of

constitutional pr~ription or public policy."

239 N.J. Super. at

453 n.6.

When New Jersey adopted a new constitution in 1947, the only
change vas that the word "persons" was substituted for "men."
The legislative history demonstrates that this change was
intended to guarantee full equality for women.

For example,

Governor Alfred E. Driscoll made specific reference to the
equality issue in his closing remarks to the Constitutional
Convention:
I, for one, do not presume to review the choices you
have made in free and open Convention. Who is to say
18/ In re Hearing on Automobile Insurance Classifications
and Related Methodologies, Final Determination, at 41, para. 127
(N.J. Dep't of Ins. Apr. 1981), rev'd & remanded on other
grounds, No. A-3909-80T2 (App. Div. May 23, 1985).
-11-

that the law . . . which (vas) fixed by • • . the Bill
of Rights since 1844 is any mo~e fundamental in
character then the (new) law of taxation, or of labor
~elations, or than of equal ~ights for women.
I

P~oceedings

Je~sey

of The New

(1947)(emphasis added).
Je~sev

Constitutional Convention at 929

see also Note,

Rediscove~ing

E.R.A.: The Key to Successful Gender

the New

Disc~imination

Litigation, 17 Rut. L. J. 253, 270-75 (1986)(discussion of 1947
constitutional Convention); Comment, sex Discrimination and the
New Jersey Constitution

Peper v. Princeton, 6 Women's

Afte~

Rights L. Rep. 133, 135 n.27-30 (1980)(same).
Princeton University
the

Sup~eme

"pe~sons"

Boa~d

Cou~t affi~med

In Peper v.

of Trustees, .77

~55,

that the

f~om

ch~nge

78

(197~),

"men" to

in the 1947 Constitution granted women "rights of

employment and property protection equal to those enjoyed by
men."
Integrating New

Je~sey's

st~ong

commitment to

equality with insurance case law and policy

f~om

gende~

other

jurisdictions compels the conclusion that charging vomen

mo~e

fo~

health insurance cannot be reconciled with Article I, Paragraph
1 of the New Jersey Constitution.

Application of New

constitutional balancing test reveals thit

the~e

Je~sey's

is no showing of

public need that could be made here to justify the

inf~ingement

of an important personal right, especially because "New Jersey
acco~ds

a high

p~io~ity

Right to Choose v.

to the

By~ne,

91

p~ese~vation

~

of health."

287, 308-09; 304 (1982).

Although it may be administratively convenient for
companies to use

gende~

based classifications as a proxy
-12-

~

insu~ance
fo~

individual characteristics, Tomarchio v. Township of Greenwich,
75

~

62, 72 (1977), teaches that administrative convenience

never justifies discrimination.

Arguments from administrative

convenience are nothing new and are not confined to insurance.
Employers also once engaged in the same sort of invidious but
convenient discrimination in selecting their workforce; for
example, hiring only men for jobs which required physical
strength, despite the fact that many individual women could
perform the work equally well.
433

~

321 (1977).

See,

~'

Dothard v. Rawlinson,

In Peper v. Princeton, supra, the Court

held that "sex based presumptions," 77
used to deny women employment rights.

~at

79, could not be

Neither can such sex

based presumptions be used to "jeopardize the health .•• of poor
women."

Right to Choose, 91

~at

310.

It is time to demand

equality in the insurance market so that gender stereotyping can
be eliminated from insurance, together with the attendant
economic harm to individual women and their children that it
causes.

I urge the Commission to rectify the omission of gender

in the New Jersey prohibition on insurance discrimination by
adding "gender" to the list of prohibited discriminations in
N.J.S.A. 17B:30-12(a).

Thank you for the opportunity to testify

here today.

..
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,Jailing Pregnant Drug Users:
Does It Help or Hurt?

...
i

1 ED KOPPEL: {t.:uir.:e·ul·uj It':> a national tr3.geJy. Mort'
than ~00 ,000 babies born every )'l'<H to mothers \Vho U::Je 11ieg-1.1 drug;;; mo.ny of the in!antl! burn crippled ~y . the
-:int..:s, others die. One contrnYcr:o:ial dt>terrent: crumnal
pro:-;ecu tion of the mothers.
DAVID IL-\GER..,I.A."'J, Prosecutor: \\11en she caused
i:-.j-..!1~: to an innocent per:;:Jr:, in this c.'l..Se un infant, 1t
fi:., t~.c cle:nents of the cri::1inal abuse stututc, and I'm
c~·:·.:;mutionally c-bligated to ;'lroscc•.ttc thnt c::'nduct.
I-~·JPPEL [c-otce·ot er} But not eve:-yrme asrees.
ALAN RAPOPORT, Attorney: I think that the ''war
or: dru~" has degenerated into a war on women.
KOPPEL: The controvensy ton;ght.
Ai'ONOtJNCER: Th1o is ARC :.:('ws :-.lighdine. R~·po:·ting
trom ~ew York, Ted Koppel.
KOPPEL: This is a prograr;: about how the law is !;:rugdinff to adapt to social change. In this case the social
~hn;~;C involves the dramatic incrc3:c-c_ in the u:oe of illegal
:-Jr.tgs, espo:d31ly crack cocame. ~ot JUst m general, but
-:pe.::l"ically by pregnant wor:~en The \;abies born to these
·,\·on:en are more likely to t:; mglformed, hyp€ract1ve, tr·
ri: 3 :0:e:: und .suffering from nemological problems. ~ot unreasor:.abh-, then, lawmaken are trying to find ways of dis·
c::;ur 41 ging pregnant women from using drugs. But wht?thcr
:::est- ~\·avs are ~ausing more good dum harm, whether m·
de.:ci :he~ Hre even constitutional, is ~till somewhat up in
rht> nir.
T:-:c motives may be of the highest order, but the end
r.:~:.;l: is 5till the s.;bject of a fierce legal debate. \Ve begir:.
our examination of this story with ~ightline correspor:dent
James Walker.
JAME~ WALKER. ABC News: [n;ice-ot·aj The}' are
the smallest, most vulnerable, most innocent victims (·f
the nation's drug crisis. Their plight is leading more
:11:d more prosecutors to treat their mothers, preli\::ant
~dciict~. as criminals.
Califcrnw, 1987. Pam8la Rae Stuurt, a drug at:dict.
i:; onE' of the first wo:nt"n in the nation cri~1in~lilY
,\1a•·o--·d with neglcctinil' her fctu~. which dH.~;:: fo'.li'
~\~0e·k.~- nftcr birth. Florid;, 1989. Jennifer Johnson is the
hrst wom~n conYicted in the U.S. of trunsfernng drug!O
I 'l'
.J
Sl.1e I s
w her newborn through the umct
tea.1 coru.
:· :·:1 tc•nc•·d to 15 ve:'lrs probation.
I1: ju.ot the l~t three ;·etl.r:-., l.S ,;;tu.te,;; hav~ l:~unc!:t"d
;•rc~.~pcu::ons of women for drug use during pre>!fn'1•1c:-·.
T:.., . ,. most recen~ cotwic·tion WD.S in Kentucky. In L1te
},Lr:, juro:-:~ convicted Connie Cl':-Jei!l of cnmmul a~use
of
.~on, Steven Tylrr OS ci:L who l;UfTrrrd drug
·s.:hdra\\'D.l hours after his birth last Dt>cember: C0nnu?

iH';

(inrl·n.:lnui::g} Durin~:" tht; cour.>e <:>l !'Olll' p! ,·;.;-r:«n:::.
you did ,;hooL up"
C0!'-4'"NIE O'llEILL Y: Yes.
WAL:iU:.::R: H,1w oft,:.n did you shoot up?

!liB. O'HI':II.LY: Usually evet-:;· day
WALKER: Every duy. You kr:ow thnt ~his would !:::1w·
an effect on the bt>b_.,- that :;ou WCl e cnn:·ing.
Ms. o•REILLY: Yes, I did.
WALKER: [voice-over] O'~eill's trial focu.:;ed on n
mother's responsibility for the health of the fetu;o.
GARY BRA.."l'H.AM, Juror: She did admit at the h"Js·
pital that she hnd taken drugs the night before she gave

birth.
TOM REYNOLDS, Juror: The testimony wa:,; that
the babv was in pain, .o:•.1ffer£>d several symp~oms :::::1:
r;:o:::;uirecl it to be t:·~a:;;-d f~,r wi:hdra•Nal s;.--n:rton:s
'NALKER And you felt that it was the motb(Or\; :·<:sponsibility'J
l\lr. REYNOLDS: Absolutely. Her drug addiction was
not
trial. Whnt w;:s on trial ivas whether or I'Ot she
abuu>d hEr child
WALKER (t·otce-o~·t•rj After deltberati!Jg for only 3:,
minut.es, the jury iound 0'~ eill t;uilty <J.nd fCCCJ:i•
mended she be given the mu.,.inv.tm sentenc·~ o:1 ti~e
abust! charge, five y-ears in pri~on.
SHARON STEWA.RT, Juror: !>Ic,;t wc.mc-r, ·::~uld
tske cspr-cully ;;wxl care of :h~·ms,:,lves durint; -a ;:-m:.;·
nancy. I mean, what you want to do to you:- own :.:o-:y :'
one thing, but whet you're going to do to an unbo:·~-;
child is .-omething else. ·
WALKER: (t·oict:-l't·erj Judt;J Char!t:·s St>nnctte ;lJH':cd

on

1

Jud~c

CHARLES SENNETTE: l

~u::;;t

weifh ycur

rights flg~in.st the rights of the child: Thnt ·~hild h~
a constitUtional right to come into this world frc.~.: r:
any drug:-;.
WALKER: [t'oice-over] Faced with the prosptct·of ir.:.
pri5onment, O'~eill began to COnsider ther,lpy IiS ill':
alternative.
[inten·ieu:ing} Connie, what would you say D ~:-:,
jury membrs who convicted you"
Ms. O'NEILL: I don't think jail i>~ the ri~ht answc·r L:
this. 1 think that I should have had professional h2:p
counseling.
w:u..Y...ER: \\nile Connie o·~eill'B jury felt her C<J:1\!·~
tion and wnte>nce was appropriate, then: ar~ •)t};;;::-,
who believe that drug abuse should be handled aG an ill
1~es.:;, r:ot a crime, and that the focus should ~ on t:-•!::•
ment, not punishment.
fL'OlC(' ot·er] In l'duskegan County, Michigan, the u!'·
of prMccutinn ~o encnuragt> rlrug treatment hi\s cnrne :
u head for Kimberly Hnrdy, tlw first woman m rht: :-tn!
churgPd wi~!1 child abuse and with delivcrin:; coc::r~L' ~
her huhy thrott~l\ the umbilic:ll tord. Hardy ;;cngh
treat:ncnt befo:-e her arn~~t. hut ilC[;'Jrd1ng ·.u fJt'f.'"°C\!~r
Tony Tag~. thnt w~~n't early enough.

2l~

._T C• 1_4

r- r-. 0

I

TO.,'l' TAGG, l'dichigo.n Pt'OSl'l~utor. \Ve're trying tu
.~~nd .:1 :=trong messagP :h.::~t motlwr:., If the.~ lt•arn
they'rto pn:gnant, shouid i::inH•diately ~"'~k •• om~e typt> of
tr•,:llnt•>nt if they're u:~ing coc,,;r:" ar rh€> tinw.
\'\'ALKEH. {uoil'e·ut·er.! Ca:·:·i·:· ;,ros,; is a la\·:yt>r with
::~"'American Civil Liber:1.,.; L'nion, which ht:~, taken on
Kimbedy Hardy'111 cu.w.
CAHHif.: MOSS, ACLC Attornt>y: She succe.s~:~ful!y
con~plctC'd trcntmc:•t. at~d tl:cn she was arrested llonc·
t!L·l8:';;. So what's rc·ally ~oiq; c•n here. seems to me to
be the real question. Are ,.,.e 1 e,11ly rrying to promute thE:best interests, best health mtere.sts of her and her child,
nr arc we really trying to punish her?
WALKER: [voice·oL·er] H(lrc:iy has already lost custody,
r.e-mpornrily, of her thre-e children. If tried and con,·h:ted, she could get 20 yt!ars in prison.
KIMBERLY HARDY: It's not fuir. It's- I think, to
me, it's nljt justified. I mh1n, to put a womnn in prison
for abuse of drugs is just i:1s.:1ne. And I've gotten my life
~c,gether, I've been t!::rougil trGatment, I'm &:uyi:lg
c:"e:~n.

be

{r;oice-or.;erj But while Hardy tnay
what about the pr~gnar.t women who still
Peed to find help? Is prosec'.ttion the only way to steer
them towards treatment, ur will it discourage :-:1nther;;
f1·om ::;eeking prenatal ca::e·'
Dt·. WENDY CHAVKIN, Beth Israel Hospital: I'm
afmid that a pregnant addicted woman must experience
hc:.rself as caught between a rock and a hard place. On
the cne hand, everybody JS furlou2 with her for takJng
Illegal drugs while she's pregnant. On the other hand,
there's no treatment avatlable. If she pro\'ldes honest
information to her doctor, she may end up losing her
baby. And if she lives in :he w:-ong state, she may cnri
up in jail.
'.VALKER: [r.:oice-over] ThrE.-e ,vears ago, Dr. '.Vendy
Chnvkin surveyed 78 )lew York City dntg treatmen~
programs and found that o1·er unc·half refu::;ed !o tre.tt
pregnant addicts. Sixty-eight of· them, or 87 percent,
c!enied treatment to pregnant \vomen on Medicnid who
we:·e addicted specifically to crack.
Several states are con~i.:.t~rin~ new law:; r11nging
from expanding trcatmcn: programs to mak.ing dmg
use d\lring pregnancy a felony. Others ha'.'e pas::~d
le;.;:islation making a positive drug test at the :ime of
birth evidence of neglect.
Ms. MOSS: Insofar as we nrc· t.clling prGgnnnt v:on~c:n
h0w they can and cannc: beha\'e whUe they're.· JJreg.
::ant, these prosecutions v!olute the right to pri ·:acy and
tht- right to bodily int~grity, which means that doct•)rs
and others can't tell a pregnant woman how to l::.:>hnve
while she's pregnant.
WALKER: [uoice-ot·er] Connie o·~eill's behavlo:- has
put hf•r behind bars. where :s!1c expects only :'1"orr: temp·
t~tion and no rehabilitation.
Ms. O'NEILL: And ther0's ~oin,;: to be pt:>•)ple con~ir.g
•1p to .~·ou andWALKER· In prifOil, offcr;n~ ynu drugs.
:\I!!. O'~EILL: -right. :\nri vou c<:~n't walk nwny from

WALKER:
r::~uvel'ing,

.

I~

r-

•:'1

F

h

I

-

it thu.t <!US_\'. unl .. s,o; ~·c'U i!.now how t" clo•:Jl w;cL lt. ,wc:
don't know hPw to dt>nl with it.
WALKER: Thi:; IS JAmes V.':llkt>r for :..;tghtitn.: :n r.·;~:
lt>ttt~hur~. Kenrucky.
i{OPPEL: Ldt<..'!' m our broadca.--:, w'-' !i talk w1t:: a diu:·t.·
:'l!torney Who hu::! pmF>ecuted prt'!gnant women who !Jt!•.
to ~t:l oil dn1g,., and wt''ll bt' talking with u lav.-yt!r wh.-.
defended dr·ug·addicted mcthers. But firl3t, when we com.
back, we'll he joined ltve by a woman who used Illeg.-:
drugt; while &he wu~ pregnant w1th each of her two e:\ll
Jren.

[Commercial break}
KOPPEL: Gina, who is with us now in our Wash:ngtn·
bureau. has asked us not to use her last name. She has tw
children, one eight and one five. Gina used heroin fot· th
full nine months of her :irst pregnancy and cocaine durin
the last four momhs of her second. She says she is n'''
drug-free.
Where are the children, Gina?
Gl:.i'A, former Drug Addict: :viy oldvr 8011 is now w•:
my mot!1er 11nd father, and my younger son IS with ~i" f.
thcr·s family.
KOPPEL: You hope one day to get your children back"
GI:.:A: If that':;, what's fore!;een for me in the future, :~c
thafs what will be. Right now what I'm doing ;,;; buildir:,;
re!ation":lhip \vith my older son. !v!y younger son, u~
fortun~tely, at this time in my life, I have no c.ontact w1th
KOPPEL: Let me ask you a very strange question. If yo:.:
children were back w1th you now, would you even d:-eam r
ghin~ either one of them dn1gs?
GINA: ~:ever.
KOPPEL: Did you ever think about it when ,You wer
pregnant. that in a sens(', that's what you were doing?
GINA: I never looked at it as though I was act\lal:y :ce'
b;~ thc1: drugs, no.
ll.:OPPEL: And yet, you know, l'm sure t~at somt! peop.
have ~:~plaincd to you, whether doctors or lawyer;,;, th<~t i.
the ~;yes of certainly scme courts, tha(s what yo~• Will'.
doing.
GL,.A: Exactly. ·
KOPPEL: How do you think- I mean, rationalize tha
form~. if you will. ,,Vhy do you think. you know, what is;:
clear cnce you're a child is born is so unclear when you'i
dealing with an unbum chlid.
GINA: Well, I gne;;s the- reality of actually seeing the chi:
when he's bern and going through withdraY:al, them ::·
realize whnt you had hecn domg all along. At the ti:n~ th'
I \';'~:; u:;ing. when I wa.s pregnant w1th my first chJlr!, t>
la.zt th;r.~S tlwt I thought about was I was cctual!y feedi:·
n:y child, y8u know, drug:1 purposely. It W!lsn·t scn:et!-.i::
that I thou~ht, "This is what I'm doing."
KOPPEL: Look. I mean, even tc the degre-e that. ,'i'
kr.ow, ~IOU go to some bars and there'll be signs up t:l!'i
wurning you that alcohol con be harmful to un unbr:
ch1ld, tht:rt' are some suggestions that smoking cigar,ct!
enn h· har~r.ful to an unborn child. so I mean, you're n
<lion••. I'm sure> thE.>re are an nv.iullot of prt>~ant mothc
•.vl1o are out there urmk.ing and smokmg. But d1d you ev•
think about the welfare of the child at all? Usually a prE.>

~lK

·

·~

11<:11~: :~lC>tlwr. )'•JU know, m"<: c·vt>t: nwdlt)' her diet. do ali
k::·.~s <.':· r:1i:1~;."'. for the w,•litll'P L<. :ht:> ch:ld. 0;· r_hd th.:· dru~

I
!

,1(;,-;j,,r:•:•n

~(,

tnX.e over t:"lat n JU'l :ltvl:'r ocn1rrr'<'l t0

.l'l'U~

Yu'"l know, Tt>d. l Jc!:il n•till.v twlif'vt: th.lt t~1e dis·
e.'t::.t: ,,( nddictwn 1::~ !>u'-lethi::g ~hat h ,,,J unil.ncmn by

GL'<.-\.

pc·oplc, socit:ty, so to sny. I rhink th'=' f1Ctual-- 1ny addiction

'

tool<. O\'t!r my ent1re weU.bemg. It tuuk over my entire life.
KOPPEL: If you had known tt: che u:n~. if someone hnd

~

c·~ll~t' :o you and said, '·Gir.::~, yuu k:ww, we're going to test
yo·,t. f\nd if we !1nd thut you're on dl'U£,:\, you're going to end
Up sp:,;nd!!lg tllll~ ln jO.Jl," Wh:>t ciffcrC!1CC' WO'.JJO that ti::IVf'

.

'~
.

·:~lad~.~ t•)

you"
\Vell. 1 can't answer thi:it qu~<:~tll.m :ill of- you
know, not knowing what jail wa:o~ likv, but now have gone
through actually having a child addicted. going through
certain treatment and gone t.hrough prison, I can tell you
u.d.:1y that prison is not the answer for n woman who is addic:ed and has a child.
KOPPEL: \\'ell, it mtiy no~ be the <1:1:;\wcr T guess what
I';-;: asking. :hough, is whC:thcr :h(' f<:.Jl' of going back to
pri:wr: would htive beer: er:oug~1· to cau.~c YC•\l to go :n:d .saek
rJut i1cip. to cause you to say to so:I:eO!lt-. "Look, 1 am an
(l.doict, I need help, I don't want to go to pri5on, I want to
hclJ.! nw child''? I mean. thlit's the logic that's being pn: forward by some of these folks, righ~?
GI:l'o"A: \Veil, I believe that if a woman u told, ''Yo'..l'rr:
going to go to prison unless yuu gu ::~eek so:n::.- type of help,"
that woman will do that. I don't think she'll have rea!ly,
busically, o choice. The choice comejj once she goe3 through
~re~tmcnt and decides that :;!:.e Wi:in:,; L> cu buck out and
use, :hen that':> her choice. a::d jad is a option, it's a con·
sequence behind the choice of going hack nut. DutKOPPEL: So- no, go uhead nnd !bish yc~:r thought.
GINA: - I just thmk th:.'\:, you knuw, !mowin&. "Hc>y,
Y·Ju':·e ~;oing t::1 go to .}all or gn "eek ~:··~·n.tmcnt," :;hat the
woman, nine times out of 10, is goin~ co p St:(:k tre~mr.ent
l:efore they say, "Okay. we'll send he:·::: .inil."
1\:0r>PEL: All right. Let's take n br0nk. \'.l:on we come
b:1ck. we'll hen!' opposing ·sides il~ thr: legal deba-::e over
·;;he:her to prosecute drug·addictcd mothers or expectant
mo::2.ers, as we talk with Charle:-~ Condon, a South Carolina di~trict attorney and Lynn Paltrow. a la.,.,·yer for the
American Ci\·il Uberties Union.
tBul,io u:hu::Je mothers use coca:ne during prt'gnancy c:re
z,_:· ro 10 hmes more likdy to die in in/'clllcy.]
[C'ommercial break]
KOPPEL: Charles Condon 1:> di:>~r:-:~ :::tornt•:,.· for Char·
l::~tl')n o.:;d Berkeley coun~ies in South C~t~·c·:ina. He's b-t.-0~1
t!n;;;a~o;ed in :.1. progr~m ai:ncd a~ getting ;o:·L·:.<nant \','0:-:1Cn ct!
illegal dru;s by using the thre:J.t of arn·"t :lnd pros~uticln.
Lynn ?~ltrow is an attorney wit!1 t!1c /1.me:-ic:~:1 Ci\'il
Libe:·ties union. She took pa:·t in the C:e<ft•nEe of two cf rhe
wom!:'n mentioned in James \Valkcr's rcr,);·t. Pamela fl3e
Stcv,.e~rt and Jennifer Johnson.
Let me begm, L~·nn Paltrow. with y(1u :1.nd let's pic~ UD
\':iu.-re Gtna loft off. At t~e \·c;:.· end. ·she:> I nsked i:cr
what would have happened if ,!1<:? hild im0·...·n that she was
facing pr(L~ec~<tion, 6h£> t:n id dw p:·obn 1 .;~- wuuiJ have t:nne
for t!'C:lt:nent at thtH time. In ot:·.e:- wonl.•. her rl"<~pnn~c is.
GL~A:

·~

·i
'

I'

I.V1t
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•:t
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i

·~

-

r=· _ •-=•
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in a aeu~:~t-. the iJ1:<1 w •.,rkbJ.
LYNN PALTHOW, ACLL ~Hat'f Coun.,el:

\\'.::: . .,,·r:;,
Gmn actually !'uid IS .::he: thmki, It W>luld work ! tllln~: ... ,,
rm;;:1t want to go hack illid raJ I. t•' hPr i\£'Clll1, h•·•',Hl ,,,
thmk in krms of her own life and whnt,;; r<:aJJy gr,:1:g '-"
uut there, ie that Ginn never had that cho1ce. ~,t'.c :1•·\'t'
hud the choke to go mto treatment.
RUPPEL: Wt>ll. what's wrong with the choice? LN u:~' t.:~
that it is- that the choice 13 put .'u.~t th<Jt. •.1ray. "\Ve have:
prc6Tam" - and of cotu::~e, it's Impo:'tant to be able to o;:::.·
thAt - "we have a program, m<:~ ;~m, you ar,'l on drug;, i
you don't get nff drugs, we're gomg ~u proE"ecutc :toll. ~~<. s
s1bly even send you to jail. If you go through the program

no problem."
M3. PALTROW: Well. thi3 jumps ahead of all th~ thing.
we need tO look at. Why arE' we ready to look at this as ;
erJminal problem when we haven't even beg-..1n to addn:~
it as a public health problem'' We live m a c'.luntry wlwr
there are virtually nC~ drug abuse treatment programs f,,
;)re;;na:.t women. The peo;:l!e watching the show, ever:.
lx.dy kn:)WS somebody~ who'6 b<:en addicted to ;;,omethi:-.:,:
illegn.l or legal, alcohol, nicotine. caffeine. They know thJ
you don't just stop using that drug, th 'lt uddict~on :s :
p~·cblem that you need help with, that takes a long pt;;r;.c.f time .-\nd to pretC'nd that it's just a problc::1 of gett!r:
~t:ese wnn:en 1nto treatment that's available is mi:J~C(l.dir::
r;:!cause the real problem is these women desperately '\·a:.
to get help, these women don't take drug3 be-cau;:;e rhc:
v;ent t!J hurt their babies, they want to get t:-e!lt::J:ent.
.A.nd then the next question ico, is t:lcre tre!.ltrn€nC ~Ld:'
appropriate for women" Becuuse wl":at's out [here isn 'r '',.
proprie.te for women, 11nd so they go throus:t failure .1ft;
fa1lure after failure.
KOPPEL: Let's hold on for a moment on the f::·,;t cart c
th<H, and Mr. Condon, let me just nsk you. If the:-e ~rc r:.
udequute facilities available- in Other 'fOrds, l2t':; c~a·
.vrJu've got 200 beds and you've got 201 a::idictcrl prq;::C~::
mothcrllI"rls. PALTROW: Most states have 10 or just 20.
i10PPEL: -I understand, but let me just pumue rr ·
qc!estion with Mr. Condon. if you don't mind. \'•bat l-up·
pens to that 20l.~t mother?
C!L~RLES COr-.nON, Charleston, SC Distrir..·t !~t.
torncy: That's not been our experience here in Cha:leston. First of all. to answer L_ynn's question of why t;·ea
thi:J ug a :::riminallaw problem, I don't know how the f.ilu::~
t:on 1s in ~ew York City, but it's against the law in Sout:
Carolin~ to utae cocame. so it is against our r:rim•nal hv•~
A.nd whnc our i?X"Perience has been is this. \'tlHm ~>.
women have been coming lfltO the hosp1tal and have Lf· ~
tcld simply and educated simplv that cocaine u:;e ts bad, ,
can hurt your fetus and can caus€ great dama:;:e, mar.:
women continue to use cocaine without a sanctwn beirg ir
pbce. WQ devt:>loped a program where th1e hHppen8d •
them. If you're idE>nt1fled as uamg drug5 in Cbarle,;tm
whlle you're pn:gnant, we do not prosecute you or arrc:"
yuu lmmed1atei:-.· \Ve tell you that you h:'!Ve to eo to dnl)
trr:: ~ment. wh1-:h is n vrulable here !rt'C of charge. <md 1
you go to th1s treatment proe,"ram and fm1sh the profiai~
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and 1·emain d1·ug-free. you ,qJlm fact not be pro:lecutro.
The !1ip side of that. though. 1s 11 you fail to go :o drug
lrealment o1· if you continue co U:!tc drug5. cocaine in pnrt1·
cuJ;:r. which caust-s trem~nduus damage to innocent. m·
nocc:1t duldren. yes, you w1:: b~ prus~cutt!d. And whnt has
happened ht-re locally is that the!'le women have stopped
using the cocaine.
KOPPEL; :-low, Ms. Paltro,~. you were sort of- well, I
don't want to describe your fCicifd expression, but you clearly were not pleased with what l\1r. Condon was saying
when he made reference to the "innocent, innocent chi!·
Jrt>n,'' and y!rl., I'm 5ure th~rl:! are a great many people
watching tonight who feel precisely that way. It's one
thing, what a human being does to himself or herself; i-t's
something else again if you extend that damage to another
living being. Why is that such a difficult concept?
Ms. PALTROW: I think what makes me sad, and I think
what people to look at, is why we're so ready to gi\·e up on
the women themselves. Ev~l') body's ready to call these
women selfish women, to see tht!m as selfish, when in fact
che real problem is that the:>'re not selfish enough. The
women who are taking drug~. who are drinking, who are
not eating adequately, all the things that can harm fetal
dc\'clopment and the bable.::~ they want. is firet and fore·
mo.!:it harm to themselves, and we hnve to enable these
womt'n to get the help they need.
:-low, what Mr. Condon said about using drugs is illegal,
that's true. And we're not arguing that Mr. Condon
shouldn't arrest pregnant women for what they would ar·
rest anybody else for in term! of illegal drug use. But what
the:>e prosecutions are doing is making it a crime for a
woman who has an addiction problem to become pregnant,
and they are sending the me:01sage thlit if you can't get off
the d1·ug today, immediately, and ,vou continue your pregnancy, then you are a child abuser and you may end up in
,iail. ln filet, in South Carolina, women have been taken out
of their hospital beds right uft~r delivery and dragged to
jail cells where, in some cases, they're still bleeding from
the delivery, and told to sit on a towel.
What health care worken in the community arc saying,
it's not that women stop using dl"\lgs, betause people do11't,
can't, without help just atop using drugs, that women are
no longer going to those hospitala in Charleston because
the word ts out that if you do, you could end up in a jail or
a treatment program that isn't deiigned for women or prond.~ t h~ St!rvices that are really necessary to get a woman
c·ff d1 •.1gs.
KOPPEL Okay. You've said a lot of things that I'm sure
('..Ir. Condon wants to respond to. We're going to take a
brc,.k. and then he can when we t:ontinue our convcrs<ltion
in a moment.
[An e:Jtimated 11 ~rcellt of the chilclrm born in the U.S.
laBt year were upo&ed to illicit drugs during pregnancy.}
[Commercial break}
KOPPEL: And we're back with :VIr. Condon again. I'm
3ure you'll be happy to confirm that you are glad that ~ew
York's problems are not Charleston's problems, but here in
:-<ew York, as you probably heard in James Walker's
report. 87 percent of the drug clinics, the drug rehab cen·

tcrs in th1s wwn, will not accept H pregnnnt wom<tn who i,
an addict und who l~ al.o;o on Medicaid. :;nw, ~\hat i;, t:~:.:
poor woman supposed to do?
.Mr. CONDON: Well, absolutely, there h:l:'l to be rr.nd•
available treatment for people who want to undergo it. But
our experience here locally is not- that's not the probl£·m
The problem has been when the medicai ;:ommunity.'iegai
community peQp)e such as the ACLU want to treat the u.s.:
of cocaine as something casual. o1· something that ought
not to be held contemptuous. And what we do, and we're
vitally interested and conccrn~d about the women who usf.
the cocaine, we're al~o very concerned about the children,
what we do simply is this. If _you're using the substance
and we identify you, we will offer you this free treatment
Please go to that, and please simply stop using the cocaine.
I think as you saw from the addict that you had earlit>r on
the program, she herself admitted that if such a program
were in effect at the time that she went through her prob·
lems with cocaine use and heroin use, that she would havrstopped using them. That's been our experience here local
ly. We have been able to demonstrate quite clearly that
with an effecth·e prosecution program available as a las:
resort, and the women knowing that something will in fact
happen to them eventually, they have simply stopped
u::~ing the cocaine. And there's absolutely no evidence henlocally that the women are not seeking prenatal care:
KOPPEL: We areMr. CONDON: They [crosstallr.} same hospitals as before.
KOPPEL: -we are down to our 30 or 40 seconds, and
Gina, I've been watching you in the monitor there, you
desperately want to jump back in again. Go ahead and
take it, respond any way you like.
GL"JA: I just wanted to say, Ted, that I think, from my
personal expei'Jences. J've been in treatment before, and I
think the quality of treatment. I wouldn't suggest forthere are not enough treatment facilities •for wome11, and
for women only. Going into treatment with men. for me,
was a hinder. It did not allow me to get honest with what
had happened in my past. When you go into treatment as a
woman, and a woman addict, you've been abused, used,
there's incest in the family, women don't feel comfortable
going into treatment with men, talking about these past
experiences.
KOPPEL: Gma, I've got to stop you at that point. We are
almost totally out of time. But I thank all or you VC'ry much
for being with us tonight.
That's our report for tonig-ht. I'm Ted Koppel in ~ew
York. For all of us here at ABC ;'ll'ews, good night.
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The cornerstone of the ~SA ini tiati~~ has bef:>_n the renewal of the New
Jersey Alcoholism Awareness Project comprised of the sixteen ( 16) cot"tnty
based councils on alcoholism. It represents $592,500 in State contracted
services. Beginning September 1, 1989, these services were again targetted
at the special needs of both alcoholic and at-risk women wr.o constitute a
minority underserved popula.tion. Specific services prmrided through this
network of councils include the provision of~ alcoholism public awareness
acti~Tities; public information and. referral services; client outreach and
;;cf.Tot:aC"'i se:c"""~rices; and media presentations and e-vents aimecl. at increasing
p1Jblic ;:~_ttention to alcoholism related wcrnen' s issues. E;lch of these
8.ctivities will specifically focus on aspects of women and alcohol use, ;:~_irl
each co,_;ncil will pa.rtici~_te in, or coordinate, a callnt-"f task force on
t.Omen a.11.d alcO:hol.
The rationale for the renewal of this activity was based on two {2)
major concerns. First, w:men represented only 23. 2 percent of the
popul;;.tion served in formalized treatment programs in New Jersey during C:l
~988.
Secondly, the effort to provide outreach and aw;=~reness activities to
i!!.c-rea...~e tl:1e :::,:v=rc~iitage of vJC)rrt@n in treatn"1ent 'WaS percei,it?d. as a statewide
need, ~,ich the network o~ alcoholism councils co~ud address in a
~-:'()•-:Jrdinatecl

rn.anner.

Additionally, two full-time professionals within the TEPU, with
clerical SLlpport, were assi~Ed to implement rrogrammatic elements of the
WCSA. Tl'-,€•y r:.erformec'! program planning ;;nd developnent fo.mctions. A
description of the-ir ma.jor activities provided during FFY 1989 follows.
The DCA Office on Women has been responsible for coordinating
a.ct:.vit.-:es rele~rant to the issne of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome {FAS), arJd for
coordinating a.ncl promot5.ng statewide activities concerning women and
a1.:-·nhoJ . A.s;::;igned respon.sibil i ties incli.;ded: providing staff Sl.ipport to
the New Jersey Task Force on FAS, provision of staff supp:lrt to the twentyone (21) Coun't"'i Pla.r1 Review Committee on Women <:~nd Alcohol; serving as the
FA~ liaison to the C~vernor's Cour~il on the Prevention of ~~ntal
Retardation; serving as a resource liaison to the New Jersey Task Force on
WOmen and Alcohol; fo~uating recommen~tions for CD'lli~ty alcoholism
coo~dinators on pertinent issues regarding the need for specialized women's
alcoholism services; and designing, coordinating, and implementina training
a,..,d education programs addressing women and alcohol use.
Activity highlights frcm October 1988 throug-h September 1989 included
the provision of technical assistance consistent with these primary tasks.
It also included coordination of, or participation in, the following
activities and events:
coordination for the quarterly meetings of the
The committee's
goals for 1989 are as follows: {1) ~upport and promote
establishment of halfway houses for women and children; {2) aid
and eTh~~nce identification a,~ treatment for co-d~pendency;
(3) establish more women in leadership positions at all
levels; {4) confront declining numbers of women in treatment in
fm•1.~ of nine treatment modalities; {5) develop five goals to be
Pr~vided

21 County Plan Committee on Wcmen and Alcohol.
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Provision of technice..l e..ssistance ;:.rd the coordination of the
six applications from agencies f,:)r the WCSA money from the
19~9 AIMS Block Gr;::mt f-Lm.C!s for the C!e,Ielopment of progr8ms
to treat women and their children, described below.
Development of &1 all day training program on the Obstetrical
Manage-ment of Pregr,ant Wcmen for the ten ( 10) agencies
receiving monies to tre;;:;_t indigent pregnant wanen for 28
da¥~

in residential

tTeatme~t;

descriheO_ b@low.

AttenoEnce a.t the Trdrd Na.tional Conference in Oklahana
on Women's Issues, entitled "Beyond the Barriers" from
May 7-10, sponsored by Alcohol and Drug Problems
Association of North America.
New arrl Exparrled Initiatives Under t:he li1::SA.
AI'~ BG .;!pplic::..tion; ":!-J.e DCA (ar£1 later DADA)
new treatmer1t ar1d :p:re,ient ion ~- ;-._.:_ ": 1ati,7es f.-:)cusing or.!. a_lcoholic
ar1d dl-Lig' ab1.Jsing women . ~J?=r~L8.ll~i :....;r)rner1 witr~ c!1ildren. Tr1ese ir1iti~.tiv--es
were defined in pa.rtnersh.i.p with the New Jersey Women's Resource P&iel on
Subst&ice Ab1_;se, ;md the New Jersey Ta.sk Force on Wcmen and Alcohol. They
were designed to increase the number of wanen in treatment for alcoholism
and c1YiJ.g abiJ.Se ~..nd to assist ~.ddicted. wanen ir.t Q\j-=~cotnir1g b;;t_rriers to

C.-:,rLsiste!1t witl'l the 1989

~ 2n~:.lert.er1tecl

t:;,.-e~trnent.

A

StUT'IlT'a~·

of

th_~@. col1'!T!1."Li.I\:~ ~~~ ~-_-.;;_s~ g"i:"&nts

wt'1ich beg"an on 9/l/89

folla-.-s.

:r!c. ($100 1 000) a 1-:al:ftNa'.l hoc;se f,:.r women ar:tO. ch_j_},~_rf?!1
COiJnty 1 were implemented with st8.rt-up grants. One hi..mdred
tl-'10i_i_se..r:_.Q cl(') llars {$100,000) in BG h .cids w;;_s ,::;warded to Choices, Inc.
in Esse:>\: Cot1r!t--;l, ~- r~~-lftNay ho1.tse for women ;;;rJ.Cl chilC!.Ten, in order to e:~rd.

Epipl-!B.ny House

1

~oru~101J.tt1

.

~~~~:!

sel\.ilCes.

Holy N8me Hospital {$55,000) in Bergen Co1.1nty, ~!d the Center for
Industrial Hi.1lM.n Resources ( $5.5, 000) in Middlese_;.;: C-O"..mty, tw:J" m;tp;ttient
treatment programs, expanded their specialized treatment services for w:Jmen
~nd children fran tw:J days to four days per week.
Safe Ho'LiSe ( $50, 000) , a
new treatment program for victims of domesti~ 'iiolence, ~no are also
alcohol and/or drug addicted, ~_s implemented for women and their children
in cape May County. One family per month is provided with canpret"le!'l.sive
care services.
In cooperation with the Division of Corrurrunity Health Services (L'C'dS)
within the Department of Health, the Di-;7}S i.on of Alcoholism and Drug AbliSe
macle a\_i"E.ilable $50 I 000 to augrn.erlt nu-~dir:g f~~r t'r·e Feta.l Alcohol Syndrome
(FAS) Prevention Project. This effort: 'W8S accomplished through a
memorandum of o.:mderst;;:;nding betv.een the tw:> 0ivisi.::ms, which facilitates
gr~.nts to seven (7) perinatal centers sta.tewide.
Each of r_he se-v-en
gr;:..rrtees was funded with awarc'Is ra.r,·Jing fran $.5, 000 to $10, 000. The
purpose of these grE~nts is to identify ,::;_nd ':'efer a.dditional pregnant w:)men
for trea.tment of their ~.ddiction, ;;;nd to provide followup services, in

0::

·-'

order ta reduce the li~::elihood of birtl""t defects ~.iJ.e to s-._i_t:stan.ce a·bi_\.se,
listing of these grantees is ir1clt.1c1_eC1 as ~g~nc:ies 34 8nd 47 t~-llO"Llgh .'53
Appendix III .
~€monstration gr~nts of $100,000 each were also awarded to St .
.Joseph I 5 H05pi t~l irl P;;_te!"SC•n ~].1L1 St:. Peter's Rospi tal in r~ew Bl-LU15Wick

thrOiJ.gh

~- memor~.nd1Jm

of

~.greernent

1::@tween. DADA arC. C"rt!S.

Tr1e p'L'tlT.•jSe is tc•

prn·vide ser".iic~ to ilru.g ;a.nO alcoi1ol ~ddictec1 women d1..1.ring pr~c·y ~ St ~
J'c.sep1:'1' s pr~_;i~f:?S dr'ug or ~Icahol B.trus.ing wc~men with prer!Ci.ta.l care wi t:t-!.ir1
the exis-ting tl""e;rtment facili ~. . 1 whereas th.e- St Peter's prLg::~:::un l!r0'7it3.es
8.Ctdi tionB.l ~.lcohol and C:tru.g treatmer1t within ~n es_tablisl-!ed_ r-w=rir1i=tta2.
center. In each c~_se 1 tt1e !_)ri'J"'ii5ion 1-:)f pr·~.L1 8m ::;er-lic~ wi:: ocCi_:.r t:'hl-Oil£;!-';_
a coope1·athre effort with ot:her c0lnmun5.ty agencies.
DADA implemented a purchase of service initiativ-e with ten li·:-er.cSe.:-1
E:;{ec...tted
thro,J.gh ~.etters ot A4g·reemertt i eac:l--t of t-he R;.,_~5 was t~_rg~ttecl to rece.i,je
$100 000 for 'the pro,_;isior-.:. crf tre~:trne!"'!'t st8_·ys ;;_,_:-er~gi!'lg 28 (la~rs to
med.it:-2:'. l•i indiger~t WC•mer~ with pre.71.;;~t ~rner1 ta::.-aetteC~ ~c,:_"' f~_l..St rc·tn::_""i t·':/
~-CL.mj_ssior,.
P;;_ymen.t 1.-J.Cts t€e:-c "--:~secl C•r. t:l-ie ~-(-,~7- bas~:1 r:er ~~~iern ra4te
t~te Dep;;.rt:!ner1t of Hee.l t}-J.' s rate settir-(:;
~\it=i-~ri~~,... -~ i ? -~ \'iP1"" ~--:..84Y.
t~p to 27.5 wcrnen are ta.1"'gettecl
Each
.........
:;_-·':_""Q1_~_gh G2)
listec1
of t2·1ese IJTO\lidel.. s
...!.. .J.. .L
i

---

·----,;;--.;;,

T---

..- - -

ini ti~_ti·ves i_U!.d~T· the t~SA ~.re effecti,;e in t21rgetting the needs of A/0
depertdent preg11ant- w:m1en 8nd worrt@rl with_ dependertt children~ Howe,_;er t'he""i
c~.n neither .:;;_c1,:1!"ess tr1e volu..me of r~eeC! nor a.lJ. of t}""!e gaps in set""\_;ice

--.

..
..-:·ic-i'n:-----·

~ ;::;~ 1.~n

---

..

~ig~--t ( 8) (")f t!-1e 'RATFs were pro~_;iding treatment se07ices well be;.;ond
t1-.:.e ;.J:--oject:.or~ of t-1-le Letter of Agree~.ent; fi,_;e ( .5) of whom t'.t8.'.ie drawn down
their "t'w~l,7e (12) m.onth ~llotment wit!1ir1 s.i:l{ (6) mon_ths. Tile :;rogL...;..m.c; :!.!"'_;_
the p1 oject h..a,te demon-?·tr~rtect a cornrni t1ne!1t to r:·regr!Crtt W(:.wen a:··_c,_ ta·ve
acC'i.}l'Trt..ll;;.tecl e~=!_:~rience ~rd e:~rtise in pro~liding se!"\.rices to this
1

~IJL'i.1a"tior!.

Women with der:endent children are :-ecei,_;irtg ~erv'ices J.r.l tl-1e three ( 3)
hOL1Se/shel ter se!"'\Jices .3 r£t 8_t t!'-:..e tly:;_-ee ( 3) spec:L;:..J.iz~ OiJ.traa:t:.e:nt
s~Tirices described above~
Th.e slots ir1 t!1ese sl-1el ter prcg1-ams 8re f~ lJ.~;
ar1d. there are waiting lists for ac'lmiss.:cn~ The thl-ee (3) ou.tpati~nt
services are also filled to fundec1 capaci t"i

hal~-Y

4

In addition to the need for exp8ns:;:t!":

other needs for these specialized

.:,=

~i1~5e. ~~":J!.~t.;.nt in.itiati~_ies,

t~SA pop_!.l~_tiors

are e'lic1ent,

Ed"uc;;.tit)!'\

of health .-:-.;:;.!"~ professior1.s~ls is needed to ~11pf-1~.size ti1e 'h-2i-Z-2'4rt,~ of ~~lc,~l-1.o:
c.or.t.S:_~l7lpt 5_iJrt ~_:~_0. ~iri.:.g aJ:ruse (1_i_1l"" ing !_JregT!;:;nc·y.
Med.ic.al sertiices need. to 1:e
rr~intained

pregnant women, whose high risk

a.ppropri~te ca~e.

to

c~..re

'I'r?rsp:Jrt:.?.tioP
for ar:1dicted womert.

~r10.

3ox.

~regn8ncies

c1""1ilc1 C-8.:!.""e

sometimes limit to

pTob~ern~ ~lsc~

limit

~-ccess

Enhancing the Outcomes of
Low-Birth-Weight, Premature Infants
A Multisite, Randomized Trial
The Infant Health and Development Progro:-,;

Memoe" ot ,,, 1I'll ant Health ano Ctvtlopmant Program U'leluda 111e fQIIQWif'lQ.
~ tludy om.. Ruth ':' GlOss. MD. dor.~oror:
Donna Spiker. 11110. daoutv direc:or. Norm&n A. Constanl!r'lt. PhD, director cf data ll'lalysis. Wendy L Kre;t·
man, director ot fitld ooerat•ona: Cll"iltone W Maynes
cO<lrraetcr c' .. ~·d oper•~ona (;l'lf l)epartmer.t <;>I F~O<•
atrocs ana t~* ;enter tor !M Study Cl ~IM<I<e& Cr"ldren
&M Your~. S:an:ord t,;nl•ec~lty. Stal'll·''j· Cad)

Prov,.m

~

011\oe ;•110 T Ra"'e-1•

PnO. dilllctor: Donr~a Sr-ya~t ~,D sssoc.a:e J··oc~.lr
J0$11Pn Sparling. PhD. ana Baroara M. 1-.a&;k. PhD
CO<l<rectora of c"rr;; .:um :1-!COM&n:, !aal)ella ~ ..... ,~
~~no CIIUdlt L~ns. eumculum diMiiOPfl'\8!'11 soec<ai•Sts: Kaye H. Fendt. MSPH. arreeter or aata manaoe·
ment an<:l lt&t•SIICIII compu:.ng (the Frank P<:lrter GraMam Child Di!Y<o~:opment Center. l.:n<wrsrry of Nort~
Carolina 11 CI'I&Citll'i<ll J
Pwllcl,.ctng Un"'-ltl44 UnNefOity ct A.·..:anaas
tor '.ltd<Cll Sc<encll& :LitTle Fl~c•l Alotrt Einatern CCI·
lege of Meoic;ne (Bronx. N'f) rla.r~ard Me<:l<CII 5-::hool
(Bosron. Massl Uniwrsity or Miam• Scnoo1 of !.'ed'o""e
(Miam.. Fla).: Unrverlll~; of Pennay1van111 Scr'IOOJ of Med~·
one iPhi!adetprual: umvtrsir; of Texas Ha&ltl'l Se11nce
Center at Dallas: Uni ;er'''Y or Wasl'l ng:on Scnool or
Mea.cme (Sear.:e): Yale <Jn1ver;rr; Scheol Of Med1cone
(New Ha•;o.1. Conn I.
Site Ol...oto,.. Pa!roc< H C~ii\1 MD. Arl<a~SGi Ce·
cehe M. McCJI1on. MD. E'~s~ern· M1~nae1 W Y~man
MO. and Dan1e• K1nc:l 1on ~~::>. i"fllfllara. Cha11es F1
Bauer. MO. ane1 l<e•th G Scott. _.~.o. Mram<. Juditt.
a~rt*lbaurr.

MO Penntyl·.,An••_ ~i.:: . . .

'=

The Infant Health and Development Program Is an eight·site clinical trial de·
signed to evaluate tM efficacy of a comprehensive earty interventio,, in reducing
the developmental and health problems of tow-birth-weight llf02500 g) premature
(tt;37 weeks) Infants. Nine hundred eighty-five Infants, stratified by site and
weight (..;2000 g or 2001 to 2500 g), were randomly assigned to receive an
f'd'Jcsticnal curriculum focused on child development, as well as family support
aM P<::diatri~ follcw·up. or only pediatric fellow-up. At corrected age 36 months,
!~.

A 111l8'"vent 011

group had significantly higher mean 10 scores than the follow-up

Jr:o.; (mean difference In the heavier group was 13.2 and In the lighter group
6.6). s onlficantly fewer maternally reported behavior problems, and a small. but
s:atos~v:ally significant, increase in maternally reported minor Illnesses tor th9
ligr,:er·birth-welght group only, with no difference in serious health conditions.
(/A.MA.

OVER THE Jut decade, the survival
rate for low-birth-weight (LBW) infants has increased markedly,'·1 raising
questions about their subsequent health
and development. A number of studies
have found that LBW infants ""' at increased risk for dP.v~lopmental dela~ •
and for a variety of medical complica·

Ty~0" ~1C. !~C

Mark Swanson. MO. -:-e>a!l Clifford J Sells. MD, anJ
Forl'8st C. Benner!. MO. wasr.:~1:;;1cn: D~vro T. Sco!!.
PhO. Y&l4l.
!duoatlon Olrwotoft Joar. Rorer MEa. "-rKan&aa.
Katt.ellnt M Lutzrus, MEa. e~~Jit•r11 Marcra Her11ay.
MS. J.ia"'aro: ""'"'' Gra"<arn. Pr.D. Mramr· Joanne
Crooml. ME d. Pennsylvanre Se...etly A Muh11n!ll. 'JEd.
Texas. Flano< S,a0111J. >AEd, Wasn•notor'l: Sandra E.
MalmQ•J•6t. MA. 'fa:o, SettyeCa!.:lwe•l PhD. eoucat<cn·
al consl.l•tanr Ar~aneas, Rutn r~rner Sd:J Dallas lnOe•
pe,dsnt Sc,..oot Ott.trie~ 1;a1son. Taxat; ~eoecea A
F8'Nell. P~D. aducationer contu~anl. Wash•ngton
~n tt.enng Commm.. Heltna C Kraemer.
P~O. CM1rwornan tSta~lo•OI Cnarlea A. Bauer MD
(M•am<): J Srooi<G-Gunn, PhD (EduCIIIMIII Teatrng
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tions'·' in infAncy compared With their
normaJ.bi.rth-weight counterparts. At
later ages, LBW children tend to have
lvwcr &..:ores on tests of collTli tivi'

functioning,"' are more prone to d:ft'icul.
cies in behavjornl ad.iust•nent,'·~·· and
are at risk for havin!< l~:anang problem~
and uoor at.adGmic achieve men~." even
wht:~ cognitive test scores are nor·
mal. u." The risk for cognitive de~cits is
present throughout the full spectrum of
bl.rth weights less than or equal to 2500
g, although the risk increases as birth
weight d~reaaee. ''·" The likelihood of
adverse developmental and schola.etic

<,om :~Q inla~t "~ortn •~·J Otvelopmt~l ProQr&m

Stonlord

·,:!"'

Fltprlnt ~L-esrs to ln!tll'l' Htalt!1 ana Development
f>ro<;jram. 91<:1<;; 460. Room 110. StanfQro. :A ~305·
21 :J.S ;Ruth T Grote. MOl
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outcomes also is greate1· in the face of
socioeconomic diaadvantage'·L"' -itself
a .risk factor for low birth weight and
premAturity'!-and places many LBW
premature infants at dual risk from both
biologic and em"ironmenta.l factors. •r..t•
A number of intervention studies
have shown in;proved outcomes for
LEW infjj.nt~... How~:wr, mvt!\. hem:
been conducted at 8lngle sites with a
small number of subj~t11 and have al!sessed short-term benefits•. The most
persuasive evidence of the efficacy of
early intervention comes from single
site studies of normal-birth-weight in·
fants and preschoolers from s!Xially dis·
advantaged families . ...,. The applica·
bility of interventions designed for
normal-birth-weight children, howev·
er, has not been ~st.ed !or LBW premature children, a population that may
have biologic constraints that limit their
responsiveness to such interventions.
Furthermore, many such programs include a group care component that
might result in ir.creased exposure w
acute infectious conditions,"'"' the effect
of which is unknown on this vu:. ..erable
population. Current legislation, Public
Law 99-457, .. focuaing on provision of
interventions for handicapped and at·
risk children. heiihtena the relevance
and the inunediacy ofthi.e ieaue.

Taote 1 -Targeted 1M Actual EnroHITI«<t for Pl1"'-ry Aoalylllia Group
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The Infant Health and Development
Program is th~ tir&t multisite, randomized clinical trial designed to evaluate
the efficacy of combining early child de~·elopment and family support service&
w1th pediatric follow-up in reducing developmental, behavioral. and other
nealth problems among LBW prema·
ture infants 1 birth weight, ..:;;250() g; gest.ational age. ~G37 weeks~ The inten·ention protocol and the specific curricula
used in the Infant Health and Development Program were adapted !or LBW
infants from two longitudinal studies
of successful early intel'\-ention with
s "<'ially di.sadvantaged normal-birth·
weight children .....,
PATIENTS ANO METHODS
· Eight medical institution& that serve
diverse demographic: populations in different geographical locations were selected through a national competitive
review.
ThtSamplil
Enrollment Criteria.-A total of
4 ~51 inborn infanta who would reac!h 40
weeks' postconceptional age between
January 7, 1985, and Oetober 9, 1985,
and whose birth weights were lees than
or equal to 2500 g were screened at birth
for eligibility. Of these, 3249 infants
were excluded before randomization by
protocol criteria related primarily to (1}
residence; (2) gestational age greater
than 37 weeks, as asse88ed by a modifi·
cation of the Ballard Examination•·": or
(3) hospital discharge before or after the
designated reeruitment period. (Details
are in appendix 1, which is deposited in
National Auxiliary Publication Service
[NAPS) document 04773.) Unhealthy
infants were included unless they had an
Ulness or neurological deficit so severe
as to preclude participation in the intervention program; only 61 such infants
were excluded. Thus, the sample includes the majority of LBW premature
infante who survived the neonatal ho&·
3038
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pitalizi.tion and lived in the catchment
area, ie, within 45 rr.inutes transporta·
tion time of each center. Of the 1802 who
met the eligibility criteria, the parents
of274 (21%) refused consent to be randomized. Among the 1028 infants who
had the consent of their pa..--ents and
were randomized, 43 were withdrawn
before participating in th~ study. The
remaining 985 infants constituted the
primary analysis group on which the
findings of this report are based.
The Tarret Sample Size.-The re·
search design included stratification by
eight sites and two birth-weight groups
(infants weigtting 2001 to 2500 g, deeig·
nated he4vier, and those \\o-eighing
t;~;200Q g, designated lighter). One third
of the sample came from the heavier and
two third& from the lighter group. To
minimize the cost of the study, subjects
\\ithin each weight grcup were allocated such that one third were randomized to the intervention group and two
thirds to the follow-up group. The targeted overall sample size was ba.aed on
an estimated effect size CES ..,difference between treatment group means,
expressed in SDs) of 0.5. For a single
outcome, a power of 99% CP = .05, two
tailed) was required in the total group
and the lighter group alone.
Based on our resear:=h desi~,;n, the tar.
geted nwnber of patients at each of the
eight sites was 135. The targeted and
actual numben of enrolled patients are
shown in Table 1. The differences between these numbers ret1ect the effects
of randomization allocation and the
shortfall of aubjects at some sites. The
actual enrollment remained adequate
for a power of at least 99%.

of bias between the two study groups in
each site and birth-weight stratum. In
the randomization, balance was moni·
tored for birth weight, gender, maternal education (lese than high school
graduate; high school graduate; some
coUege, or more), maternal race (black,
Hispanic, and white/other), primary
language in the home, and infant partici·
pation in another study. F'u.."'ther details
of the randomization proeess will be presented in a separate article.

Recruitment and
A•ndomlzatlan
Immediately after hospital dis·
charge, patients were randomized by
theN ationat Study Office using an adap·
tive randomization method..,. that mon·
ito red for a 2: 1 balance and for abaenc-e

:tr r~ );:i ....

Progr•m Otacrlptlan
The program was initiated on discharg-e from the neonatal riursery and
continued until 86 months of age, corrected for prematurity. Infant!\! in th•
intervention and the follow-up groups
partil'i}'at.~ in the same pediatric foll:>w-up, whirh c-omprised mE'dicaJ, d(>
velop:nental. a!ld social n:.~es3ments.
\\ith referr:ll f,),. nedi:vri,. car~ and other een1ces a:; i.nJicated. The services
exclusively tor the inten·ention group
consis~ of thref! eomponents· hnmr
visits,"' child attendance- at a child development center, and parent group meet.ings . ..\:11 services were pro\ided free to
the families.
Home Visits.- The protocol specified we~>kl:; homP V!Qih fo!' t~p ~r::;t
\'~:u-. ar:j hiweeklv "15its ~!-.t-rf>af~!'r.
The home visitor provide-~ •,,_._;Jth nnd
drv,.:,,rmental infonnatiiJn and family
"lliJtlort md implemented two specific
·~t~rr:•;'JI<~ One curriculwn emtJhasized
eo"mt1ve, lin~Cuis• !<'. nnr! ~,.,.;.,J ''"'''"''"r·
ment via a program t)f gli'!1€5 and al'tivitJ~s fc•· the ~anent rc• us!:' with the
ch1Jo. ''"' The second curriculum in·
vo)ved a eysttamati,.. anproach to h,.!p
r·~~'1t'l IT'.Mage sdf·iJ~ntificd prot.•
Child Development Cent en.- Be·
ginning at 12 months and continuinq un·
til corrected age 36 months, tht> ·nt+>r·
vtmLur; chill.lren attended the center 5
aays a w_eek. '.'he teaching staff continued to tmplement the curriculum of
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•For lull 1\&me& of slles. tile nst Of 1)4rtieopatlng univ!Jrltllel.
tNeonatal HeeHh tnoex is a~'' IIIIICiardiZfld to a ~Marl o/100, wrm ~'~1911 ecores signHying bener ._.atilt"
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learnin2 act:. itieB ut~ed by the home vis·
itors 41 and tailored the prograrn to @ach
chil:i's nP.;od" and devploo:nentAI leveL
""'acheNhild &.~tio~ w<-::<' 1:3 fvr chi!·
dren aged from 12 ·o 23 months and 1:4
for ti.ose a"od from 24 to 36 months;
ciaes sizes were six ar.d t?tght children,
res~ti\-ely. Each site provided transportation in Infant Health and Development Program...operated vans w any
child who needed it.
Parent Groups.- Beginning at 12
months, bimonthly ;,n1·~:11t group meet·
ings provided infnrn:~tion on ch;lcl rearin~. health :w1 sufet~·. and other parenttn!l: concP.rn<:. as well as some deg-ree of
soctal supr:-ort
A further description of the interven~
tion program will be presented in a sep&ratt! article.
Aaaessment Schedule

Each child in the two study groups
V."aS assessed by the clinical fltAff' at
eight clinic visits occurring a: ~0 w'"eks'
conceptional age and at .t. S. 12, 18. 24,
:JO, and 313 month:;, corrected age. Nine·
ty·two percent of the 36-month a.esess·
menta occl.ll'Ted within a spec~ed time
window of~ 2 weeks.
At each clinic visit, data were collected from the mother about the child's
JAMA. .-une
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health and developmental functioning
and about social and demographic charac~ristics of the family Growth measurements of the child were gathered at
all visits. Cognitive asses8rnents were
perfonned at 12, 24, and 36 months.
Bt!havioral data were obtained at 24 and
36 months. Additionally, at 12 and 36
months, home visits were made to assees the quality of the home environ·
ment.
Specially trained aasessors were used
for cognitive, behavioral, and growth
assessments. They were monitored to
ensure consistency ·across sites, and
they were ''blinded" to study group sta·
tus. AJI assessments in the study were
administered in English.
Primary Outcome Measure•

This report is restricted to eight pri·
mary outcome measures that were cho·

sen to answer three main research ques·
tions: at 36 months correct<>d a11e. do
children m the intervention ~oup~rlif'fer
do !II tho3e in the follow-up .1rrr11Jp in (1 \
cvl(UH.l Vt! dt!VI!iopment, (2) beh&V!Oral
cumpeU!nce, and t:~ I health stat.u1?
Cornitive Development. - The
Stanford- Binet Intelligence Scale, form
L·M, 3rd edition (1972 nonns)," \\'1.8 !!@·
lected as the measure of cognitive devel·
opment at 36 months.

Behavioral Competence. - T'ne
mother'a report of beha\ior problems
was se!ected as the mea.sure of behavioral competence at 36 months, using
the Child Beha-.ior Checklist for Ages 2
to 3 years."·.. Employing the authors'
"'lbtal Problem Raw Scor~." higher
scores indicate more reported behavior
problems.
Health Statua.- Health status was
regarded as multidimensional. "-'0 The
dimensions evaluated in this study were
(1) morbidity, defined as the presence
or absence of health conditions; (2) fun<'·
tioncl statUB, defined by limitations in
activities of daily living due to health
problems and by alterations in physical
growth; and (8) maternal perception of
_th$ chlld'B health. As no single comprehensive measure existed, Bix different
measures were sele<!ted to agsess these
t~e health areas.
Morbidity.- Two measures were developed by the Infant Health and Development Program to ascertain (1) the
overall morbidity experienced by the
child and (2) the seriousness of the reported health problems. At each assessment, mothers were asked to recall and
report the incidence of each illness and
condition that ocCUI"Ted since the lase
asseeement. Their verbatim reports
were asaiifled lnt~ional Ckuaifi·

Low-6irth·We•Qht tnfanta-lnfmni Hsarth and Development Progr&m
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cation of Diseasea /CD-Nintk Relli·
sion codes" at the National Study Office, and all reports corresponding to
the same code (using the lll'st three dig·
it-5) were counted as' · !!ness or condition per aasessmen•
>d.
• Mother's R.epo1
. vrbidity Index.
This index is a su ... rnation over the
thNe years of the number ofhospit.aliza·
tions, outpatient surgeries, injuries not
resulting in hospitalization or outpatient surgery, and different (code) illnesses and eonditions.
• Mother's Report: Serious Morbiditv Index. This index consists of the
number of years (0 to 3) in which there
was one or more of the following: hospitalizations, outpatient surgeries, prolonged or recurrent illnesses totaling 30
days or longer in a given year, and injuries and briefer illnesses that were predetined as serious by a panel of
pediatricians.
Functicmal Stc.tU8. -The Functional
Status II(R) Scalt- ""11 used at 36
months. gaug~.:d tr, .. i•lotl . ,. vit:w of
the limitations in the chile.: - basic daily
activities as a resu]t of health problems.
Higher sc;)res indicate a more favorable
functional status. Growth waa assessed
by length and body mass index at 36
months.
Maternal Percepti1>71 0'1" Rating of
Chi Id Health Status. -The General
Health Ratings Index from the Rand
Corporation Health Insura.nee Study"
was used at 36 mo;Jths. Higher scores
indicate better perceived health.
All health data were eollected by the
clinic sta.if, ext'ept the 36-month growth
measures.
AnBlytlc Strateglet

•mary Analysis.- To accommo·. he possibility that the effect of the
vention would differ among sites, a
edui-e developed by Fleiss" was
'-'ted. In brief, the procedure first
.s for heterogeneity of ESs across
.i! 16 subgroups (eight sites and two
om.h-weight groups) and then estimates and tegts either an averaged ES if
there is signif,cant heterogeneity or a
pooled ES if not. (Details are in appendix 2. which is deposited in NAPS docu·
ment 04 773.)
To protect against false-positive results m testing efficacy with eight primary out-:ome meas~s. a Bonferroni
con-ection was applied, and the .006
(.0518) significance level was used for
each outcome.
Set'ondary Analyala.- When a aig·

ni •
foL

~tfect

of the in. <!rvention was
primary analysis, a secondary
ysis using multiple linear ref(rt:
. was employed to test whether
ceru... mitial I! tat us variables had an
~

~he
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Table 3. -Pnrn&rf Outoome Meaa1..1rvs. :ly Study Group
llulty Otoup

SlllfliOrd·Blnol
Sc.\18, form L·M
MM....,.rgroupt
~t'lltr

gro..pt

Clllld ietla'JIO<
C/1octdlst fO(

AQes 2·3!
Motner'l Report:
IAortlidlt'llndex
Haa•lfl i'OUP

LlQhltr iroup

NO.

Mean

Ett.ct

'"~-

Follow-1111

WH.vre

10

No.

.._n

at.•

10

(P)

203

114.8
84.4

19 0
205

::22

980
91.0

185

358

Sol7

47.2

20.!

338

-'37

19,

200
351

6.8

3.0

126

73

3.2

.17 (NS)

7.0

3.2

2111

79

3.4

.:!9 ( <.001)

551

. 21

095

:W!

1.111

1.00

- 001 (NS)

0~

0.0&
3.0

:Me

o.ll7

125

19.0

63 (< 001)
., (< 001)

-.18 (.00!1)

Molhor·s Rapo<t:
SeriOui~"Y
Index
Functional S'-IUI
II (A) Scale

~,

IAnglh. em

S35

!1-4.7

95.0

0.07
4.1

.03 (NS)

341

.09 (NS)

SOclymirdex. kgim'

Meavler group

itOUf

Ughter
GM>eral W.allll

Ratings IndeX

198

1$.4

15.8

1.2

.oe

15.1

13
1.3

124

338

217

1$,2

1.2

.10 (NS)

sse

27. ~

5.1

344

27.5

5.4

.07 (NS)

(NS)
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1nt1n1a we".<hlng 10" 11\an Of eqJaiiO aKlQ 9
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ne'"ll'

effect on outcome. Included among
these \'ariables were site; birth weight
(as a continuous variabie); gender; a
Neonatal Health Index111 based on
length o! stay in the newborn n\ll'!ery,
adjusted for birth weight and standard·
ized to a mean cf 100, with higher scores
indicating better health; and the following sociodemographie variables: m:' .:r·
nal education level, maternal age, and
maternal race. The main effect of each
initial status variable (irrespective of
study group), a.nd of the intervention,
was tested to ascertain whether overall
each variai -. Wail independently predictive of tt. •. outcome. Fur_'-.er, the in·
teraction of each initial status variable
with the intervention was tested, again
contrOlling fur all other variables, to ascertain whether the effectiveness of the
intervention was related to that initial
status variable. Because the regression
analysis was employed only when ~ sig·
nificant outcome was found in the pri·
mary analysis, a . 05 significance level
was used for these tests.
RESULTS
Sample De•crlptlon and Retention

Although the baseline charncterietics
of the study sarnple varied greatly
among the eight sites rTable 2l. overall
the randomization procedure result~d
in comparable intl!rvention ~nd followup groups at studv entry. P_;•tl'r.r.ior
Wa.!l high, Wl:h 91:3
the 965 ClliJdre"l in

of

the primary analysis group pe.rticipat·
ing in the 36-month assessment for at
least one of the primary outcome measures (98% of each study group). This
small level of attrition did not affect the
ccmparability of the two study groups
at 36 monthe.
Prlm1ry Outcomes .

The results for each of the eight primary outcome measu,res h)• study group
are presented in Table 3. Where there
are significant differences in ESs be·
tween the two weight groups, results
are presented separately for the heavier and lighter groups.
·
Cornitive Development. -Prim.a.ry
Arnzlysi& -Overall, the mean IQ scores
on the Stan!ord·Binet Intelligence
&:ale were significantly higher for the
intervention children than for the fol·
iow·up children. Because the etYect of
the intervention varied significantly between birth-weight groups, separate
ESs were estimated !or each weight
group. The effect in the heavier inter·
vention vs the heavier follow-up gTOUps
was 13.2 IQ points <ES"" .83, P<.OOl),
and in the lighter intervention vs lighter
follow-up groups, 6.6 IQ points
CES • .41, P<.OOll (Table 3).
Controllini for site and initial status
variables, the adjusted odds for having
IQ scores less than 70, ie, in the mental
retardation range, were 2. 7 times
greater in the follow-up group (95% con·
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Table 4. -Cumuleaw. Sttnford-Birlef SQie IQ Sool'll, by &lrth Weight and Study Group

............
CumuiMMt

No. (%) of P . . , . In 81rth·Weitllt Qroup

Solie IQ . . . . .

era-o•

S1100t

1101·2000 0

22 (2$.8)
43 (28.7)

11 (7.9)

8 (U)

!11 <18.8)

37 (18.2)

tntiMIIlllon group

39 (47.8)

.. (31.4)

32 (25.6)

Follow-up 210UP

15 (83.3)

97 (48.0)

111 (S...7)

,,o

ln1111'4n110n gtOIIp
~QIDUD
<:85

Z001·21009

<110
48 (58.$)

58 (~1.4)

43 (3U)

10<1 (88.3)

111 ($7.2)

124 (81.1)

~group

Poliow-up group
<:100

ll'lllmleniol'l e.!!
FollOw-~~!~ gmup

114 (78.0)

87 (82.1)

89 (~2)

123 (82.0)

1$2 (73.1)

158 (77.8)

82 (100.01
150 (100.01

140 (100.0)
208 (100.0)

125 (100.0)

Total MmCIIe

·~group

FolfoW.uO gruup

203~

•TM CUIOII point of 70 Ia the 10 _... beiDw wNc:tl l'lt 11C01W 1111 into the ll'lllltalllllaldltiOn r~nge, ~ 10
lilt ~ m.nual." Tllll (IIDIIOI""" 111X11.e 1t11 than 85 1110 Include cNlChn wi!IIIOOIN that .,. 1 SD
btiOw the mean, which wt ,.._ to • IU~. Tht ~ Wlh ICCIIW .... lllln 10 Incl.- 23.2% of lilt
~which IIIPfClllmiiiM l'ltlowll.r Qlllnllt. Tllll groupa with ecoiM .... .,., 100 inctudtiiiiO.. below ....

11111an.

Tlblt 5. -'Multiple Aegrasston Analyses: Flelationshtp of Initial Status Vlrlaotes 10 Th"'" M110r Outcome
Mea,uras•

C114kfleMylor

ltlltlford.ltiM kale

S11ndardlled
~

p

Checlllllt fOr .... w y

lltandvdiiH
lilt._.

p

~r'eAepon:

Mlnldlty Indo

a.ndanllled
lanmera

,.

••nEtNotl$
lnltlll &talus 11111-*

sn.

<:.001

Flact

<.001

811'111 Wlight

.100

<.001

Stlc
Ml*nalage

.050
-.008.

NS
NS

.242

<.001

090

001
,,001

Ma1emal education
~atati-le&lll'llndu

in!arwn1iQII •~

225

lnta~nliOn

" "'-1'141'1tl0n

.020

-.111

-0711
-.024

16&

<.001

075

.04()

.007

NS

-.125

~:.001

.1111

..:.001

-.0118

.003

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

087

.014

N8

-.0111
.0<16

NS

.04()

NS

-010
.003

NS
NS

.024

NS

-.0811

NS

-lOS

.003

- 024·

NS

.10~

005

NS

-.002

Melemat aclucaUon
Naoneral Maallh lnde•
" lnterwnwon

~

NS§
013

NS
NS

~ace " lnta~Wntion

Matemal a;• "

-.025
-.072
-.OM

<.001
<.001
<001
010

lntei'RIIon 1"-tl

Site x inlt~Mn!lon
Bitt/1 wtig,t "
intervaniiOII
Sex x lnttMnlion

.028
.044

.OOi

NS

003

NS

001

NS

"TIIese .,.. lilt ~~~- outOOIM -.ul'll Nt ehawtd e;gn~~~e;ant allecta olll\l intltMftllon.
tStel'ldaralzeo tllimalt 11 ll'oll'lglneion ~icianl mul!ll)llao IIY tilt SD ol_lha OUICOme ~uure divided t~y the
SO ollllt •ndtlpendenl Yllriablte. They "' J)l'lltnled only for !he QUMIIIIIIYII •n~dtnt vanalllea 10 il'ld1catt tha
di~WC~Ion

and mag"'II.ICie 01 thtif tfteCia on me outcome meuut'lt.
iTht l!llln elftcl of each inltill atalul variaDia (irraapeclive of aiU(Iy QIOIIt:l) lnd olltlt in!af'411tion- leJied to
aacenaill wllelher ovtrlll eecn \<llilbte lndtptndtlllly pnldk:tillll of II,, outcamt ~=:..,nhor, the lnttrac!Jon of
eacll inhlal tlatua llllr1aolt witn tnt ln-nt!Qft wu tttted, &glln controlling for Ill atntr ·<~~t11Diea. to uctrra•n
Wl\tlhar 1111 alltct•...,•• 01,.,. lnt-lian rallttCI to lhll initialll11ua variiOie.
iNS indlcatfl 1101 tignltloant.

fidence interval, 1.6 to 4.8).
Table 4 shows the proportion of children in three birth-weight groupe with
IQ scores below several cut pointe of
clinical relevance. In each of th~ thl'l'!e
::•Lrth-weight JC!"OUPS there was a larger
proportion of foUow-up group children
JAMA, June 13. 1990-VOl 263. No. 22

than intervention grcup children with
it>w l Q eccres. ln one subgroup only, the
intants who weighed lees than or equal
to 1600 g and had IQ scores in the range
less than 70, this ditrerence wu
negligible.
Stco,fdarv Analysi8. -As previous

research haa found, and as seen in Table
5. the multiple regression analysis indi·
eated a significant main eft'ect of several
of the initial status variables on the
Stan!ord-Binet Scale IQ scores. Highl:!r
s;,;ores were associated 1.\-lth IU)mP. sites
and alec wtth being white. with higher
birth wei~ht, ht~ther Neonatal Health
Index, and higher maternal education.
Controlling for these variables, there
\\"as a significant effect of the intervention (adjusted ES ... 59, P<.OOl). Finally, there waa an interaction between
birth weight and the intervention such
that the mtervention wns more effective for auant.s of higher birth weight
tP• .014).
Behavioral Competence.- Primary
Alwiv~Ui.- n,e liVI!r~tge score on the
Child Behavior Checklist was significantly lower for the intervention group
than the follow-up group, with higher
aeores indicating more reported behavior problems (ES .. - .18, P ... 006) (Table 8). Although the diffet:ence betw"n
study groups was small, the adjusted
odds for having a 6Core above 63, the cut
point above which scores are correlated
with clinically evident behavior prob·
lems. 11·" were 1.8 times greater in the
follow-up group (95% confidence inter·
val, 1.2 to 2.9). The actual percentages
were 18.8% for the follow-up group and
18.9% for the intervention group.
Secrmdary Analysi8.- The multiple
regression analysis indicated significant
main effects of several initial status
variables. H1gher scores (suggestive of
rnoN behav1or problema) were associat.ed \l-ith some sites, with heiP.g blac\>
'~r lii.splllllc, with being ma.Jt,, and with
bwt>r maternal age and e<lucation level
lTable 5). Controlling for these ¥ari·
ables, there W1!8 a significant ett'ect of
the intervention (adjuBted ES= - .20,
P'"" .008). The only variable that had a
significant interaction with the intervention was maternal education
(P • .009): With college-educated moth·
ers there seemed to be little difference
between the follow-up and intervention
gl\IU.!Jb, wht:Itlll.ll \\>ith nu.1thers with less
education, those in the intervention
group reported fewer behavior problems.
Health Status.-Primary Analy·
sis. -Among the six health status mea·
sures, the only measure with a significant treatment effect was the Mother's
Report: Morbidity Index. Higher morbidity scores were reported for · the
lighter·bom children in the interven·
tion group than for the lighter-hom children in the follow· up group (ES • .29,
P<.OOl>; no significant difference waa
found in the heavier groupe (Table 3>.
SecoMi:z.ry Analyfi&- The multi pi~
regression analysis indicated si~eant
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Tlble e."':' Slla \laliatJone 1n Three Primary OutcOme Mteevret•
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10

No.
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No.

~

10

85.2
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22.7
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22.5
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20.2

43

t71

22.4
21.5

117
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40

41.1

18.4
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411.1

21.3
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48
40

5.5

2.4

1.1

a
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tnte,....ntlon
Mai\III'CI

..

Miami
f'OliOW•UP

51

88.0

14.2

49

lnt-n11on
"-nnsylllanla
FollOW-uP

40

81.0

12.0

311

51

82.5

18.2

51

45.11

19.8

Sl

u

30

'"'""""''01'1

43

115.1

12.8

43

43.9

24.2

43

8.9

2.4

j:ot~

711

110.4

12.8

75

411.,

2U

77

lnttMili!OI'I

47

17.1

17,8

1.7

42.7

17.2

47

5.7
7.1

3.5

78
47

li2.0

21.8

73

4$1

1.8

3.1
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48

"-57

18.7
17 9

75

100.5

47

j,8

3.8

61
42

111.1

20.0

!9

42.('1

!SO

32

17.3

38

38.7

166

S?
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7.1

102.5

e.7

30

N7

472

2¢.5

3.1

111.1

,..

lUI

437

7.8

3.3

Teacu

u

wura~ngten

FollOW-up
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..... ~

I

FojiOW·UP

InteNe~11on
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..,
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111.11

lnt~IIOn
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113.5
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lnltrvefltiOII
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main effects of several initial status
variables. Higher values of the Morbid·
ity Index (suggestive of more morbid·
ity) were associated wit.h some site~.
with lower birth weight, with lower
I\'eonatai Health Index, with being
male, with being white, Md with higher
maternal educauon level . Controlling
for these variables, there wu a signifi·
cant effect of the intervention (adjusted
ES., .27, P<.OOl). The only variable
that had a significant interaction with
the intervention wa.s maternal age, with
yoWlger mother& in the intervention
group reporting higher scores than
younger mother& in the follow-up group
<Table 5).
Site Difference•

There was a wide variation in the pri·
mary outcomes among the eight site&.
This variation is demonstrated in the
scores of the follow-up groups and in the
differing magnitudes of the treatment
effects (Table 6). With the IQ test, for
example, the follow-up group scores
ranged from a mean of 68.0 at the Uni-.
venity of Miami (Fla) School of Medicine to a mean of 96. 7 at Harvard Medi·
cal School, Boston. Maas. Similarly, the·
magnitude of the treatment effects var·
*0

Q1

-

ied from an IQ difference of0.4 at Harvard to 14.3 at the Univenity of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock.
The multiple regression analyses suggest, however, that the site differences
are associated predominantly with variations in the initial status characteris·
tics. Speciilcally, in Table 5 It can be
seen that after controlling for the initial
status variables, no significant site-byinterYention interactions are detected,
and the effect of the int~rvent! ,.., ! overall
is statietmtliy sigmficant for •.11·2 t.hreP
rneasuree.
COMMENT
This study ie the largest reported
muJtisite, randomized clinical trial of an
intensive early childhood lnten"t!ntion.
It is also the first home- and centerbaaed educational inten-ention for
LBW premature infants frcm birth to
age 3 years. The results of this study
indicate th£> ei'fectivenl!!l:'l of ;1 rompre
hensiv"e intervention, even for biologically \-ulnerable Infant->. Our fi11dings
show that the children who f'e('·' ··d the
'Tlifi.
intervention experienced: (1
cantly higher lQ score•; (2) sign._ .. ntly
fe•,ltar maternally reported l:\€'n£vior
problema· and (3) a small, but signifi·
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cant, increaae in maternally report~.-!
tr'..incr morbidity, \¥itn :w OJ' • :ence . . f ~·
mcreaae in reported senoua r.t-altn
problema. The magnitude of the5e ef·
r~ta and also the levels of the three
outcome measures In the follow-up
groupe (Table 6) were .influenced by the
variation in the initial status character·
istics at the sites (Table 2).
Cognltlvw Outcome
The largest treatment effect was
the signi.fieantl: higher cognitlVE.' eco:-es
achieved by tne intervention group
compared with the follow-up group at
corrected age 36 months. The overall
results ~ consistent with the magnitude of cognitive gains reported
previously in sinl{le-site intervention
studies with nonnal-birth·weight disadvantqed children .... Further, the low
seorea In the follow-up group parallel
those repomd in other samples ofLBW
eoclally diead-..;antaged children. •.;.w
Birth weight had a main ef'rect on tht>
level of the IQ scores as well as an influence on the ef'ficacy of the intervention,
with a greater effect on heavier-hom
children. Two important observations
regarding birth weight warrant emphasis. First, as shown in Table 4, low and
subaverage scores are not limited to the
sn.allt:st iu.fanLb. I11 the folluv.·u!J ~rv~o~}.J,
more than 18% of those weighing 1501 to
2000 g and 2001 to 2500 g have IQ scores
below 70, and almost 50% are below 85.
Second, Table 4 also suggests that there
is one group in which the effectiver.ess
of the intervention is questionablethose with birth weights lees than or
equal to 1500 g and with IQ scores Jess
than 70. In thill lnw<"~ot-v.·eight group.
there is little difference in the ;1roprtion' of intervention v':l follow up children who have IQ scores less than 70. In
all other weight-by-IQ groups, the 1·e·
sulta favored the children 'in the inter·
vention group.
The improvement in cognitive devel·
· opment in the intervention group was
statistically significant at seven of th.a
eirht Individual sites (P<.05). We spec·
ulate that the nonsignificant result at
the one site, Harvard, may be related to
the sociodemographic characteristics of
the site, such as the large proportion of
college-educated mothers, as well as the
relative abundance of community resources compared with the other sites.
Other issues warrant consideration in
the interpretation of the cognitive finrl.
ings. The first is the potential effect
bilingullliem. Blllngual children are
ported to perform less well on testa •
ministered in English"·.. ; here the StAll·
ford·Binet teet was administered only
in En~liah. Although prerecruitment
eereerung ensured that all mothers

could communicate in English suffi·
ciently to participate in the program,
23% ci the children were regularly exposed to another language. We the~
fore repeated the primary analysis,
excluding all children in bilingual environments. Among the remaining
monolingual children, the overall ad·
vantage for the intErvention group re·
mained large and highly s1gnificant
(heavier group: ES= .81, P<.OOl;
lighter JZl'Oup· ES"" .28, P.,. .006). Thus,
the , : ·. _, r i.h*' intk'rvention is not ~;jJ :·
· · ···:,·•..,.quence of Enilish-tangc:a;;e
ts.;;J •..&tion in ~h'C! subgl'oup of chii:iren :r.
bilingual environmen~.
Another issue to consider is whether
exposure to the teat items or to similar
materials during the study irJ'luenced
the magnitude of IQ scores in the intervention group. The intervention curriculum and the cognitive instruments
were selected independently, and aa a
further precaution, the protocol deT!jed
specific feedback to the education ~ta.ff
on any child's cognitive test perfor·
mance. '
Finally, although all assee~me:.ts i-n
this study were based on age correc~~d
for prematurity, repetition of the primary analysis using' uncorrected chronological age yielded similar significant
results for cognitive outcome and the
same mean differences between the two
study groups.

Behavioral Outcome
Compared with the follow-up grou.r,
the interv•:ntion group at 36 months ex-

a

perienced "'m~u. :;»r Bignif!• llt:' ~cl·
\'antage in beha~io;'-l.l compeknce, as
indicated by Lwer beha·.ior prG ~·le:r·
!>core$ on the Child Behavior Checklist.
In secondary analysis, the treatment
group difference was seen largely in reports from the lea3-educated mothers.
Thus, the in~rv~nti:Jn rr:a:v !:ave l:elnw::i
these mothers to become better in
fonncd ab.;;ut age appropnate r..eha.
vior.> and consequently- to n>port fewer
<Jt•i1aliJor problems; 1t may have taught
them more effective techniques !or behavior management; or it may have aJ.
tered the children's behavior. Although
the data were collected through maternAl report, other studies involving maternally report-ed behavior problems at
this age indicate that such reports correspond to clinically detected problems
and may be p~dictive of longer-~rm
adverse ou~mes.,.
Health Statue Outcome•

Giwn
gram in

~ht> pot~itivt> effe'.'!~a of thi~ nro·
;:o~tive developmen. and b~

com~tence, 1t is important tAl
whether group participation in the
child dE>velopment centers led to an in-

'IIWIOral

~k

~AM A. .;un~

randomly aasigned, the effect of such
crossovers would be to reduce the apparent magnjtude of the effed of the
intervention, ie, the actual treatment
efTects might be somewhat larger th:ln
those we have docwnent.ed.

cre&Jle in serious health problems within
the intervention gt'Oup. The only health
measure \\ith a significant intervention
effect was Mother's Report: Morbidity
Index, where the liihter intervention
group had higher reported morbidity
scores than the lighter follow-up gt'OUp.
FUrther analysis of the components of
the Morbid;ty Ir.-!.Z~x indicated that the
di!fe~nce wa~ accounted for primarily
by an i_r,(:ft-ll~c' l.l the n'.lmber ofrepo~d
hrief 1iia-:.:i!:Jes M1d conditions. No signi!·
icant differences were reported by the
mothe1"3 in the two groups in the Serious
Morbidity Index.
At face value theee findings suggest
that the intervention led to a slight, but
signi."icant, increa&e in morbidity. How·
ever. other factors may well have con·
tributed w these findings. First is the
issue of reporting biu. Other studies
indicate that r"uci:..:rnal rt'port may understate cltildren's health conditions, c
iJtlrtlcularly in disadvantaged RTOU'P(J. ' 1
A second issue is the ,o~ int.~;>n.~e
hetJch hul"':t·ill<tn.--:• <mri health educauon in ~he int8!'\'8ntion if."Oup compared
""ith the b!lcw-up group.
It~ unclear whether the higher Morb;dity Index eore in the intervention
group reflects r.·,,-. !<,, •'(•mplett- 1\Ild !!.!'1'\1
!"'ltP l'"']Y'rting or a real increase in acute
ccnditior.s (that may well occur with
children in group care). Nevertheless,
during a 2-year period at eight different
rigorously controlled child development
centers there was ;>ot a single serious
:af+-rtio~;:l ephitt:·n.ic .lr a single major
uc.:i:1er.t. It is also possible that th" ~
d:urric fol'-:-·w ··'!' i''"Z""'!-m extJ>r.de<:i t'J
U.ll the chilciN>n. 'V:'g'I\Tt;ll~ss ofgronr.• Eli'·
i'I!,Tmer;t, impro\'ed the health o! botf,
study groups relative to LBW children
in most .corrununities.

We conclude that this eomprehell·
sive and intensive early intervention
PIVgram shows substantive promise of
decreasing the number of LBW prem; ..
t~ infants at risk for later develvr·
mental disability. 'Ne also document its
apparent .safety in a biologically \'Uinerable population. Additional exploratory
studies are under way to examine the
variations in ESs across different subgroups of children.
The long-tenn significance of these
. findinga is being addressed in the con·
tinued follow·up of the study cohort.
From follow-up studies of normal-birthweight disadvantaged children in preschool programs, it seems that IQ effects attenuate when euch children
enter the usual inner-city schools but
that subsequent advantages of the in·
terventiona may accrue in the primary
grades. Such advantages include higher
academic achievement., fewer placements in remedial classes. and lowered
.1:;;. uf grade retention and school drop-·
aut; later, there may be reduced juvenile delinquency and increased employ·
ment.lmproving the status of young children ie the subject of policy debate currently and in the foreseeable future.
The results of this study are especially
timely and relevant to the concerns at
the federal and atate levels for pro\iding appropriate interventlon11 for chil·
dren at liek for developmental delay.

Retention and Compliance
In this randomized clinical trial we

The Infant Health and De""l"pment Pmgram
wu tund~d by ~nt# 1'1-o)m the Rqbert WG·:'<l JobMn Fou::dativH to the Depanment of P..diatri~.

largely avoided the concern of differen·
tial attrition in the two gt'Oups by
achieving a 93% retention rate in the
intervention and the follow-up groups,
"'ith good comparability in the initial
characteristics of the subjects at entry
and of those retained at 3G months. The
level of participation in the intervention
was generally high and similar across
sites; further detailed analyses are
forthcoming in a separate article_
The issue of "crossover" between the
intervention and follow-up groups also
might be a matter of concern. In the
follow-up group, 30% had entered a
community day~are center by 36
months corrected age; conversely, 14%
of the intervention group never attended the child dev~lopment center.
Beca\l3e subjects were retained and an·
alyzed in the group to which they were

conctualont

,,.tlllloru i.:nivera1ty, St&ntoro, C&lif: the frank
f'on.er Graham Clilld Development Center. Univel'lity ot North Carolir.a at Chaptl Hill; and the
eigllt p&rticijlatinfunivenities. Additional aupport
!or the NILtionaJ Study Office wu pr0\1ded to the
Department· of Pediat-Tict. Stanford t: ru•e~ity,
from the Pnr Charitable 'I'rusta; the Bureau of
Mat.emal and Child Health and Resource& o.,... lopment and tllt Nationa1lfUitituta o!Chlld Health and
Human Development, He&ith Re•otU'Ces and ~r·
v1<-ea Admiru•tratlon. Public Health 5411"\i~. US
Dept of Uealth and Human Semcea (gn.nt MCJ.
0606161: and the Starlord Cent~r !or the Study or
families. Children. and Youth.
We txpre.. our deep appreciation t<l Ruby P.
Hearn, F'hO. viet preeident ot the Robert Wood
Johnaon F\:!undatlon, !or her Jl!idance and eupport
throUihOUt tllf ltudy.

See NAPS document 04773 !or (our plliet of
auppltmentary material. Order fl'om NAPS elo Ml·
croll~ he Publicatiol\1, PO Box 3618. Grand <Antral
Sutton, New York, :'<Y 101153-3613. &!mit with
your ol'der. not u.ndtr aeparatt co.,...r, in IJS tu:rwi&
only 17.711 !or pbOto<:Qpin or &4 f~r m~erodche.
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Editorial

Low-Birth-Weight Infants
Can We Enhance Their Development?
The remarkable advances of the past two decades in neonatology have resulted in saving the lives of many low-birth·
weight infants. As birth-weight-6peeitie mortality declines,
concern about developmental disabilities among the survi·
vors becomes appropriate. Attention properly has focused on
efforts to enhance the developmental potentialities of these
infants.
See alto p 3035.

A pioneering study reported in this iaeue of THE JoURNAL
sheds considerable light on this matt.r. 1 The study is pioneer·
ing in several respects: (1) The prospective, sound design.
formulated at the outset, gave reasonable assurance of pro·
vi ding answers to an important clinical and public policy issue.
(2) It demonstrated that the well-accepted multicenter design
of clinical trials 1s applicable to research in human development. (3) It demonstrated that it is feasible to apply a comprt' ·
hensive intervention in a variety of communities. (4) It illus·
trates that private foundations ca.n play an important rolr 10
identifying important policy issues and supporting the acquisition of the knowledge base for enlightened public policy.
The study included 985 premature and low-birth-weigr.t
children, one third of whom were randomly assigned to the
intervention group, which received a comprehensive program with home visits in the first year and, in yearsl through
3, attendance at a child development center, continued home
visits, and parent group meetings. Both the intervention and
the follow-up groupe received pediatric surveillance and community referral services, but the follow-up group did not
receive the other components ofthe intervention. Quite atrik·
ing was the low attrition rate in both group!': \H3 children
(!:!3%) completed the study at 36 month->. This probably re·
fleets the many efforts and careful attention of the staff at all
sites to the provision of services and the bonding of the
families to the program.
From the Otvlston of Health Polley Assaarcn ana Edi.ICSlion. HaNare! Univera•ry,
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The results have considerable clinical and potential public
policy significance. The premature low-birth-weight study
sample was divided into heavier (birth weight 2001 to 2500 g)
and lighter (birth weight or>2000 g) groups, with twice a.s many
infants in the lighter group, which was considered to be at
greater risk. For the heavier group, tht~ inten·ention resulted
in a mean effect ofiQ scores 13.2 points bight~. in the intervention group than in the follow-up group. For the lightt>r grour,
the intervention effect was not as qreat but still signit'icantJQ scores were 6.6 peintQ h:ghc. in the intervention group.
For the overall group, the odds of having an IQscore below 70
(the mental retardation range) were 2. 7 times greater in the
follow-up group, which did not receive the intervention. It is
important to not. that in one subgroup only, infants with birth
weights below 1500 g with IQ scores below 70, the difference
was negligible. Among these smallest infarlts, however, there
was a definite effect of the intervention in the group with
rumulative IQ scores below 85. It is of considerable importance that the larger infants were also at risk; 18% had IQ
acoresless than 70, and almost 50% had seoresless than 85.
In the evaluation of beha\ioral competence, the study indicates that children in the intervention group fared better than
those in the follow-up group. With college-educated mothers
there appeared to be little difference between the intervention and follow-up groups.
Among the health status variables, for the children in the
lighter birth-weight group, mothers of infants in the intervention group reported more morbidity than mothers of infants in the follow-up group. This may reflect the ~arP. frequent he •.lth surveillancr. and greater number of contac•; in
the intervention group and may be the result of croup car.!. It
ie reassuring, howe\·er, to note that there W8'; no evidence r ..
an increase in serious health problerr.; in spite of more report~
of minor illness. The fact that pediatric care was provided to
all of the children regard lees of group aaaignment may have
minimized ei!('llifieant health risks for both group$.
This le.rlleilt study uf 11 ('Or!'r'!".;>hensively enricht>d pro~.~
for premature low-birth-weight infante hall ci~:>mt:>n~<trat..d
11ignificant lmprov~mt>nt in cognitive and behavioral function
v~t:r the t\rst 3 years oflih The implications of this finding for
public policy are con&iderable at a time when day care and
Edl!orlsl
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early-intervention programs are expanding. Any efforts to
enhance the cognitive and behavioral development of these
children who are at greater developmental risk because oflow
birth weight are potentially important for their functioning in
school. Thus, there might be an additional,longer-term benefit in the reduction of later expenditures for developmental
disabilities.
Any good study raises questions for additional inquiry. We
hope that the improved performance at age 3 years will be
sustained; however, it is important to know how enduring
these gains will be, suggesting the need for continuing obaer·
vation of these children. We trust the investigators will find
additional support for assessing the performance of these
children as they grow older, particularly as they move into the
school yean.
It is important to identify the groups that may benefit the
most from such programs. A particularly intriguing problem
is the lack of effect on one group of infants, those with very low
birth weight (<1500 g) and IQ scores (<70). Since this is the
group most vulnerable to developmental disabilities, thialaek
of effect is disappointing. Although simple explanations
might attribute this result to a fixed biological deficit, the data
suggest that behavioral explanations offer more promising
avenues for future research. Further inquiry may reveal
that, for this group, a "standardized intervention" adapted
from work with full-term infMts may not be fully adequate,
and more-tailored, individual intervention efforts may be
indicated. Certainly, this finding needs a good deal of further
exploration.
The data suggest that family circumstances -such as levels
of parental education and economic status-are important
indicators of which children are most in need of intervention.
For example, at one site in which the parents had a higher
educational level and in which community resources were
favorable, both the treatment and comparison groups did
well. The differences between the groups were not
significant.
The report of this study comes at a very imPQrtant time,
when there is great interest in the prevention, early detec-
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tion, and management of children with developmental disabil·
ities. Since the study was initiated, the Education for AU
Handicapped Children Act (PL94-142) has been extended by
the passage ofPL99-457, which lowers the entry age from 5 to
8 years and encourages states to implement the program for
children under 8 years and to include children at risk for
handicapping conditions.
It is reuonable to expect that the states will attempt to
minimize the untoward developmental outcomes among lowbirth-weight infanta, and this study indicates some important
directions for undertaking such efforts. At a time when the
costa of programs receive much attention, it is important to
emphuize that comprehensive intervention programs for
low-birth-weight infanta need not be financially prohibitive.
The number of low-birth-weight infants in any given year is
relatively tlnite, approximately 6.9% of all births; hence, no
signiftcant eecalation in demand for such programs will occm·.
Baaed on our new knowledge, it should be possible to Uu"get
thoae infants in greatest need. Although many of these children may attend community-based day-care programs that ·
are currently available (as did SO% of the follow-up group in
the preeent study), the quality and content of these programs
will need to be upgraded to produce the results reported
herein. We should recognize the potential for long-term sav·
ings through thE.> prevention of disabilities and their consequent costs. ·
We can look forward to additional analyses stemming from
the data that have been collected. The results provide those
responsible for policy with a more rational basis for developing programs. F\ui.her retlnements in tailoring programs will
emerge from subsequent analyses. The foundations that
funded this work are to be commended for supporting a model
that enhanC!es our ability to establish aound public policy that
will result in improved outcomes for a vulnerable group of
children.
Jul!u& Richmond, MD
1. The Infant Health and Development Pro~. Enhancinsr the outcomes of
low-birth-weight, pn~ma~u:e Infanta: a multlalte, randornlud trial. JAMA.
1990;26S:S()36..3042.
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Drug Effects

1
Obstetrics

Fertility

Alcohol

-

~

I(

Tobacco/
Nicotine

Marijuana

Opiates

Males-lower testosterone
levels, lower sperm
counts
Females- Diruption of
menstrual function

Vaginal bleeding, early
placental separation,
fetal distress, spontaneous
abortion
Severe withdrawal can
induce labor

Males-spermatogenesis,
sperm morphology and
motility, androgen
secretion may be altered
Females-may effect fertility
if smoke> 1 pack/day

Fetus

Other

Mental deficiency
JGUR
FAS/FAE

Lactation - decreased
breast milk, alcohol
in breast milk.

Premature placental separarion, vaginal bleeding,
abnormal placental implantation, rupmred
membranes, premature
birth

Low binhweight,
decreased length, reduced
head circumference,
interactive effects with
alcohol

Smoking cessation
programs recommended
Nicotine gum
contraindicated in
pregnancy

Males-lowered spenn
counts
Females-irregular
menstrual cycles,
ovulation abnormalities

Research results are
unclear, possible
complications

Low binh weight,
postpartum'7tremulousness,
altered visual resp<)nse,
"withdrawal-like" crying

THC appears in
breast milk

Males - lowered
testosterone
levels, diminished sex
drive
Females- amenorrhea
menstrual irregularity

Pre-eclampsia, anemia,
merconium-stained
amniotic fluid, premature
rupture of the membranes,
abrupto placentae, placentae
previa, multiple births

Small.for gestational age,
small head circumference,
lower npgar scores, 3x
higher rate of perinatal
mortality, metabolic disturbances, risk for hyalinemembrane disease

Maternal withdraweal
during pregnancy may
result in fetal death

-

RANGE OF RISKS FOR DEVELOPING FETUS

Subtle neuromaturational deficits

~
/...)

X

Significant neurological effects including
lowered 1.0.
Low birthweight
~remature

delivery

Physical malformations
Postnatal withdrawal syndromes
.,

Fetal death.

TESTIMONY FOR THE PUBLIC HEARING ON SEX DISCRIMINATION IN THE HEALTH CARE FIELD
Sponsored by the State of New Jersey Commission on Sex Discrimination in
the Statutes
June 26, 1990
Submitted by Courtney N. Esposito, BA
Domestic Violence Prevention Program
Division on Women
New Jersey Department of Community Affairs
Senator Lipman, Assemblyman Cohen, Ms. Griffin, members and staff of the
Commission, ladies and gentlemen:
Good afternoon.
My name is Courtney Esposito, and until the 30th of this
month, I serve as a consultant with the Domestic Violence Prevention Program
of the New Jersey Division on Women, responsible for providing training and
technical assistance to the health care community.
I am also a Director on
the Boards of Womanspace, Inc., the Mercer County agency assisting victims
of domestic violence, and the National Woman Abuse Prevention Program in
Washington, DC.
In addition, I am a member of the Governor's Advisory
Council on Domestic Violence, chairing the Committee on Public Awareness,
Education and Training.
I would like to begin with the words of a colleague of mine, Dr. Evan Stark.
Dr. Stark and his wife Anne Flitcraft, MD are responsible for the earliest
and most substantive research on domestic violence in the medical setting.
"Five cases of leukemia in a single high school make national
headlines.
A single recorded death from 'swine flu' stimulates
a campaign costing hundreds of millions to identify and control
the virus.
The typhus victim and carrier are identified.
But the
battered woman and her attacker are not, although battering
accounts for up to half the serious injuries women bring to the
emergency room."
My history in this field began as the great niece of two battered women
and the granddaughter· of a third.
When I was a girl and I first beqan to
understand domestic violence as a common fact in the lives of women, there
were no shelters or counseling programs or hotlines, no special laws,
there was nowhere to run or to hide.
I do not believe that there was anything unusual about my family members in terms of the violence in their
lives, and the statistics I will share with you support this conviction.
In the early '70's, I myself became a victim, which provided further
training--"hands-on" experience if you will--for my current responsibilities.
The numbers I refer to show battered women as a cross-section of the total
population, and there are far too many of us, from all walks of life,
races, religions and socioeconomic strata, for us to comprise a certain
"personality type" which makes us want to, enjoy or deserve being beaten.

About half of all women murdered in the United States each year--almost
2,000 women a year or about 38 women a week--are killed by a male partner.
In this country, women are more at risk of homicide at the hands of a male
partner than from all other categories of persons combined.
Each year,
2 to 6 million women are beaten by their husbands or boyfriends.
Leaving
a partner actually increases the chance that a violent incident will occur.
Battering is the single major cause of injury to women, more common
than rapes, muggings and automobile accidents combined. Almost half of
all incidents of child abuse occur in the context of a battering.
Men
Battering
who are abusipg women are often abusing the children as well.
has been identified as the single strongest risk factor for a witnessing
child to become a batterer in adulthood.
Battering accounts for 25% of
all female suicide attempts, and abused women comprise approximately 20%
of all women presenting with injury to hospital emergency services, 25%
of obstetrical patients, 40-50% of women with alcohol problems, 30-50% of
female psychiatric in-patients.
Battering is one of the most common, yet
least identified health problems women present to health care professionals.
Clearly we can see that violence in the family is a primary health care.
issue for women.
The first person outside the family a battered woman or
other victi~ of domestic violence often turns to is a member of the health
care community.
Health care facilities are therefore a crucial step in·the
process of identifying and preventing abuse.
And yet, the original draft for public comment of "Promoting Health/
Preventing Disease: Year 2000 Objectives for the Nation", formulated by
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, virtually omitted domestic
violence arid battered women as categories.
Although violent and abusive
behavior is discussed, women as primary victims are not.
This neglect on
a governmental/institutional level is sadly often duplicated in the examining room.
I believe this happens for three primary reasons:
the relegation of
violence within a family unit to the "private matter'' realm--what occurs
behind closed doors is not our business and certainly cannot be considered
a crime; the lack of awareness of the community in general and health care
personnel in particular about the prevalence and dynamics of abuse; and
the feelings of frustration and helplessness many people experience when
in the presence of a victim--they simply do not know what to do or feel
powerless to help.
That's the bad news.
The good news is two-fold: we can change all this, and
in New Jersey we have made a very good start.
Since 1985, the Division on Women's Domestic Violence Prevention Program
has developed and promulgated protocols, training manuals, videos and
slide and lecture presentations for the health care community on domestic
violence awareness, assessment and intervention. Most hospitals and major
health care organizations in the state have been personally addressed, and
all have received the educational and training materials. Our model
program has been the subject of a Lifetime Medical Television segment on
domestic violence aired nationally the first 4 months of this year, and our
videos are being purchased by health care facilities and domestic violence
programs throughout the country.
We can be very proud of the work we
have done to help victims and the health care professionals who treat them
on a daily basis.
·

All of the health care education I conduct comes down to two basic concepts:
we must increase the victim's safety level while decreasing her sense
of isolation.
The intervention is simple, although it may not always be
easy.
If a victim has been given the phone number of the local domestic
violence program, or received help in exploring her options, then she is
safer.
If she is made to feel, whether by the practitioner's statements,
body language, non-verbal communication or attitude that she is stupid,
sick, crazy or to blame for her dilemma, then she is more isolated.
If
the practitioner is kind, non-judgmental and supportive, then she is less
isolated.
·
The questions most often directed to victims--by nurses, physicians and
a 11 of us--are "Why don't you just leave him?" (l lvould)
"Hmv can you put
up 1vith this?" (I couldn't)
"Why do you take it?" (I wouldn't).
These
questions isolate the victim's behavior as the problem, and each time they
are asked, an alliance is insidiously formed between the "helping" professional and the abuser--an alliance which works brutally against the
interests, safety and well-being of the victim. When health care practitioners are shown how this frightful dynamic occurs, they no longer practice
it.
Instead, they learn--in the frame of a few minuted--to see that the
real problem is the violenc~, the abusive behavior, and not the victim.
l~e must go on teaching them.
The beneficial effects in health care delivery
to family violence victims are instantaneous.
Recovery from living with abuse is a process, not an event.
I strongly
believe that with ongoing training and appropriate intervention techniques
and programs to identify, treat and refer abuse victims, the quality of
physical and mental health, and hope for the future of many thousands of
individuals will be vastly improved.
If we discontinue our work, then
victims will not be helped and families in crises of violence will receive
the bitter message that the system overall does not care, and ~hat to
seek help may be to hazard humiliation. Without consistent training and
sensitization for the "front-liners" on this issue, teaching them to ask,
to be kind, to refer, to do no further harm, we risk becoming punitive
agents, capable of adding to .the very real sense of entrapment that victims
endure.
Their isolation becomes validated .~y those of us who are entrust(:d
with their care and safety.
And that indeed would be a shame.
I am certain that the health care community is ready to hear what survivors
of abuse need and what the advocates who represent and assist them have to
say.
I have spoken in a variety of formal and informal settings to over
3,000 health care professionals, and have consistently been told-that the
information offered to them was new, convincing and useful.
Just last year,
former U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop joined with the American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) and the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence to recommend routine assessment of all
female patients for signs of family violence.
The American Medical Association's (AMA) Fall 1989 Conference on the Prevention of FAmily Violence and
Victimization was an encouraging sign that the issue has indeed become
mairistream.
Both the AMA and ACOG have also announced a national training
initiative for their membership on domestic violence awareness and intervention.
These years are crucial ones for those of us working with victims
of abuse to network and educate within the state of New Jersey on the
subject, and to capitalize on and go beyond the recommendations set by
national health care leaders.
It will take an investment of time and money,
but meeting health care objectives in an equitable way always does.

I submit to you the five following recommendations for reducing and eventually
eliminating the not-so-benign neglect in the health care field toward
victims of family violence:
* Continue, expand and intensify the training and technical assistance
offered to all sectors of the health care community
* Increase media and public awareness efforts on this subject and on
the training opportunities available so that violence in the horne
can be loudly and clearly identified as that which it is---a primary
health care issue for women
* Ensure that a protocol for health care intervention in domestic
violerrce cases be adopted and disseminated by the New Jersey Department of Health, the New Jersey Hospital Association and other
appropriate health care agencies to their constituents.
This would
ideally be effected in one to two years.
* Require certain health care providers (e.g., hospital, clinic and
mental health services) to record the numbers of suspected and
confirmed domestic violence cases treated, so that statistical data
as to the nature and extent of domestic violence irrcidents occurring
in our state can be collected.
Several other states mandate such
record-keeping, and I submit a copy of the Medical Data Collection
Report Form from the state of Connecticut for your information
and consideration.
* Statistics from domestic violence programs throughout our state
indicate that demand far exceeds supply--indeed many services are in
the unfortunate position of annually denying immediate shelter to
more clients than they house, and abuser counseling programs
too commonly maintain walting lists for treatment of offenders.
More shelters and services are needed to house, counsel and otherwise assist both victims and abusers.
Hopefully, additional funds
will continue to be made available to these programs so that they
can endure in their business of saving lives.
I appreciate the opportunity to speak before you today, and I would be
happy to answer any questions you may have.
Thank you for your time and
attention.
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
IDENTIFICAnON. TREATMENT AND REFERRAL OF ADULT VICTIMS
A PRESENTATION FOR HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS

Designed to:
•

increase understanding of the dynamics of domestic violence

•

cite statistics concerning the incidence of domestic violence

•

address myths and biases which impede appropriate treatment of victims

•

review signs and symptoms of abuse

•

provide assessment questions to help identify victims

•

introduce a specially designed domestic vioJence protocol for health care facilities and tools for
its implementation

•

review resources and referrals available to assist victims and their families

•

consider issues of documentation, liability and care for the caregiver

Sponsored by the New Jersey Department of Community Affairs
Division on Woman
Dom•tic Violence P;avantion Program
Developed and conducted by
Courtney N. Esposito B.A.
Box 1938 Blackwell Road
Pennington, New Jersey 08534
(609) 737-2982

The Domestic Violence Prevention Program has three major goals:
•

the development and implementation of domestic violence prevention training programs for
professionals in the health care, law enforcement, clergy and educational systems

•

provision of public information and community outreach to enhance and support the. efforts of
current programs dealing with domestic violence throughout the state

•

to evaluate, coordinate and promote legal protections and the provision of services to assist
victims of domestic violence

Continuing Education Units Available

INFORMED CONSENT AND BREAST CANCER
by Lynn F. Miller, JD Rutgers Law School, June 3, 1990.

I.

Introduction.
An analysis of the public policy about breast cancer in the

United States reveals a shocking lack of official concern about
this disease that affects many Americans.
According to the American Cancer Society's 1987 cancer Facts
and Figures, there were approximately 130,000 new cases of breast
cancer
women

diagnosed
died

of

in

American

breast

cancer

women,
in

and

1987.

approximately
The

1987

41,000

statistics

represent the first time that breast cancer deaths have climbed
into the 40, ooo deaths per year range,
mid-30,QIJO for many years.

having remained in the

In 1987 also for the first time, the

percentage of incidence rate rose;

one out of every ten women

will develop breast cancer in their lifetimes.

By 1988,

the

American Cancer Society's estimate of new cases per year rose to
135,000,

with

42,000

women

dying

from

the

disease.

By

comparison, in 1984 Cancer Facts and Figures, the American Cancer
Society

reported

approximately

115,000

more than ever before until that time).

diagnosed

cases

(still

Breast cancer is the

most common cancer to strike American women, accounting for more
than one-fourth of all women's cancers .1

In the 1970's "only"

lJohn L. Young, Jr., Constance L. Percy, and Ardyce J. Asire
(eds.), Surveillance. Epidemiology. End Results:
Incidence and
Mortality Data. 1973-1977.
u. s. Department of Health and Human
Services, NIH Publication No. 81-2330, June 1981.
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one out of every 11 women developed breast cancer, about 9% of
all the women in America.

Now,

about 10% of all the women in

America will develop breast cancer.
Nancy Reagan,

Betty Ford,

Many "famous" women, such as

Happy Rockefeller, susan Sontag,

Sandra Day O'Connor have had breast cancer,
"ordinary women."

and

and so have many

Given the one in ten incidence rate, almost

every person in the United States has been or will be affected by
breast cancer,

either directly or because someone they know--

family, friend, business associate--has it or has had it.

By any

method of assessment, breast cancer represents a serious threat
to the health and welfare of the people of the United States.
What

has

legislatures,

been
those

the

response

responsible

of

the .federal

for

regard to public health and welfare?

formulating

and

state

policy

with

Unfortunately, in the area

of research, very little has been done.

"Male influence has .

. affected the search for treatments and cures of breast cancer."2
II.

What the states have done:

a survey.

State "informed consent" laws serve the purpose of
requiring that patients

receive

all

information about various

treatments available for their particular ailments, prior to the
initiation

of

treatment.

There

are

both

general

"patients'

rights" laws, requiring doctors to discuss alternative treatments
available for all medical problems, including but not limited to
cancer,

and

requiring

specific
doctors

"breast
to

cancer

inform

about

2Kushner, Alternatives 378 (1984).
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SIX

patients'

consent"

alternative

laws,

treatments

available for breast cancer.
the

stipulation

that

The core of all the consent laws is

physicians

and

surgeons

treating

breast

cancer patients must inform patients being treated for breast
illness or disease, usually by means of a standardized written
summary, of the alternative methods of treatment. This note will
discuss

only

those

states

that

have

specific

breast

cancer

informed consent laws, rather than all the states having general
informed consent laws.
A.

QI.IPORiflA

A California 1980 law3 states:
"The failure of a physician and surgeon to
inform a patient by means of a standardized
written summary,
.in layman's language
and in a language understood by the patient
alternative efficacious methods of treatment which may be medically viable, including surgical, radiological, or chemotherapeutic treatments or combinations thereof,
when the patient is being treated for any
form of breast cancer constitutes unprofessional conduct . . . . 11
The

statute

goes

on

to

state

that

it
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the

responsibility of the State Department of Health Services, on the
recommendation
standardized
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of
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written
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The pamphlet was to inform

3cal. Health & Safety Code $1704.5 (West 1980)
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to

the

patient

of

the

advantages,· disadvantages,

risks,

and

descriptions of the procedures, with regard to medically viable
and efficacious alternative methods of treatment.

A physician or

surgeon who gave this pamphlet to her patient would comply with
the

law.

The

pamphlet was
March 1983.
Cancer

law

produced

and

effective

on

January

1,

1981.

A

mailed to California physicians

in

According to a pamphlet distributed by The American

Society,

According
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to

this
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same

produce a brochure

law

produced

pamphlet,

accept~ble

"a

it
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took
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to physicians,

debate."4

rewrites

patients'

to

groups,

state officials and legislators.5
It

is

interesting

to

note

that

the

California

specifies that the information must be provided
understood by the patient. 11
mean

that

supplied

pamphlets
to

those

in
who

(emphasis supplied]

languages
do

not

other
read

than

11

in A language
This seems to

English

English.

law

It

must
is

be

also

interesting that, although it took slightly more than two years
to produce and mail the pamphlet,

that amount of time is not

surprisingly excessive, given the process of consensus mandated
by

the

advice

requirement

from

the

Cancer

Advisory

Council,

constituted of laypeople and health professionals, along with the
difficulties of bringing any printing project to fruition.
4American cancer Society, Division Involvement in State
Informed Consent--Breast Cancer Treatment" Laws/Legislation.
(May 1983)
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5Id.
4

B.

P1DRIDA

A 1984 Florida statute6 directs the Florida cancer
Control

and

Research Advisory

Board,

by January

1,

1985,

to

prepare a standardized written summary, in layman's terms and in
language

easily

understood

informing actual

by

the

average

adult

patient,

and high risk breast cancer patients of the

medically viable treatment alternatives available to them in the
effective management of breast cancer, describing such treatment
alternatives,

and

disadvantages
completion,

and

the

explaining
risks

summary

the

associated
is

to

be

relative
with

printed

advantages,

them.
in

the

Upon
form

its
of

a

pamphlet or booklet and made available to physicians and surgeons
(M.D.s) and to osteopathic physicians (D.O.s) in the state.

The

·Board is also required to; develop and implement an educational
program,

including

developed

under

distribution
the

statute,

of
to

the

pamphlet

inform

or

booklet

citizen

groups,

associations,_ and voluntary organizations about early detection
and treatment of breast cancer.
The

law

obligates

every

physician

treating

a

patient who is, or is the judgment of the physician is at high
risk of being, diagnosed as having breast cancer to inform such a
patient of the medically viable treatment alternatives available,
to

descr-ibe

relative

the

treatment

advantages,

alternatives,

disadvantages,

and

and
risks

to

explain

associated

the
with ·

them, to the extent deemed necessary to allow the patient to make
6Fla. Stat. $$381.3712(4)(m~, 485.324, 459.0125 (1984)

a prudent decision regarding the treatment options.
In order to comply with the statute, the physician
may, in her discretion, either orally communicate the information
directly to the patient or her legal representative, give the
patient or her legal representative a copy of the written summary
and express willingness to discuss the summary, or both directly
communicate the information and provide a copy of the written
summary for further consideration and possible later discussion.
When the physician provides the information, the
patient's ability to understand the information, as well as the
patient's physical and emotional state, must be considered.
physician

may,

in

her

discretion

and

without

recommend any mode of treatment which is,

The

restriction,

in the physician's

judgment, the best treatment for the patient.
Every phy&ician treating a patient who is, or in
the judgment of the physician is at high risk of being, diagnosed
· as having breast cancer must indicate on the patient's medical
record compliance or noncompliance with the statutory provisions
outlined supra regarding communication of treatment alternatives.
The law defines "medically viable" as applied to
treatment

alternatives

to

mean

modes

of . treatment

generally

considered by the medical profession to be within the scope of
current, acceptable standards,

including treatment alternatives

described in the written summary prepared. by the Florida Cancer
Control and Research Advisory Board.
Note the deference throughout to the physician's
6

discretion,

which probably resulted from a compromise with the

state chapter of the American Medical Association.

Also note

that there seems to be no specific language requirement, although
the patient's understanding is emphasized.
C.

GI!QRGXA

Georgia
state

Board

of

enacted

Medical

a

Examiners

law?

directing

the

to publish an

Composite

informational

booklet on breast cancer and the treatment of breast cancer.

The

statute requires the booklet to contain a summary of the latest
information on breast cancer and in brief form to discuss the
generally accepted

and widely

treatments for breast cancer.

prevailing medical

and surgical

The booklet must include a valid

assessment of the relative risks and benefits of the accepted-and
widely prevailing methods of treatment.
A_ copy of
the

Board

to

th~

booklet must be made available by

"every appropriate

physician"

in

the

state.

A

letter by the Board is to· accompany the booklet stating that the
Board urges the physician to distribute a copy of the booklet to
each and every patient whose disease or course of treatment is
covered by the material

in the booklet.

Copies must be made

available to any person upon request at a fee sufficient to cover
the

cost

updated

of
and

necessary.

printing and distribution.
redistributed

at

such

times

The
as

booklet will
the

Board

be

deems

This law places all the onus on the Board, which must

"urge" physicians to distribute the pamphlet.
7Ga. Code Ann. $43-34-21(g) (1984)
7

Only the Board's

actions are mandated or constrained by the statute.

The fee may

be a deterrent to the widest distribution; a free booklet

would

be preferable.

HAIIAII

D.

The Hawaii Legislature adopted a resolutionS
requesting the Hawaii Medical Association and the Hawaii Chapter
of the American Cancer Society to cooperate in preparing a Breast
Cancer

Treatment

Alternatives

( BCTA)

information

sheet,

which

would describe, in a manner easily understandable by the patient,
the

risks

and

procedures

involved

in

alternative

methods

of

The resolution further requested the

breast cancer treatment.

Hawaii Medical Association to develop a model consent form which
could be used to verify that a patient for whom breast cancer
surgery is prescribed has seen,

read,

information

medical

sheet.

The

state

and understood the BCTA
association

was

also

requested to prepare a plan to ensure the timely distribution of
the

information sheet and consent form to persons with breast

cancer.
Pursuant
Medical
Division,

Association

and

to

the

the

above

American

resolution,
Cancer

the

Hawaii

Society,

Hawaii

developed a pamphlet entitled Breast Cancer Treatment

Alternatives:

A Woman's Choice.
Two days after the above resolution was adopted,

the

Legislature passed another resolution9 requesting that the
8H. Res. 321, 1983
9s. Res. 148 (1983)
8

Board of Medical

Examiners and the Department of Commerce and

Consumer Affairs provide for the effective distribution of the
standards

on

informed

Hawaii physicians.

consent

for

breast cancer treatment to

Additional copies are to be distributed or

readily available for the use of their patients.
Hawaii
Medical

Examiners

enacted
to

a

lawlO

establish

requiring

standards

the

for

Board

health

of

care

providers to follow in giving information to a patient, or- to a
patient's guardian, to ensure that the patient's consent to the
performance of a

mastectomy

is an informed consent.

The

law

requires the standards to include the substantive content of the
information to be given, the manner in which the information is
to be given by the health care provider, and the manner in which
consent is to be given by the patient or the patient's guardian.
The

substantive

include

content

information

on

of

the

the

information

recognized

to

be

alternative

given
forms

must
of

treatment.
Note that the initial resolutions simply requested
the Board ·of Medical Examiners to take certain actions, whereas
the

law

passed

subs~quently

required,

that

is

imposed

an

affirmative duty on, the same Board to establish standards for
health care providers.

With a request, presumably, the Board is

urged to comply, but no sanctions can be imposed if it fails to
do so, other than perhaps public disapproval.

However, with a

statutorily imposed legal requirement, presumably sanctions would
lOHaw. Rev. state $671-J(c) (1983)
9

actions are mandated or constrained by the statute.

The fee may

be a deterrent to the widest distribution; a free booklet

would

be preferable.
D.

IWIAII

The Hawaii Legislature adopted a resolutionS
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Cancer
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information
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would describe, in a manner easily understandable by the patient,
the
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and
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involved

breast cancer treatment.
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alternative

methods

of
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could be used to verify that a patient for whom breast cancer
surgery is prescribed has seen,
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information

medical

sheet.

The

state

and understood the BCTA
association

was

also

requested to prepare a plan to ensure the timely distribution of
the

information sheet and consent form to persons with breast

cancer.
Pursuant
Medical
Division,

Association

and

to

the

the

above

American

resolution,
Cancer

the

Hawaii

Society,

Hawaii

developed a pamphlet entitled Breast Cancer Treatment

Alternatives:

A Woman's Choice.
Two days after the above resolution was adopted,

the Legislature passed another resolution9 requesting that the
8H. Res. 321, 1983
9s. Res. 148 (1983)
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Board of Medical

Examiners and the Department of Commerce and

Consumer Affairs provide for the effective distribution of the
standards

on

informed

Hawaii physicians.

consent

for

breast cancer treatment

to

Additional copies are to be distributed or

readily available for the use of their patients.
Hawaii
Medical

Examiners

enacted
to

a

lawlO

establish

requiring

standards

the

for

Board

health

of

care

providers to follow in giving information to a patient, or to a
patient's guardian, to ensure that the patient's consent to the
performance of a

mastectomy is an

informed consent.

The

law

requires the standards to include the substantive content of the
information to be given, the manner in which the information is
to be given by the health care provider, and the manner in which
consent is to be given by the patient or the patient's guardian.
The

substantive

include

content

information

on

of

the

the

information

recognized

to

be

alternative

given
forms

must
of

treatment.
Note that the initial resolutions simply requested
the Board of Medical Examiners to take-certain actions, whereas
the . law

passed

subsequently

affirmative duty on,
health care providers.

required,

that

is

imposed

an

the same Board to establish standards for
With a request, presumably, the Board is

urged to comply, but no sanctions can be imposed if it fails to
do so,

other than perhaps public disapproval.

However, with a

statutorily imposed legal requirement, presumably sanctions would
lOHaw. Rev. state $671-J(c) (1983)
9

6o)(

result

from

a

breach.

Furthermore,

a

request

results

in

a

discretionary duty for a Board, whereas a requirement results in
a mandatory duty for a Board.
level

of

review

a

court

This distinction implicates the

can

give

Board

action

or

inaction:

discretionary duties of an administrative body are not usually
subjected to the same level of judicial scrutiny as are mandatory
ones court, under normal administrative law procedures.
The Hawaii Board of Medical Examiners has adopted
"Guidelines for Methods of Treatment for Breast Cancer."
Guidelines

define

biopsy,

mastectomy,

local

excision

The
plus

radiation, chemotherapy and other procedures including radiation,
reconstructive clinical trials and protocols.
E.

XAliSAS
Kansas

expanded

the

grounds

for

revocation,

suspension or limitation of a medical license to include "failure
to inform a patient suffering from any form of abnormality of the
breast

tissue

for

which

surgery

is

a

recommended

form

of

treatment, of alternative methods of treatment specified in the
standardized summary supplied by the Board. nll

The State Board

of the Healing Arts is statutorily designated as the agency to
develop and distribute the summary to licensed physicians·.
summary shall outline alternative modes of treatment,
surgical~

radiological

attendant risks.

or

chemotherapeutic

treatments

The

including
and

the

The provision will not be construed to "empower

or authorize the Board to restrict in any manner the right of a
llKan. stat. Ann. $65-2836 (o) (1984)
10

person licensed to practice medicine and surgery to recommend a
method of treatment or to restrict in any manner a

patient's

right to select a method of treatment ...
Even though framed in the negative, as grounds for
imposing a penalty, this statute seems to impose an affirmative
duty on physicians to inform patients.
specific

provision

for

informed

However,

consent

prior

there
to

is no

treatment

explicit or implied.
G.

Kentucky enacted a

law12

requiring the McDowell

Cancer Network, Inc. and the James Graham Brown Cancer Center to
develop

and

submit

standardized
language

to

Cabinet

summary,

written

understood

disadvantages,

the

by

the

and

risks

in

for

Human

language

layman's

patient,

descriptions

Resources

of

the

of

and

"a
in

advantages,

all

medically

efficacious and viable alternatives for the treatment of breast
cancer. 11
breast

Any physician who treats a patient for any form of
cancer

must

provide

the

patient

with

the

summary,

informing the patient of alternative modes of treatment "which
may

include

combinations

surgical,
the~eof.

G.-

radiological

or

chemotherapeutic

or

11

:V?Ui'"lt
Loui~iana

adopted

a

Resolution13

urging

requesting all physicians in the state to advise their
12check this cite

H.B. 609 (1984)

13check this cite

H. eon. Res. 125 (1983)
11

and

patien~~

orally and in writing of the alternatives to a radical mastectomy
prior to performing such a procedure.

The Resolution also urges

and requests that prior to performing a radical mastectomy on any
woman, each physician obtain the signature of the woman on a copy
of the written advisement in which she acknowledges that she has
been informed of the alternatives to a radical mastectomy.

The

Resolution further urges and requests each attending physician
performing a radical mastectomy to provide the woman with a copy
of the written advisement signed by her and to make a copy of
this written advisement a

part of

the medical

record of

each

woman upon whom she/he has performed a radical mastectomy.
This Resolution seems, more openly than most examined, to be
designed at least as much to protect physicians from malpractice
suits as to protect women from overeager or unscrupulous surgeons
and physicians, or from those whose medical education dates from
the early part of the century.

The emphasis on making a copy of

the physician's written advisement signed by her a part of. the
medical

record

of

each

patient

on

whom

the

physician

has

performed a radical mastectomy seems to help doctors build into
the record their defense against medical malpractice suits based
on failure to inform adequately.

The statute, ·in this regard,

seems designed to advise doctors of the best methods to protect
It does not seem designed with

themselves against such suits.
the

patients'

resolution,

welfare

which

as

primary.

"urges and requests."

Also,

this

is

a

mere

There seem to be

no

legal or medical-ethical consequences built into the statute, as
12

also is the case in Kentucky,

Hawaii,

Georgia,

and some other

states, for a physician who fails to comply with the urgings and
requests.

Urgings

and

discretionary act, not a
H•

requests
ma~datory

which states that:
have

read as

describing

a

one.

IIASSAC!IIOSB'l
Massachusetts

shall

can be

the

enacted

a

patient's

rights

"Every patient or resident of

right:

(h)

in

the

case

of

a

law14

facility
a

patient

suffering from any form of breast cancer, to complete information
on all alternative treatments which are medically viable."

The

law does not make ·clear when the complete information must be
given to the patient, nor whether the information is part of the
consent procedure prior to surgery.
of

the

American

cancer

Society

was

The Massachusetts Division
involved

in

drafting. the

brochure available to all breast cancer patients in the state.15
The involvement of a private voluntary organization in carrying
out what has been seen as a state responsibility in other states
is of interest.
I.

MliiJIBSO'l'A

The Minnesota patients' bill of rights statute16
states that every patient or resident suffering from any form of
breast cancer must be fully informed, prior to or at the time of
14Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 111, $70E (Law. co-op. 1983)
15American cancer Society, National Office, Government
Relations, Division Involvement in State "Informed Consent-Breast Cancer Treatment" Laws/Legislation (May 1983)
16Minn. Stat. $144.651, Subd. 9
13

(1984)

admission

and

during

her

hospital

stay,

of

all

alternative

effective methods of treatment of which the treating physician is
knowledgeable,

including

surgical,

radiological,

or

chemotherapeutic treatments or combinations of treatments and the
risks associated with each of these methods.

NEW JBRSIY

J •

New Jersey law17 requires that before a physician
operates on a
obtain

patient for a

written

consent

from

breast tumor,
the

the physician must

patient,

or

the

patient's

authorized representative, on a form which allows the patient to
(1) give consent for a biopsy only;

(2) give consent to perform

any necessary operation or procedure including breast removal if
it is determined that the patient has a malignant tumor in her or
his breast or other breast abnormality; or (3) give consent for
both

a

biopsy

necessary.

and

an

additional

operation

or

procedure

if

A physician who fails to comply with this act is

subject to disciplinary action by the State Board of Medical
Examiners

pur~uant

K.

to the New Jersey Medical Practice Act.

·PBNNSJLVANIA

Pennsylvania
physician operates on a

law18

provides

that

patient for a breast tumor,

-before

a

a consent

form must be executed which contains two options. The patient may
consent

to

either

or

both

options.

consent for a breast biopsy only.

The

first

gives

The second option states that:

17N.J. Rev. stat. title 45, ch. 9 (1984)
18H.B. 1972 (1984) check this cite
14

options

"If it is determined that I have a malignant tumor in my breast
or other breast abnormality requiring surgery, then I authorized

Dr.

to

perform

including breast removal,

such

operations

or

procedures,

which are deemed necessary.

I

have

been informed of the current medically accepted alternatives to
radical

mastectomy."

standard,

There

is

no

prescribed information.

stated requirement for any
Failure to comply with the

above statutory provisions subjects the physician to disciplinary
action

under

the

state's

Medical

Practice Act or Osteopathic

Medical Practice Act.
L.

VIRGINIA

The
Pennsylvania

Virginia

statute19

Virginia

law.

law

is

spells

similar

out

the

to

the

paragraphs

required in the form "Consent for Treatment of Breast Tumor."
Before a

physician operates on

a

patient for a tumor of the

breast, a consent form must be executed on which the patient must
consent to either of two options or to both.

The two options are

essentially the same as the ones spelled out in the Pennsylvania
statute.
The
Pennsylvania
discretion
participate

"blanket,"
and

to

Virginia

the

in a

or

statutes

physician

fully

consent

one-stage,

and

gives
does

informed way

treatment.

19va. Code Ann. $54-325.2:2 (1985)
15

not

a

great
allow

in

the

deal

of

women

to

in decisions about their

There is no consistency among the states as to how informed
consent to breast cancer treatment is to operate in that state.
There

seems

to

be

no

principled

definition

of

what

informed

consent in the treatment of breast cancer is or should be.
are

many

states

medical practice.

that

have

no

There

laws dealing with this area of

As a result, many women are ill-informed about

treatment options and make a very difficult decision too often
based on panic and ignorance.
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I am Dorothy Flemming, Executive Director of the New Jersey State
Nurses Association.
Thank you for this opportunity to present NJSNA's views on health
care

in

New

Jersey.

professionals

and

Nursing

is

essential

is
to

the
any

largst

group

of

health

care

discussions

of

decent

cost

effective health care.
Professional nurses are not invested in the present system of
health care delivery.
We are actively seeking a change -in emphasis
from tertiary care of the acutely ill to preventive primary care of
the well.
We are actively seeking a change in the-gatekeeper mentality that
allows all control o~ health care delivery to be put into the hands o~ .
the physician.
Specifically we seek to obtain prescriptive privilege
·for a small number of very qualified specialists in nursing practice;
Nurse Practitioners, Clinical Nurse Specialists, and Nurse Midwives.
Prescription of drugs is an act integral to the assessment, diagnosis
and

treatment

primary

care,

cycle

in the

primary

provision of primary care.

care

nursing

practitioners

To
are

provi~e

seeking

prescriptive authority.
I want to give you a very brief history of prescriptive authority
in this country specifically to debunk common assumptions that only an
MD is qualified to keep us safe from dangerous drugs.

320 West State Street. Trenton. New Jersey 08618·5780

Darling vs Charleston Community Memorial Hospital clearly established
that the duty of the nurse was to be knowledgeable about diagnosis and
prescribing so as to monitor the care of patients and take action if
the case is negligent. From that time on Nursing Practice Acts have
included diagnosis and treatment through the nursing regimen as part
of their practice act. The New Jersey Legislature amended its Nursing
Practice Act in 1974 to accommodate that language. Nursings' struggle
to obtain autonomy in prescript! ve authority translates to a social
inequality issue.
We are asking for support of legislative language
that affords nurses the greatest degree of structural autonomy for
safe practice.
Our Practice Act should include a definition of
nursing that includes or at least does not prohibit the performing of
diagnois and prescribing. Senator Wynona Lipman's bill S-2100 is the
legislation we think will accomplish that.
Primary Health Care
Services are essential to a reformed health care system. Nurses have
been educated to assume the role of primary health care provider.
NSJNA is asking the New Jersey Legislature to correct the inequities
of the past system which invests prescriptive privilege only in the
medical field.
We are asking for legislative relief from a very restrictive
practice atmosphere.for nursi~g in New Jersey.
AWA:DF/k
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Health Care Issues

Prescriptive Authority: Debunking
Common Assumptions
Gene E. Harkless, R.N., C., M.S.N.

Abstract
Prescription of drugs is an act
integral to the assessment. diagnosis
and treatment cycle in the provision
. o[primary care. To provide primary
. care and specialty serpices advanced practice nurses are seeking
_£rcscriptive authority. This article
examines the historical development
of medical prescriptive authority,
challenges four commonl:; held assumptions regarding prescriptir:e
authority for nurses, and discusses
how medicine's dominance in prescriptive authority relates to nursing's struggle for power and autonomon:;. Nurses must direct their political and educational acth•ities
toward developing true structural
and attitudinal autonomy in ail
aspects of nursing practice.
Prescription of drugs has become an act integral to the assessment, diagnosis and treatment cycle
in the provision of primary care. The.
role oftl:e nurse in primary care has
expanded over the course of the
more than 20 years since the founding of the first nurse practiticner
training program to claim c~mpe
tency in providing the full range of
primary care services.
In spite of the increased knowledge and skill professional nurses
attain, many nurses in this country
cannot legally prescribe medications or other items requiring a prescription. It is commonly accepted
by both nurses and the public that
oniy physicians (MDs) have this
authority. Patterns of authority
tend to take on the status of objective social fact. Patterns of authority are perpetuated because people
come to believe that this is how

things always were, always \\ill be
and always should be. 1 After all, the
MD has considerable education,
years of experience, and with drugs
being so dangerous it only makes
sense for this system to continue. Or
does it? The question arises as a
growing number of nurses are seeking prescriptive authority to provide
specialty services and primary care.

Historical Context of
Prescriptive Authority
Prior to 1900, consumers could
obtain any available drug through
their pharmacists without a prescription. Some sought the ad'>ice of
their physicians about drugs, but
this was neither a mandatory nor
frequent practice. At the tum of the
century, a major transition began as
control of drug infonnation and
purchasing was shifted away from
the consumer and placed under the
authority of the physician. The start
of this transition was largely the
result of three factors. First, muckraking journalists and other Progressives joined physicians in a
crusade for regulation of patent
medicines as part of a more general
assault on deceptive business practices. Second, the A.111erican Medical Association (A.MA) acquired,
through its growing membership,
the financial resources to mount a
major campaign in favor of requiring that patent medicine manufacturers disclose the contents of their
products and cease advertising to
the general public. In conjunction
with this campaign, the A..\1A also
established its Seal of Approval for
drugs. Third, drug makers recognized that they were increasingly

?ox:

dependent on doctors to market
their products because of the public's increased dependency on professional opinion in making decisions about medication. These
events, in conjunction with the relatively new licensing laws for medicine, helped place physicians in the
new role of drug experts. Authority
was moving from being granted by
the consumer based on functional
role perception to authority being
embedded in the in~titution of medicine.
The first federal legislation to
place controls on the dispensing of
drugs was the Pure Food Act of
1906. This Jaw made it illegal to misrepresent drug contents by false and
misleading labeling. Its intent was
to protect the consumer from v.idespread fraud and to help ensure that
fnir value was received for the
money spent. The law improved the
functioning of the market by making consumer infonnation more
accurate. 2 Although the law did give
physicians prescriptive authority
for drugs containing narcotics, all
non-narcotic drugs were still available to the consumer without a prescription. The limited prescriptive
authority of physicians is illustrated by the fact that in 1929, less
than one-third of all medicines
bought were prescribed by physicians.
In 1938, the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act was passed following a tragedy in which a phannaceutical company released a toxic
preparation that killed more than
100 people. This act extended the
mandate of the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) to include
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1 c~;;<.uation

medicine's control of drug prescrip- thonty for prc:;cribing.
tion farther from the marketplace.
Even more restrictive to nursIn 1951, the Humphrey-Durham ing practice was the disclaimer in
Amendment provided for an expert the 1955 model nurse practice act
developed by the A.""\A that explicitly exduded the acts of diagnosis
and prescription as nursing functions. Nurses had never stopped
providing a wide variety of services,
As consumer influence declined ...
including diagnosis and treatment;
medicine was turning authority into social
however, this disclaimer, which was
incorporated
in the nurse practice
privilege and economic power. Nursing
acts in a number of states, widened
did not keep pace with.these changes.
the gap between actual nursing
practice and the statutory definition
ofnursing. 4 In 1965, the case of Darling v. Charleston. Community Memorial Hospital clearly stated that
that affected bodily structures or review board to decide whether a the duty of the nurse was to be
functions even in the absence of drug was safe for use. 3 Following the knowledgeable about diagnosis and
disease. Physicians, by virtue of 195llaw,almostallnewdrugswere prescribing so as to monitor the care
their position in the health care placed in the prescription-only of patients and take action if the
field, were given the authority to class. The Drug Amendment in 1962 care is negligent. 5 It was not until
control access to these prescription took even more decision-making 1970 that the ANA amended its
items.
away from the consumer. This model definition to recognize there. Upon passage of the 1938 act,· amendment gave the FDA author- sponsibility professional nurses had
the FDA stated clearly that the leg- ity to regulate which drugs could be and continue to have for diagnosing
islation would not usurp any control used for which illnesses. Both and prescribing.
Nurses have been_ unoffici_<!!J.y
from the consumer. However, the manufacturers and practicing phyregulation that the agency devel- sicians were placed in subordinate perfor.IPin1L.Q@§9:iPUY..e__ actiyi..t.i~s
oped six months later ended up position to the experts appointed by .over time. Histpric.al.ly__the RN has
assumed a greal deal of unofficial
doing exactly the opposite. The des- the government.
As consumer influence de- critical client management. includignation of prescriptive vs. non-prescriptive drugs was delegated to the dined, the physicians' growing au- f!!.g drug-related decisio11s without
manufacturer, and those drugs re- thority to prescribe drugs increas- formal recognition .. _The_ moy~_JQ:
quiriP.g prescription had to be Ia- ingly obliged pharmaceutical ccm- ward accountabi!ity a,mi..E..utonomy
beled in such medical terms so as to panies to court medicine's good will, in nursing is an atteg1_pJ..t.o..m.~t~....oi=.
not be easily understood by the ordi- finance its journals, and subsidize ficial theEe functions. Along with innary individual. ·According to its professional associations and creased regulation ofspecialty nursTemin, it is not clear why this ap- political activities. Medicine was ing, there has been a gradual acproach -...,as introduced at this time. 3 turning authority into social privi- knowledgment of the expanding
scope l)fpractice in nursing-related
He speculates that the FDA proba- lege and economic power. 2
bly thought there would be only a
Nursing did not keep pace with legislation. Bigbee supports presmall number of prescription drugs these changes. The original nurse scriptive authority as a tool necesdesignated. However, this resolu- practice acts were legislated prior to sary for the growth of the practice of
tion of the question of who - con- the passage of the l 9th Amendment ilursing. 6
sumers, pharmacists, doctors or the and so depended on the support of
f'~·enty-eight
Ftates
baye (M:v
FDA - should choose which medi- male-dominated legislator and phy- passed legislation or rules granting N)
cine people take has had enormous sician groups for passage. This prescnption authority to certain
impact on health care and been of helped set the stage for the percep- ·nurses, usualiv advanced practic:e
. great benefit to the position ofphy- tion of nursing as a physician-con- _nurses G,t~~Lin primacy care·
sicians within this system. These trolled occupation. The original li- specialties.' However, nurses have
regulations took control from the censingboardsofnursingcontained not been accorded a great deal of
consumer and embedded the pre- physicians and required letters of structural autonomy in the deciscripticnofmedicationsmorefirmly supports from MDs for licensure. 4 sion-making that surrounds pi·einto the existing medical hierarchy However, nurses in a variety of situ- scribing functions. 8 Prescribing
and increased consumer depend- ations, such as private nursing and authority is limited in· two ways in
ence on the physician. This in- public health, continued to work most states. First, only certain
creased prescriptive authority in independently of physicians and nurses can prescribe. Second, the
combination with licensure require- make recommendations regarding drugs or devices are limited by forments helped further move medi- drug therapy as a matter of course. mulary and/or protocols/practice
cine out of the market economy and The FDA legislation of 1938 forced agreements. 9 In some states, preinto an insulated hierarchical ar- this accepted practice by many scriptive authority is a delegated
distingu1s11ing over-thecounter drugs from prescription
drugs. Drugs were defined as any
product, including medical devices,
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sicians' and the public's perceptions
of autonomy, control, responsibility
and competence. History is clear
that the authority for prescribing

numerous drugs, mcluding common
antibiotics, analgesics and other
items such as contraceptives, that
do not require the mandatory supervision of a physician. 3 However,
medicine believes that drug treatment is central in medical care and
has guarded this privilege as its
exclusive domain.
Physician dominance over pre. scriptive authority has not assured
.high-quality prescriptive practrce5.
The study by Morns et al. revealed
some disturbin informat10n regar mgt e prescriptive practices of
_Ehysicians. 11 In a telephone survey
more than 1,000 people who had
recently obtained new prescriptions, only 60 percent stated that
the physician pro\;ded information
or direction:: for use. Only 32 percent were informed about precautions, and even fewer (26 percent)
wer informed about side effects. The
majority of those ir.t~n;ewed stated
tl]~y were more likelv to use aJlQilMD f9r advi~e regarding their drug
thers.pL,

or

treatment 1) has not always rested
with the MD. 2) developed with
little challenge and examination,
and 3) may be competently carried
aut by others.
The second assumption concerns the superiority of MD knowledge and approach to prescribing
activities. Temin reviewed research
concerning behavior involved in
making drug choices. 3 The research
.shows that there is very little data
_on comparative benefits of drugs
and that few physicians know about
comparative costs. Instead, choice
Assumptions and Challenges
of drugs and evaluation of prescribRegarding Prescriptive
ing
activities is based on customary
Authority
behavior, i.e., the choice is based on
The assumptions that sustain usual medical practice.
the belief in the preeminent authorThe third assumption argues
ity of the physician to prescribe in- that the vast increase in the number
clude the following: 1) Medicine has oftherapeutics and the risky nature
always had the sole authority to of prescribing make it appropriate
prescribe; 2) MD knowledge and only for physicians. It is commonly
education lead to a scientific and in- believed that with the vast increase
strumental approach to decision- of medications on the market, a
making; 3) the vast increase in the need was created for physicians to
number of therapeutics and the be in charge. However, this is hisrisky nature of prescribing make it torically inaccurate since physician
appropriate only for physicians; and control happened prior to the devel4) the nurse is the assistant to the opment of the modern dmg era.
MD and less competent to provide Most drugs developed after 1938
prescriptive services. The issue of were identified as prescription
public safety and the complexity of items. What is ev;dent is that dru~s
the treatment decisions that are vary in their level of risk. There do
made continue to be the main argu- exist well-known and frequently
ments for maintaining physician used drugs that arc relatively riskcontrol.
free. An example of the recent loosThe first assumption is based in ening of the traditionally tight conthe historical review supporting the trol of the drug market was th8
strong sense of ownership of pre- movement of ibuprofen from prescriptive authority by physicians. scriptive to non-prescriptive status.
This sense of ownership developed This drug was relatively safe as a

Requiring physician supervision through protocols or practice
agreements is considered the most
restrictive since it alTects both the
choice of drugs and the autonomy of
action on the part of the nurse. It
presumes approval of and consistency of a nurse's decisions with
· those of a supervisor's. In contrast,
the formulary is considered the
least restrictive. It limits the choice
of drugs but grants autonomy in
decisions about drug use. 10
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The fourth assumption identifies the nurse as the physician's assistant and less competent to provide the services of primary care
where prescriptive authority is necessary. Howe\·er, research has
shown nurses to be competent l)ri_!!!ary care providers and safe medication Qrcviders. LaPlante and
O'Bannon reviewed numerous studies that clearly document the effectiveness, safetv and client acceptance of NPs. 12 They found in their
researc:1 of NP prescription..m~
.tices that of2,081 NP-initiated prescriptions reviewed, only 2 percent
or the prescriptions were changed
after consultation with the super~ising physician and only twc drugs
~ercent of all recommended)
were changed to different dru~
gories. Batey and Holland examined the rescribing practices of
rug uti 1zat1on
;t\Ps and foun
~?imilarto MD data and the intensity
of _:prescribing of prescribing less
than that of physjrjans. 1°Consulta·
tion w1th physicians occurred with
highest incidence for health rroblems trer.ted with the least frequently prescribed drugs. Physician
consultation or referral occurred in
only 14 percent of all prescriptions.
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In another study, J~~.!nscy et al.
care given bv NPs with
by phvsicians for a group
.Qf__hypertensive patients and found
.. ~orne health outcomes superior for
_the NP and others eguivalentY
This supports other studies that es-fimate that 67 to 90 percent of
people seeking primary care can be
managed by NPs. 12
-~Q!!1_2_ared
. car~ven

Analysis: The Issue of Power
and Autonomy
The stability of the medical
hierarchy, MDs' perceived role as
experts, the rise in technological
development, and the support of
government agencies have created a
value-generating system that has
served to strengthen the hierarchical structure of medicine. Historically, a climate of conformity was
fostered that viewed differences of
values and opinions as curious heresies ot irrelevant eccentricities to
be dismissed as of no consequence. 14
Over time, the reality of ~he physician as the only medical authority
was constructed and embedded in
the medical and lay culture through
texts, references, scientific works
and law. 2 This facilitated the legitimation of medicine's power and influe:Ke by making accepted fact the
profession's authority, activities
and outcomes. This const:-uction of
reality was held by most of the nursing profession until recently.

·,
_,.]

The scientific advances in
medicine reinforced the perceived
need for government a£sistance and
involvement while supportive government regulations helped protect
medicine's control of the health care
hierarchy. The rewards of cooperation between regulatory bodies and
the organizations they controlled
outweighed the conflicts, to the
great benefit of r.tedicine. 15 If an
individual or subunit is assumed to
be irreplaceable, that individual or
subunit can control this position of
monopoly by ensuring that no other
similar unit is brought into the organization or even to the attention
of those in control. 1 Medicine clearly
has controlled access into the medical hierarchy at any level that could
be seen as competitive with physicians. The success of this control has
been to make unthinkable the possibility of alternatives. 14 Medicine's
ability to control prescriptive authority until the recent challenges

by NPs attests to the power and
influence it wields. Through authority sanctioned by laws and regulations and by its power in the health
care hierarchy, medicine has set
itself up as the judge of its potential

the auwnolll.) .. ,,_.
.......... ._
to achieve. Nurses are breaking old
traditions and setting precedents on
which to base new traditions. 6 History will show how successful these
new traditions will be.

competitors (e.g., nursing). Power
originates in dependence and, historically, nursing was very dependent on medicine.
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Nursing's struggle to obtain
autonomy in prescriptive authority
t!-anslates to a social inequality issue. In order to transform the perception of their role as physiciandominated, nurses must direct their
political :md educational activities
toward developing tn1e structural
and attitudinal autonomy in all
aspects of nursing practice. Suggested strategies include v;orking
toward the elimination of restrictive
legislation in nursing and other
laws. Also, support should be given
to legislative language that affords
nurses the greatest degree of structural aut:momy for safe practice. 8
Practice acts should include a definition of nursing that includes or at
least does not prohibit the performing of diagnosing and pres::ribing.
Nursing should promote itself to the
public and government as providing
high-quality, independent nursing
care including the provision of primary health care services. This
should help set the stage for increased autonomy in all aspects of
nursing's practice.
Greenlaw predicts that competing societal, professional and economic forces will continue to positively affect nursing practice} Future legislation will reflect this
growth in technical skill as well as
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Introduced Pending Technical Review by Legislative Counsel
PRE-FILED FOR INTRODUCTION IN THE 1990 SESSION
By Senator UPMAN
AN ACT concerning prescriptive powers for specialists in nursing
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practice,
amending
R.S.45:14-13,
R.S.45:14-14,
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R.S.45:14-15, and amending and supplementing P.L.l947, c.262.
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BE IT E."'ACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of rhe
Srore of New Jersey:
1. (New section) The Legislature recognizes that nursing is a
dynamic field. the praCtice or which is continually evolvi."lg to
include more sophisticated patient care activities. It is the
intent of the Legislature through this act to provide clear legal
authority for fiDictions and procedures which have common
acceptance and authority; to recognize the existence of
overlapping functions between physicians and registered
professional nurses; and to recognize that certain professional
services can be provided to consumers at greatly reduced cost
without affecting the high professional quality wl!h which these
services are currently provided
2. Section 1 of P.L.1S47, c.262 (C.45:11-23) is amended to
read as follows:
1. Definitions. AJ> used in this act[.];, ·
L
The words "the board" mean the New Jersey Board of
Nursing created by this act.
b. The practice of nutSing as a registered professional nurse is
defined e.s diagnosing and treating h.umL'l responses to actual or
pote::1tial ph)·sical and emotional health problems, through such
services as ca5efinding, health teaching, health counseling and
provision of care supportive to or restorative of life and
well-being, and executing medic<:.! regi..-nen as prescribed by a
licensed or otherwise legally authorized physician or dentists.
Diagnoring in the context of nursing practice means that
identification of and discrimination between physical and
psychosocial signs and symptoms essential to effective execution
and management of the nursing regil'!len. [Such diagnostic
privilege is distinct from a medical diag710sis.] Treating means
selection and performance of those therapeutic measures
essential to the effective management and execution of the
nursing regimen. Hum~:n responses mea.'lS those signs, symp!oms.
and processes which den:>te the individual's health need or
reaction to an actual or potential health problem.
EXPL.AkATlON~tler •odcsed in bcl~-hcod brock•ts (lhus] in the
1bovt bill i5 not. ti'I!Ct•d •nd is int.ended to be o•'tted in the 1••·
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The practice of nursing as a licensed practical nurse is defined
as perfonning tasks and responsibilities within the framework of
casefinding; reinforcing the patient and family teaching program
through health teaching, health counseling and pro~ision of
s-upportive and restorative care, under the direction of a
registered nurse or licensed or otherwise legally authorized
physician or dentist.
The terms "nursing, • "professional nur.iing, • and "practical
nursing" as used in this act shall not be construed to include
nursing by students enrolled in a school of nursing accredited or
approved by the board perfonned in the prescribed course of
study and training, nor nursing perfonned in hospitals, institutions
and agencies approved by the board for this purpose by graduates
of such schools pending the results of the first licensing
examination scheduled by the board following completion of a
course of study and training and the attaining of age qualification
for examination, or thereafter with the approval of the board in
the case of each individual pending results of subsequent
examinations; nor shall any of [said] these terms be construed to
indude nursing perfonned for a period not exceeding 12 months
unless the board shall approve a longer period, in hospitals,
i..r.stitutions or agencies by a nurse legally qualified under the laws
of another state or country, pendi."lg res:U.!ts of an application for
licensing under this act, if such nurse does not represent or hold
himself or herself out as a nurse licensed to prac rice under this
act; nor shall any of [said) these terms be co:11: tr.Jed to include
the practice of nursing in this State by any legally qualified nurse
of another state whose engagement made outside of this State
requires such nur.ie to acco:npar.y and cce ~or the patient while
in this State during the period of such engagement, not to exceed
six months in this State, if sue!'! nurse does not represent or hold
hi!Tiielf or herself out as a nu:-se licensed to practice in this
State; nor ~'lall any of said terms be construed to include nursing
perfcnned by employee~ or officers of the United St-ates
Go·.·emment or any o.gency or service then."Qf while in the
di.scllarge of his or her official dutie~; n'l: shall any of [said! t!-:ese
terms be construed to include services perfor.:1ed by nurses aides,
attendants, orderlies and ward helpers in hos;:>;tals, L'1Stitutions
and agencies or by technicians, physiut~.erapists, 'or medical
sec.retaries, and such duties perfonned by [said) the persons
aforementioned shall not be subject to .rules or reg-Jlations which
the board may prescribe concemi.'lg m;rsing; nor shall any· of
[said) ~ teiTI'.s be construed to include first aid nursin:;
assistance, or gratuitious care by friends or members of the
family of a sick or infirm person, or incidentcl care of the sick by
a person emptoyed pMmarily ns a domestic or huusekeeper, not
withstanding that the occasion ror su~h employment may be
sickness, if such incidental care coes nut coro.stit:.Jte p~ofessional
nursing and such pers::m does not claim cr p:.11·port to be a
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licensed nurse; nor shall any of [said) these terms be construed to
include services rendered in accordance with the practice of the
religious tenets of any well-recognized church or denonomination
which subscribes to the art of healing by prayer. A person who is
otherwise qualified shall not be denied licensure as a professional
nurse or practical nurse by re250n of the circumstances that such
person is in religious life and has taken a vow of poverty.
(Nothing in this act confer the authority to a person licensed to
practice nursin1 to practice another health profession as
currently defined in Title 45 of the Revised Statutes.)
c. "Specialist in nursing practice" means a registered
pr:lfessional nurse w!lo through study and supfrvised practice at
the post-graduate level has become an expert in a selected
clinical area of nursing knowledge and practice. A registered
professional nurse who is a specialist in nursing practice, who
meets qualifications approved by the board and who is authorized
through the board's rules and regulations, may prescribe drugs.
medicine and devices, excluding controlled da.'lgerous substances
except for those listed in Schedule V pursuant to P.L.l970, c.226
!C.24:21-l et seq.), as part of the exectution and management of
the nursing regimen, and delegate to other registered professional
nurses the appropriate execution of said regimen.
3. Section 2 of P.L.l947, c.262 (C.45:11-24) is amended to
read as follows:
2. nie board; appointment of members; terms; oath of office.
a. The board; appoi.'ltment; terms. In addi lion ·to the members
appointed to represent the interests of the public pursuant to
P.l-1971, c.60 as amended by P.L.l977, c.285 (C.45:1-2.2) the
New J.ersey Board of Nursing s.'1a!l consist of 10 members, [seven)
six of whom shall be registered professional nurses, two of whom
shall be licensed practical r:urses, one of whom shall be a
registered professional nurse who is a professor of pharmacology,
and one of whom shall be a.'l additional p:~blic member, all to be
appointed by the Governor. Appoin~ments to the board shall be
for terms of five years or for the unexpired portion of a tcnr. in
the case of a vacancy for any cause within a term, and until a
successor s.'lall be appointed and qualified.
In making
appointments the Governor shall give due consideration to, but
shall not be bound by, reco:nmendations submitted by the various
nurses' professional associations of this State. Upon notice and
hearing, the Governor may remove from office· any member of
the board for neglect of duty, incompetency, un~rofessional or
d:shonorable conduct.
b.
Qualifications for apr:::ntmer.t.
Each registered
professional nurse member of the board shall be a citi%en of the
United States and a resident of this State; shall be a grac: ate of
an accredited school of m:rsing "'ithin the United States; shall be
a registered nurse in this S:ate; shaH !lave had at least five
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years' experience in professional nursing following graduation
from an accredited school of nursing; and shall at the time of
appointment be actively engaged in nursing or work relating
thereto. The licensed pracllcal nurse members of the board shall
be citizens of the United States and residents of this State; shall
hold a valid license to practice practical nursing in this State:
shall have had at least three years' experience in practical
nursing; and shall at the time of appointment be actively engaged
in practical nursing or work related thereto.
c. Oath or affirmation of office. Within 30 days after receipt
of the commission, each appointee shall take, subscribe and file
in the office of the Secretary of State the oath or affirmation
prescribed by law.
d. Duties and powers. The board shall have the following
duties and powers: (1) It shall hold annual meetings and such
other meetings as it may deem necessary at such times and
places as the board shall prescribe and a majority of the board
including one officer shall constitute a quorum. (2) It shall elect
from its members and prescribe the duties of a president and
secretary-treasurer, each of whom shall serve for one year and
until a successor is elected. (3) It 'shall appoint and prescribe the
duties of an executive secretary to the board who need not be a
member thereof by who shall be a citizen of L'le Urjted States, a
graduate of a college or university with a major in nursing
education, a registered nurse of this. State with at least five
years • experience in teaching cr administaticn or both in an
accredited school of professional nursing, or have equivalent
qualifications as determined by the board. The executive
secretary shall hold office during the will and p!easure of the
board. (4) It shall employ and prescribe the duties of such persons
as in its judgment shall be necessary, for the proper performance
a."ld execution of the duties and powers of the bou-d. (5) It shall
determine and pay reasonable .compensation and necessary
expenses of the executive secretary and all emp!oyces of the
board. (6) It ~all pay to each member of tt.e beard the
compensation hereinafter provided. (7) It shall have a com:non
seal. keep an official record of a.!.1 its meetings, and throush its
secretary-treasurer re?CJrt annually to the Cover.:o~ the work of
the board. (8) ll ~all examine applicants for a license or
renewals thert:of. issue, renew, revolve and suspend licenses, as
hereinafter provided. (9) It shall in its discretion investgate and
prosecute all violations of provisions of this act. (10) It shall
keep an official record which shall show the na.rr.'!, age, nativi t:;
and permanent place of residence of each applicant and licensee
and such further :.nformation concerning each applicant and
Ucer.see as the board t.'lall deem advisable. The record shall show
also whether the applicant was examined, licensed or rejected
under this and any prior act. Copies of any of the entries of the
record or of any certificate issued by the board may be
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authenticated by any member of the board under its seal and
when so authenticated shall be evidence in all courts of this State
of the same weight and force as the original thereof. For
authenticating a copy of any entry or entries obtained in its
record the board shall be paid a fee of $3.00, but ~·Jch
authentication, if made at the request of any public agency of
this or any other jurisdiction, may be without fee. (11) In its
discretion it may publish at such times as it shall determine a list
of nurses licensed under this act, a list of schools of nursing
accredited or approved under this act, and such other information
as it shall deem advisable. (12) It shall prescribe standards and
curricula for schools of nursing and evaluate and approve courses
for affiliation. (13) It shall hear and determine applications for
accreditation of schools of professional nursing, conl!uct
investigations before and after accreditation of such schools and
institutions with which they are affiliated, and issue, suspend or
revoke certificates of accreditation as hereinafter provided. (14)
It shall approve schools of practical nursing which shall conform
to the standards, curricula, and requirements prescribed by the
board, and suspend gr revoke approval for violations thereof;
provided, that this power shall not extend to schools operated by
any board of education in this State. (15)1t may consult with the
Medical Society of New Je!"!:ey and the New Jersey Hospital
Association with respect to any matter relating to the
administration of this act and shall consult with those
associations with resp~;ct to standards and curricula and any
challenge thereof for schools of nursing. (!6) It shall issue
[su!:Jpenas) sub'lDcnas for the attendance of witnesses and
~::o::!uction of documents at any hearing before the board
authorized by this act and any member of the board shall
administer an oath or affimiation to pe:sons appearing to give
testimony at such hearings. (17) It may conduct any
i::vestigation.~. studies of nursing and nursing education a."'d
related rr.atters, and prepare and issue 5\:Ch publications as in the
judgment of the board "ill advwce the profession of nursing and
its service to the public. (18) It shall perform all other functions
which ere provided in this act to be performed by it or which in
the judgment of the board are necessary or proper for the
ac!mi.."listration of this act. (19) It shall from time to time
~rescribe rules and regulations not inconsistent with this act.
e. Compensation. Each member of the board shall receive
$15.00 per day for each day in which such member is actually
engaged in the disch~rge of duties and traveling and other
expenses necess<:rily incurred in the discharge of duties.
4. R.S.45:14-13 is af'IP.nded to read as follows: ·
45:14-13.
Prescriptions filled only by p~armacist or
apprentices duly supervised. No person who is not a registered
phannacist of this State, or an apprentice employed in a
pharmacy under the immediate personal supervision of a
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registered pharmacist, shall compoWld, dispense, fill or sell
prescriptions of physicians. dentists, veterinanans [or)1 any other
mewca1 practition~rs or specialists in nursing practice licensed to
write prescriptions for drugs and mewcines.
5. R.S.45:14-14 is amended to read as follows:
45:14-14. The term "prescription" as used in [section)
&&45:14-13, R.S.45:14-15 to R.S.45:14-17 [of this Title] means
an order for dnlgs or mewcines or combinations or mixlu:es
thereof, written or signed by a duly licensed physician, dentist,
veterinarian [or]1 other mewcal practitioner or a specialist in
nursing practice licensed to write prescriptions intended for the
treatment or prevention of disease in man or animals, and
includes orders for drugs or mewcines or combinations or
mixtures thereof transmitted to phannacists thro~:gh word of
mouth, telephone, telegraph or other means of communication by
a duly licensed physician, dentist, veterinarian [or), other mewcal
practitioner or a specialist in nursing practice licensed to write
prescriptions intended for the treatment or prevention of disease
in man or animals, and such prescriptions received by word of
mouth, telephone, telegraph or other means of communication
shall be recorded in writing by the pharmacist and the record so
made by the pharmacist shall constitute the original prescription
to be !iled by the pharmacist, as provided for in [section]
R.S.45:14-15 [of this Title], but no prescription, for any narcotic
drug, except as provided in [section] R.S.24:18-7 [of the Revised
Statutes], shall be given or transmitted to phr.rmacists, in any
other manner, than in writing signed by the physician, dentist,
veterinarian, specialist in nuriing practice or other mewcal
practitioner giving or transmitting the same, nor shall such
prescription_ be renewed or refilled.
6. R.S.45:1.4-15 is amended to read as folbws:
45:14-15. The registered pharmacist compounding, dispensing,
filling or selling a prescription shall place the original written
pr~scription in a file kept for that purpose for a period of not less
than five years if such period is not less than two years after the
last refilling, and affix to the container in which the prescription
is dispensed. a label bearing the name and comp!ete address of
the pharmacy or drug store in which dispensed, the brand name or
generic name of the product dispensed unless the prescriber
states otherwise on the original written prescription, the date on
which the prescription was compcWldcd and an identifying
number Wlder which the prescription is recorded in his files,
together with the name of the physician, de:.tist, veiP.rinar;;a,
[or) 1 other medical practitioner or specialist in nursing practice
prescribing it and the directions for the use of the prescription bv
the patient, as directed on the prescription of the physici~..n.
dentist, veterinarian, [orl, other medical practitioner ~ecialist
;n nursing practice licensed to write prescriptions. Every
registered pharmacist who fills or compounds a prescription, or
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who supervises the filling or compounding of a prescription by a
person other than a pharmacist registered in this State, shall
place his name or initials on the original prescription or on the
label affixed to the container in which the prescription is
dispensed or in a book kept for the purpose of recording
prescriptions. The [board of pharmacy] Board of Pharmacy or any
of its agents is hereby empowered to inspect the prescription
files and other prescription records of a pharmacy and to remove
from said files and take possession of any original prescription;
providing, that the authorized agent removing or :aking
possession of an original prescription shall place in the file from
which it was removed a copy certified by said pErson to be a true
copy of the original prescription thus removed; provided further,
that the original copy shall be returned by the [board of
phannacy) Board of Pharmacy to the file from which it was
removed after it has served the purpose for which' it was
removed.
7. nus act shall take effect immediately.
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STATEMENT

nus bill defines a "specialist in nursing practice." It prcvides
that registered professional nur!.es who are specialists in nursing
practice, who meet qualifications approved by the New Jersey
Bo~rd of Nursing and who are authorized by the board's ru!es and
regulations may prescribe certain drugs and devices. It also
provides pharmacists ·with the authority to fill prescriptions
signed by specialists ir. nursi'lg practice.
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REGULATED PROFESSIONS

Provides specialists in r:ursing practice with prescriptive powers.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO S-2100
1.

p.l.

In explanatory statement, delete specialist in nursing
practice and substitute Nurse Practitioner/Nurse Midwife/
Clinical Nurse Specialist

2.

p.3.

Delete line 79-90, as written; substitute the following:

2c.

Nurse Practitioner/Nurse Midwife/Clinical Nurse Specialist
means a registered professional nurse who through completion
of a formal postgraduate nursing education program and
national certification in a specialty has demonstrated
expertise in a selected clinical area of nursing lcn0wledge
and_practicce. A Nurse Practitioner/Nurse Midwife/Clinical
Nurse Specialist who meets qualifications approved by the
Board* and who is authorized by the Board's rules and
regulations may prescribe drugs, devices and imrnunizing
agents appropriate to her specialty area in accoPdance
with a Board approved formulary. Drugs may not be sold
for profit by a self employed registered nurse.

3.

p.~.

Change italics in line 9 to read: One of whom shall be
a Nurse Practitioner, Nurse Midwife or Clinical Nurse
Specialist in active practice.

4.

p.6.

45:14-13, lines 7 and 8: change specialist in nursing
practice to· Nurse Practitioner/Nurse lv!idwife/Clinical
Nurse Specialist.

p.6.

45:14-14, line 6 and lines 12s 13: change ~pecialist
in nursing practice to Nurse Practitioner/Nurse Midwife/
Clinical Nurse Specialist.

p.7.

line 23 (top of page): change specialist ~n nursing
practice to Nurse Practitioner/Nurse Midwife/Clinical
Nurse Specialist.

p.7.

line 17 (middle of page): change specialist in nursing
practice to Nurse Practitioner/Nurse Midwife/Clinical
Nurse Specialist.

p.B.

Change statement to read: This bill defines a Nurse
Practitioner/Nurse Midwife/Clinical Nurse Specialist.
It provides that registered professional nurses who
are Nurse Practitioners/Nurse Midwives/Clinical Nurse

5.
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Specialist who meet qualifications approved through
rules and regulations established by the New Jersey
Board of Nursing may, in accordance with a Board
approved formulary, prescribe drugs, devices and
immunizing agents appropriate to their specialty
areas. It also provides pharmacists with the authority
to fill prescriptions signed by Nurse Practitioners/
Nurse Midwives/Clinical Nurse Specialists.
p.B.

Under Regulated Professions, change to read: Provides
Nurse Practitioners/Nurse Midwives/Clinical Specialists
with prescriptive powers appropriate to their specialty
area in accordance with a Board approved formulary.

*Board means New Jersey Board of Nursing
NJSNA-PHCNP Forum
Revised 11/89
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TESTIMONY FOR THE COMMISSION ON
SEX DISCRIMINATION IN THE STATUTES
JUNE 26·, 1990

Thank you for the opportunity to speak on the issue of sex
discrimination in the health field and in the delivery of health
care.

Many of the areas on which you have decided to focus are

of importance to NJEA and its membership; however, we have
decided to offer testimony on two· critical issues.

One area of major concern facing New Jersey is teenage
pregnancy.

The current statistics report that 7,022 teenagers,

between the ages of 10 and 18 became pregnant during 1988.

In

addition, the most recent data shows an increase in the number of
teens between the ages of 10 and 14 becoming pregnant.

These

statistics are indeed alarming, especially when one considers
that many more cases go unreported!

The total spectrum of health

care and other services available to these young women is
woefully lacking.

This is often a very traumatic time which

interrupts the teenager's family life and education, and a very
thorough counseling system is needed to lessen the impact of
being young, often unmarried, and pregnant.

Parents and churches may provide the necessary support
system, but all too often these systems may not be enough.

These

young women need the following; (1) a network of support clinics
which explain all of the options for dealing with pregnancy that
are currently available; (2) fully funded health/family planning
clinics in all areas of the state; (3) an educational program
which provide accessibility to all of the options available to
non-pregnant students, and; (4) school based child care so that
they may return to school and finish their education.

Presently, New Jersey is piloting 29 school based Youth
Service Clinics, which service teenagers on a "drop-in" basis.
Many of the services provided by these clinics is of referral
nature.

So pregnant teenagers will be sent to other community

resources which actually provide medical or other services.
These school based clinics seem to be very successful and need to
be expanded once this last year of the pilot program is
completed.

Teenagers need to have easy access to getting the

help they need and schools are able-to provide this
accessibility.

Currently, many teenagers do not receive medical attention
until the third trimester of their pregnancies, which often has
adverse effects on both the health of the mother and the baby.

Many young women do not know where to go for. proper health care
during pregnancy
prenatal care!

some do not even know that they should go for
Supplying information is not enough.

must be both accessible and supportive.

Health care

A young woman's first

visit often determines if she will return for continuing checkups.

Presently, Family Planning Clinics provide the majority of

these health services and only 24% of the cost of running these
clinics is covered by state funding.

These clinics need to be

fully funded and we need to increase the number of clinics.
(Currently, there are only 16 in New Jersey.)

A pregnant student needs to be assured of receiving the same
educational opportunities that she would have had available had
she not become pregnant.

New Jersey Title VI, Eguality in

Educational Programs, states that "there shall be no
discrimination against students because of pregnancy, childbirth,
pregnancy-related disabilities, actual or potential parenthood,
or family or marital status.

A student shall not be excluded

from any educational program or activity because of pregnancy or
related conditions unless she so requests or a physician
certifies that such exclusion is necessary for her physical,
mental, or emotional well-being.

If she is excluded for these

reasons, she must be provided with adequate and timely
opportunity for instruction to continue or make up her schoolwork
without prejudice or penalty."

All too often, pregnant teenagers drop out of school and, if
they do remain in school, they do not continue their current
educational program.

Sometimes students are placed on home bound

instruction until after the birth has occurred.

Education "out

of the mainstream" may provide the basics, but is often not
equippE:!d to provide the specialized programs available in
vocati<>nal or comprehensive high schools.

Elizabeth, Newark, and

the Heller School in Mt. Holly are some of the very few schools
which provide special educational systems for pregnant students.
School districts must re-examine the educational programs
providE~d

for pregnant teenagers and must expand their role as a

source of health and health care information.

TEtenage mothers need to have continued support after the
birth c,f the baby.

Information on postnatal health care must be

made available and these health services must be provided
throughout the state.

These young women also need to have access

to schetol based child care.

Continuing their education must be

made much easier and providing day care in schools would assure
both the availability of good day care programs and dissemination
of infc,rmation on postnatal health care.

The second issue we would like to address is an issue of the
detection and treatment of domestic violence and rape.

This is

an area of grave concern to the members of the NJEA Women in
Education Committee.

It is our contention many of these crimes

are committed as acts of violence against women, based solely on

gender.

These crimes are often not reported and, when they are

reported, are treated as minor offenses.
stereotypic beliefs that:

There are still

(1) these women "asked for it;" (2)

this is a private "family matter," or; (3) these violent acts are
"a part of certain cultures."

The treatment and prevention of

violent crimes against women must become a priority in both New
Jersey and the nation as a whole.

The following-are suggestions for improving the treatment of
women who are victims of domestics crimes and rape:

1.

The concept of Women's Health Networks, which some

hospitals have started, could be expanded to provide 24 hour
"hotline" number services so that abused women or rape victims
would be provided with both immediate health services and support
counseling system information.

2.

We need to develop a thorough system for reporting

incidents of both domestic violence and rape, complete
statistical data would help demonstrate the need for expanded
programs of prevention and treatment.

3.

Educational health programs need to provide information

to both boys and girls on overcoming gender stereotyping,
understanding domestic violence, and dealing with rape.

These

programs would help provide students the opportunity to discuss
topics which are often avoided and can only be overcome by a
thorough understanding of their nature.
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